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Editorial

Outdoor Insulation and Gas-Insulated Switchgears

Issouf Fofana * and Stephan Brettschneider

Modelling and Diagnostic of Electrical Power Network Equipment Laboratory (MODELE), Department of
Applied Sciences, Université du Québec à Chicoutimi, Chicoutimi, QC G7H 2B1, Canada
* Correspondence: ifofana@uqac.ca

1. Introduction

With the growth of the world’s population and faster-developing industries, larger
amounts of electric energy are needed [1–6]. To reduce Joule losses at longer distances,
voltages delivered by generators are increased with step-up power transformers, and elec-
tric energy is transported at large voltages [7,8]. Consequently, many ultra/extra AC/DC
high-voltage transmission projects have been commissioned or are under construction in
many countries: Canada (735 kV), Venezuela (800 kV), China (1100 kV), Japan (1100 kV),
and India (1200 kV) [9–18]. For the power to be delivered to end-users, transmission grids,
including towers, conductors, insulators, as well as substations, are essential [19–22]. The
main equipment in substations includes, but is not limited to: power transformers, circuit
breakers, surge arrestors, relays, insulators, disconnector switches, busbars, capacitor banks,
batteries, wave trapper, switchyard, as well as protection, control, and metering instru-
ments, etc. When the equipment is installed outside, it is refereed as an “outdoor substation”
and an “indoor substation” when set inside a building. One of the main advantages of
an indoor substation over an outdoor substation is the independence from meteorological
impacts [23–25]. Nowadays, indoor substations are commonly gas-insulated substations
(GIS), as they require a much smaller footprint [23].

These transmission lines that carry power to end-users cross various regions, exposing
all outdoor equipment to various atmospheric conditions [26–33]. Actually, the more or
less complex profiles of insulators are essentially determined to meet a certain number
of criteria in relation to the shape of the voltage waves and the conditions of pollution,
fog, and rain. Understanding the fundamental aspects of outdoor insulation is, therefore,
important for properly designing and monitoring practical HV transmission lines and
hardware [26–33].

Listed hereafter are the topics of interest considered in the call for papers:

• Lightning phenomena and related applications;
• Long air gap discharges;
• Switching surges;
• Insulation coordination;
• Breakdown and pre-breakdown phenomena in gases;
• Insulating material efficiency improvement by chemical admixtures;
• Gas-insulated switchgear (GIS);
• Measurement, monitoring and diagnostic techniques.

With fast changes occurring in both current and future grids, developing reliable
insulators for outdoor insulation applications, studying the influence of atmospheric condi-
tions on the grid performance, investigating the very fast transient overvoltage behavior of
gas-insulated substations, and protecting power equipment against lightning have become
essential tasks in maintaining a reliable link for the future power grids [34–39].

This Special Issue, in its final form, focuses on theoretical and practical developments
with special emphasis on pollution/icing of the power grid hardware problems and the im-
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provement in silicone rubber performances for applications in the composite insulators. The
performance of gas-insulated switchgears (GIS) and lighting protection are also concerned.

2. An Outlook of the Special Issue

"Outdoor Insulation and Gas Insulated Switchgears", a Special Issue of Energies has
been successfully organized with the support extended from the editorial staff of the journal
and the MDPI publishing team. This Special Issue was quite remarkable and successful,
with a good geographical distribution of authors and coauthors: Canada (12), Chile (1),
China (10), Malaysia (1), Saudi Arabia (5), the UK (10), Romania (3), Italy (1), Finland (2),
Germany (3), Algeria (4), and Côte d’Ivoire (2).

A brief status of the Special Issue is as follows:

• Published papers: (13);
• Rejected papers: (3);
• Median Article Processing Time: 42 days;
• Article Type: Article (12); Review (1).

The guest editors would like to thank all the reviewers for their prompt responses
during the reviewing and revising of the manuscripts.

The articles published in this issue are discussed in the subsequent sections of this editorial.

3. A Review of the Special Issue

The articles [40–45] address the flashover performance of polluted insulators. In [40],
an attempt has been made by Amrani et al. to propose a mathematical model allowing
the prediction of the AC surface arc propagation on polluted insulators under divergent
electric fields. Several electro-geometric parameters such as the distance between electrodes,
pollution conductivity, radius of high-voltage electrodes, and length of the plane electrode
were taken into account. The results indicate good agreement between computed and
experimental results for various test configurations.

In [41], Chen et al. proposed a dynamic pollution prediction model of insulators
based on atmospheric environmental parameters (meteorological data and wind speed).
Two insulators’ coefficients, c1 and c2 (c1: pollution ratio of U210BP/170 to XP-160; c2:
calculated pollution ratio of U210BP/170T to XP-160), were computed as monitoring
parameters. It is shown that the NSDD (non-soluble deposit density) of insulators with
different structures can be predicted using the insulators’ structure coefficient and the
reference XP-160 insulator’s NSDD. The results were verified against experimental data
under natural pollution.

In [42], Nan et al. investigated the pollution flashover characteristics of four types of
AC composite crossarm insulators with diameters ranging from 100 mm to 450 mm under
different voltage grades (from 66 to 1000 kV). The pollution grade was varied between 0.2
and 1.0 mg/cm2. The results involving the effects of the surface hydrophobicity state of
silicone rubber, core diameter, umbrella structure, arrangement, and insulation distance on
the pollution flashover voltage of the composite crossarm insulators can be helpful for the
structural design and optimization of the composite crossarm insulators.

In [43], Slama et al. reported a preliminary study of an in situ monitoring of 400 kV
SiR textured insulators in a polluted environment. The artificially polluted HTV-textured
silicone rubber insulators were electrically and thermally monitored. It was found that
the level of pollution, which acted as a parameter, and the voltage affect the discharge
activity and its nature. In addition, the magnitude and pulses of the rms leakage current,
along with the average dissipated power, depend on the pollution levels and the dry-bands
formation. Finally, emphasis is laid on the differentiation and quantification between
dry-band discharge onset and dry-band arc inception.

Fofana et al. [44] has shared field experience from post-installation pollution levels
assessment. It is shown that the pollution level should not be considered static due to
the dynamics of environmental parameters. Tests were performed on some distribution
insulators removed from service. To assess the pollution levels of the insulators, various
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parameters such as equivalent salt deposit density (ESDD) and non-soluble deposit density
(NSDD), surface resistance, and leakage current characteristics (density, third harmonic
amplitude, and phase) were monitored. It was confirmed that the dynamics of the local envi-
ronmental parameters should be considered for grid reliability. The authors recommended
post-installation investigations be conducted whenever the surrounding insulator’s area
undergoes changes (construction, habitation, changes in factory processes, etc.).

In addition to pollution concerns, the power grid may be endangered by atmospheric
icing in cold regions of the world. This may cause structural damages or insulator flashovers.
Over the years, various techniques have been proposed to guarantee the reliability of the
grid. This includes active (heating, chemicals, and mechanical methods) and passive
(nanotechnology) solutions. A snapshot of some significant developments on this topic
over the last four decades is presented by the guest editors [45]. The problems in using
these techniques, their applications, and perspectives are discussed.

Liu et al. [46] proposed a method to monitor of the icing degree of an insulator during
icing accretion. Two algorithms (direct equalization and median filter methods) have been
used to reduce the noise and enhance the contrast of the images obtained in simulated
laboratory conditions. From the image, the maximum entropy threshold segmentation
algorithm is used to discriminate between the insulator and ice surface. The boundaries
of the non-iced insulator and the ice thickness are determined using an improved Canny
operator edge detection algorithm. The location of the icicles is accurately determined
using a regional growing method. This allows locating the air gap in the image of the iced
insulator, the icicle length. The operator may then evaluate the likelihood of ice bridging
the insulator strings. The proposed approach allows predicting icing induced flashover.

The next three articles [47–49] focus on aspects of synthetic insulation materials, either
specifically silicone rubber insulation housing composites’ modification by suitable fillers
or more generally with a review on polymeric insulation applications.

Ghunem et al. [47] pinpoint some perceptions and design paradigms about the ad-
mixture of inorganic fillers to silicone rubber housing composites for outdoor insulation
with the aim of improving resistance to erosion against dry band arcing. From their critical
review, the authors recommended two aspects considered in the design: (1) the volume
effect of the fillers and (2) the shield effect. They also recommended supplementary char-
acterization tests and measurements, useful in understanding the protective filler actions
in enhancing the erosion resistance of silicone rubber such as TGA, SEM, leakage current
measurements, and thermal conductivity measurements.

Alqudsi et al. [48] experimentally investigated the effect of ground and fumed silica
fillers (incorporated at different loading levels) on suppressing DC+ erosion in silicone
rubber. To evaluate the erosion performance of the composites, the inclined plan test
(IPT) under DC+ voltage was used. The analytical analyses included the leakage currents,
simultaneous thermogravimetric–differential thermal analysis (TGA–DTA) under nitrogen
and air atmospheres to understand the thermal decomposition characteristics of the com-
posites, surface morphology by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and surface roughness
analysis by an optical microscope. From the investigations, it is reported that fumed silica
and its interaction with silicone rubber were effective in promoting the formation of a
coherent shielding residue, which resulted in suppressing the DC+ erosion.

Haque et al. [49] proposed a comprehensive survey including 144 citations, focusing
on the application and suitability of polymeric materials as insulators in power equipment
such as cables, transformers, insulators, etc. In this survey, the authors emphasized and
highlighted the basic physicochemical properties of polymer materials, thermoplastics,
and thermosets. Recent studies on their performances are reviewed. The main assessment
techniques for HV applications are also discussed. Finally, future research hotspots and
notable research topics are discussed for the benefit of researchers.

Two papers pertaining to gas-insulated switchgears were published in this Special
Issue. In [50], Alexandru et al. proposed an electromagnetic field theory approach to study
the effect of several model configurations of gas-insulated substations under very fast
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transient overvoltage (VFTO) using suitable computer-aided design models. The partial
equivalent element circuit (PEEC) approach embedded into an XGSLab software package
was adopted. The results can be seen as benchmark hints for grounding grid designers,
particularly for the proper development and implementation of transient ground potential
rise (TGPR) mitigation techniques across a gas-insulated substation.

Götz et al. [51] investigated the partial discharge behaviour of a distorted weakly
inhomogeneous electrode arrangement in sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) and synthetic air
under high DC voltage stress. The insulation gas pressure, the gas type, the electric
field strength, and the voltage polarity were chosen as parameters. Depending on the
experimental parameters (discharge impulses, discharge impulses with superimposed
pulseless discharges, subsequent smaller discharges and pulseless discharges), the authors
identified four different discharge types. The paper ended with some suggestions for
reliable partial discharge measurements under DC voltage stresses.

The last contribution in this Special Issue focuses on lightning protection. Pourakbari-
Kasmaei et al. [52] proposes an inductor-based filter for the protective performance of surge
arresters against indirect lightning strikes. Different surge arresters with different ratings
and two different classes of energy were tested under different indirect lighting impulses.
The obtained results indicate that equipping an MV transformer with surge arresters with
a proper filter size enhances the performance of the surge arrester significantly.

4. Closing Remarks

High-voltage transmission networks requiring outdoor insulation or GIS play a very
important role in our modern societies, and they are becoming even more essential as
efforts are underway to decarbonize our energy usage through increasing electrification
(for example, in the personal transportation sector) [53]. The articles published testify that
research in this field is very active and that the stakes of electrical insulation are multiple.

• The insulation performance under pollution conditions will continue to be an actual
topic, as urbanization and industrialization will continue to increase around the globe.
In addition, recent events in various regions of the world show a tendency that extreme
weather conditions will become more frequent (such as severe ice storms or wild fires
during heating periods). Furthermore, more transmission lines need to be constructed
through environmentally harsh areas to interconnect new renewable energy resources
to the existing networks. For example, there exists large solar power potential in desert
areas, important wind power potential along coast lines and offshore, and potential
for new hydroelectric power stations in remote mountainous areas.

• The durability and long-term performance aspects of synthetic insulation materials
also remain an ongoing issue. Among others, the hydrophobic and glaciophobic
properties of the insulation surfaces are of interest to increase the performance of exte-
rior insulation systems with respect to the environmental challenges of transmission
systems. However, the conservation of their beneficial properties in the long term
remains a challenge.

• The role of compact GIS insulation will increase, and the number of such installations
will rise due to the urbanization and densification of residential areas. Therefore, the
continuation of research efforts and improvements in this field are of interest.

The papers published in this Special Issue report on the progress made in various
application areas. The combination of experimental work, modelling efforts, and analysis
of utility installations help to confirm and explain the results obtained. The outcomes will
contribute to design more reliable and more durable insulation systems in the future.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, I.F. and S.B.; writing—original draft, I.F. and S.B.; writing—
review and editing, I.F. and S.B. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of
the manuscript.
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Abstract: In this contribution, a mathematical model allowing for the prediction of the AC surface
arc propagation on polluted insulators under non-uniform electric field is proposed. The approach
is based on the experimental concept of Claverie and Porcheron. The proposed model, which
makes it possible to reproduce the surface electric discharge, includes a condition for arrest of the
propagating discharge. The electric field at the tip of the discharge is the key parameter governing its
random propagation. A finite element approach allows for mapping of the electric field distribution
while the discharge propagation process is simulated in two dimensions. The voltage drop along
the arc discharge path at each propagation step is also taken into account. The simulation results
are validated against experimental data, taking into account several electro-geometric parameters
(distance between electrodes, pollution conductivity, radius of high-voltage electrode, length of the
plane electrode). Good agreement between computed and experimental results were obtained for
various test configurations.

Keywords: pollution; flashover; inception voltage; arc propagation; finite element method (FEM)

1. Introduction

For the safe operation of any power system network, it is important that key equipment
such as transmission line hardware operate properly for many years. Transmission lines
pass through several hundreds of kilometres, being subjected to various climatic conditions
(sea salts, domestic pollution, natural pollution, dirt, and chemical residues in the industrial
areas, etc.). Pollution of insulators is recognised as a major engineering concern since in
polluted areas, overhead lines may see their reliability and performance decline [1–4].

This is because when the contaminated surface is wet, the leakage currents then
increase with potential flashover of the insulating surface, which means power outage [5].
Even though many investigations have been reported on the topic, there is still a dearth
of information to gather. The physics of the flashover of polluted insulators is still not
completely understood due to the complexity of the involved phenomenon resulting from
the interaction of the electric field, pollution layer, and environmental conditions [6].

Due to fast-growing cities, industrialisation, and climate change, power grids are
poised to experience more pollution. The study of the flashover of polluted insulators is
therefore of interest due to potential power-related outages. Significant efforts have been
made to better understand the evolution of insulator flashover. A large number of papers
and books on the insulator surface flashover are available [7]. It is now well established that
the flashover process of polluted insulators includes three steps: (i) arc initiation, (ii) arc
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propagation, and (iii) flashover. The electric field distribution along the insulator, which
depends on several factors, has a great influence on the arc initiation and propagation. The
initiation of an arc starts in a region of high local electrical stress.

Theoretical models for simulating electrical discharge may allow for a better under-
standing of the physical processes involved in the flashover of polluted insulators. From the
engineering point of view, the ultimate goal of the simulation/modelling is to predict the
behaviour of polluted insulators from purely macroscopic data. Therefore, reliable models
may considerably reduce the time factor required for laboratory tests. Thus far, several
flashover models, mathematical, numerical, or experimental investigations, e.g., [7–12],
have been reported to determine the critical characteristics of the electric arc.

Few mathematical or numerical studies have been conducted to predict the critical
flashover voltage of polluted insulators considering that an arc behaves like an equipo-
tential surface in contact with the pollution layer and assumes propagation in one dimen-
sion [13–15]. Some models describe the electric arc behaviour using various criteria: electric
field (Hampton’s criteria), leakage current variation (Hesketh’s criteria), applied voltage
and energy (Anjana and Lakshminarasimha’s criteria), power variation (Wilkins’ criteria),
and equivalent impedance [16–20]. All these models are based on equations involving the
static arc constants (n and N) [12]. A survey of the literature shows that their values vary
over a wide range for different types of arcs [21]. These values depend not only on the
arc medium but also on the electrolyte used to form the resistive layer. The fundamental
shortcoming is related to the large range between these values when comes to the time to
select values for a specific application. Slama et al. [2] proved that the parameters n and N
are, in reality, not static and depend on the thermal characteristics of the arc along with the
equivalent electrical circuit simulating the phenomena.

The present paper aimed at studying the inception and propagation of an electric arc
discharge up to flashover under polluted conditions. The main features include the electric
field distribution mapping and the fact that the propagation process is superficial (2D).
The electric arc discharge model is based on finite element method (FEM). It is generally
reported that in the case of uniform pollution, the discharge occurs in the dry bands
generated by the circulation of the leakage current [11,22–24]. For non-uniform pollution,
the arc develops in unpolluted areas [11,22–24]. These observations allow for confirmation
that the electric arc starts with a discharge in the air in contact with the pollution layer. The
model established in this paper is based on this result by exploiting Peek’s work on electric
discharges in gases.

The electrical arc discharges, initiated from the cylindrical electrode, propagate by
stepping randomly along the polluted insulator plate once the field exceeds the threshold
level computed at each time step. When the electric arc progresses, a new configuration
is imposed on the system, represented by an increase of the arc length and changes in its
characteristics. This increase in the arc length causes the inception field to change at each
step. The electrical discharge is modelled by small branches in contact with the pollution
layer. The proposed model is validated against experimental results. The comparison of
the computed and measured flashover results indicates the validity of the proposed model
for predicting the breakdown voltage. From this contribution, explicit information onto
the influence of the electro-geometrical parameters on the electric field distribution that
affects the flashover process of the polluted insulators is reported. Three aspects of the
electrical discharge were analysed: arc initiation, discharge propagation law, and voltage
drop. The influence of the electro-geometric parameters on the characteristics of the electric
discharge is also discussed. In particular, the proposed model makes it possible to predict
the flashover voltage of a polluted insulator according to the geometry of the electrodes,
gap distance, and the conductivity of the pollution.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The laboratory model is described
in Section 2. The experimental investigations are reported in Section 3. In Section 4,
the mathematical model is described. The comparison of the simulated results with
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experimental ones is reported in Section 5. Conclusions and future directions of research
are provided in Section 6.

2. Laboratory Model

The rod–plane arrangement constitutes one of the basic configurations in the investiga-
tion of non-uniform electric fields and insulation properties in high-voltage studies [25,26].
The physical laboratory model (Figure 1) is based on the plane model of Claverie and
Porcheron [10,27]. It consists of a glass insulating plate on which a uniform pollution layer
with specific conductivity (γ) is deposited. A cylindrical electrode with a radius (Rp) served
for high voltage (U) application while a rectangular electrode of length (L) and width (a)
served as the ground electrode. The cylindrical and rectangular electrodes are separated by
a distance (D). It is also assumed that distance between the centre of the circular electrode
and the end of the plane electrode is ‘XL’.

Figure 1. Overview of the laboratory physical model. (a) Schematic illustration. (b) Photo.

3. Experimental Investigations

The experimental circuit (Figure 2) adopted for the present study consists of a HV
transformer (110 kV, 5 kVA) and voltage and leakage current measuring systems (voltage
divider and shunt resistor). The arc discharge’s light emission intensity was recorded
with a R3896 Hamamatsu Photonics photomultiplier (PMT) directed at the HV electrode.
The covered wavelength ranges from ultraviolet light to the near-infrared region (185 to
900 nm), allowing the detection of early discharge inception since corona discharges in
air emit light mainly in the 230–405 nm range. The most intense emissions are between
300 and 360 nm, whereas those of the arc phase are between 600 and 800 nm [7]. The PMT
tube had a rise time of 22 ns. The applied voltage was increased at a rate of 1 kV/s using a
High Volt WSM3 control device. Measurements signals (current, voltage, and PMT) were
recorded via a National Instrument data acquisition system (NI PCI 6251).

The leakage current was recorded through a 100 Ω power shunt resistor (RSH).
The preparation of the saline solution, used for the pollution of insulators, was based

on the salt fog method according to standard IEC 60507. The level of the pollution layer was
chosen on the basis of earlier work by Teguar et al. [22–24,28]. These authors considered
that the highly conductive layers have a conductivity greater than 400 μS/cm, while the
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weakly conductive layers have a conductivity lower than 40 μS/cm. The tap water was
referred as median conductivity level.

The physical laboratory model was carefully cleaned with distilled water so that all
traces of drifts were removed and dried with papers. The conductivity of the pollution
layer was adjusted to a desired value using a conductivity meter of Yokogawa type by
adding sodium chloride (NaCl) to deionised water. The pollution layer was deposited by
spraying the surface of the insulating plate with the salty solution while respecting the
number of sprays and distance to obtain a uniform and reproducible pollution layer.

Figure 2. Measuring circuit for AC inception and breakdown test.

4. Mathematical Modelling

4.1. Basic Concept

The backbone of the model originated from the Obenaus concept [29]. This concept
was firstly developed to describe the flashover under DC conditions. Furthermore, some
researchers such as Claverie [10] and Rizk [12,30,31] provided the essential criteria to adapt
the Obenaus concept to AC voltages. The AC flashover on a polluted surface is considered
as an arc in series with a residual resistance consisting of a pollution layer that is not
bridged by the arc (Figure 3). The circuit equation then reads as follows:

U = Varc + Rp (larc).I (1)

Varc = Nlarc I−n (2)

where
U: applied voltage (V);
N and n: arc constants;
larc: arc length (cm);
I: leakage current (A);
Varc: arc voltage (V);
Rp (larc): residual resistance of the pollution layer (Ω).
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Figure 3. Model of flashover on a polluted insulator [29].

The arc tends to extinguish at every half-cycle as the current passes through zero. The
re-ignition can occur when the applied voltage reaches the critical value (depending on
leakage current I and arc length larc) according to Claverie and Porcheron [10,27]:

Urei ≥ 800 larc√
I

(3)

On the basis of some experimental results, Hampton established that the arc cannot
propagate unless the voltage gradient in the pollution layer Ep exceeds the voltage gradient
in the arc column Earc [16]. Therefore, the propagation condition yields

Ep > Earc (4)

On the basis of these equations, we propose a two-dimensional model. The funda-
mentally new feature of the model is its use of a field mapping criterion to describe the arc
propagation. The angle between the arc discharge step and the axis of the gap is random
with an assumed form of uniform probability distribution. The initiation and propagation
criteria of the electric discharge are estimated by the modified Peek’s formula. The main
features are described in the next section.

4.2. Simulation Model

Computations of the model were performed using the scientific library MATLAB®. To
reproduce the arc discharge progression forms, we established a circular mesh (Figure 4),
made up of (nmesh × mmesh) elements with angular (Δθ) and radial (Δr) steps. The nodes
of this mesh represent the targeted points by the arc discharge.

The development of a superficial model of electrical arc discharge propagation is
reproduced under the following assumptions:

- The discharge progresses stepwise on a plane (two-dimensional) where the conductive
surface of the polluted insulator is considered constant.

- The electrical arc initiates at the cylindrical electrode subjected to high voltage and
progress towards the grounded plane electrode.

- The discharge propagates randomly from the most intense field points, emphasising
the predominant effect of the electric field.

In the computer program, the system is reproduced by a matrix of dimension mmesh
× nmesh where the centre of the circular electrode constitutes the element (1, 1) with the
coordinates (0, 0). The other points are defined geometrically (x, y) or as a matrix (i, j)
abscissas, as defined by Equations (5) and (6).
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The difficulty of an electric arc rises as it takes place on a polluted surface. The conduc-
tivity and the distribution of pollution layers not only influences the inception/propagation
of a surface electric discharge but is itself influenced by this electric discharge. The estab-
lished model concerns two steps of discharge evolution: inception and propagation.

Figure 4. Progression discharge grid. (a) Mesh. (b) Target points.

The coordinates of the points are calculated by the following relationships:

x = i Δr cos(j Δθ) (5)

y = i Δr sin(j Δθ) (6)

with
Δθ, Δr: angular and radial steps, respectively;
j: index varying between 1 and mmesh = 2π/Δθ;
mmesh: number of angular divisions;
i: index varying between 1 and nmesh = (X/Δr) + 1;
nmesh: number of radial divisions.

4.2.1. Discharge Inception

When the applied voltage stress (electric field) between two electrodes in an insulation
system reaches a threshold value, a first corona discharge of initial length L0 is initiated. If
the conditions for the discharge propagation are satisfied, the discharge channel fed by the
arc discharge current lengthens. Otherwise, the channel switches off and disappears unless
the applied voltage reaches the threshold re-ignition value [32,33].
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The threshold electric field is estimated using empirical Peek’s law [33–38]:

Ec = Eaiδ

(
1 +

K√
δRp

)
m1.m2 (7)

The threshold voltage of the discharge inception for the considered configuration
is [7,37,38]

Uc = Eaiδ

(
1 +

K√
δRp

) (
ln
(

2D+Rp
Rp

))
(

1
Rp + 1

2D+Rp

) m1 m2 (8)

where
Eai = 21.2 kVrms/cm, K = 0.3;
Rp: radius of rod electrode in cm;
m1: geometric correction coefficient (between 0 and 1) being equal to

m1 =
log(XL)

2 π
(9)

XL: distance between the centre of the circular electrode and the end of the plane
electrode;

m2: correction coefficient of the pollution (0.3 to 0.9). For a clean surface, m2 = 0.9,
whereas for highly polluted one, m2 = 0.3.

The surrounding condition is also taken into account through the density:

δ = (3.92 P)/(273 + t) (10)

P: air pressure in cm Hg;
t: the surrounding temperature in ◦C.
The Equations (8)–(10) are used to determine the threshold voltage according to the

electro-geometrical parameters and climatic conditions [7,37,38].

4.2.2. Discharge Propagation Criteria

A discharge initiation on a polluted insulator may not lead to a breakdown process
unless two conditions are satisfied. First, the required conditions for discharge propagation
must be satisfied. Second, the discharge should not stop, and therefore the first condition
remains valid during the progression of the arc up to the flashover (otherwise the voltage
has to be increased).

A mandatory condition for an electric discharge to be initiated is related to the dis-
tribution of electric fields, which greatly depend on geometrical dimensions and electric
parameters of pollution.

The propagation of electric discharge being the succession of avalanches of critical
size and the last phase is called the final jump, which corresponds to the establishment of
the flashover between the electrodes.

In this work, the electric discharge starts from the energised electrode (cylindrical
electrode) where the electric field value is high enough to sustain the discharge propagation
to the grounded electrodes. Indeed, the electric discharge is considered to evolve randomly
when the field at the target point exceeds the threshold field of corona appearance.

The proposed multi-arc FEM model uses the inception field calculated from Equation (7)
as condition to initiate the discharge.

At each evolution step, the extreme point of the discharge M, a three-options random
probability propagation is offered (Figure 4b): L (left), C (centre), and R (right).

Considering the target point with electric field E, the discharge evolution criterion
(Hampton criteria) towards this point is given by

E > ϑ EC (11)
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where
EC: the critical field (Equation (7);
ϑ: random variable generated at each step and each branch by a uniform probability

distribution in the model.
The uniform law allows for pseudo-random number generation algorithms, to gener-

ate random variables with the same probability of occurrence over an interval.
If the likelihood is sufficiently high enough, a new segment connects the extremity M

to the targeted point, which becomes itself a new discharge extremity.
After each propagation step, the electric field distribution is modified by the newly

added branches. The electric field distribution is therefore computed.
The voltage at the new extremity referred to as Varc is given by the following equation:

Varc = U − Δv (12)

with Δv [V] representing the linear voltage drop along the discharge channel.
When the electric arcs progress, a new configuration is imposed on the system by the

arc length and its voltage drop. This new configuration affects the critical field at each step
of the evolution. The inception field is recalculated at each step of the electric discharge
evolution (Equation (13)).

Ec(larc) = Eai.δ

(
1 +

K√
δ.R(larc)

)
m1.m2 (13)

where
R(larc) = Rp + larc (14)

larc: the maximum radial length of the discharge

larc = Δr. Nbe (15)

Nbe: number of steps;
Δr: radial steps.
The model used to compute the breakdown voltage is based on Obenaus [29] and

Claverie-Porcheron [10,27] models. The electric field distribution is obtained by the Finite
Element Method Magnetics software (FEMM) [38]. To do this, a rectangular domain defines
the calculation limits with a Neumann condition. MATLAB is used to introduce the electro-
geometric data in the form of an executable program and the exploitation of the FEMM
results.

During each calculation step, if the propagation condition is satisfied, the discharge
lengthens. Otherwise, the peak value of the applied voltage (U) has to be increased and the
parameters initialised.

The flashover voltage is obtained when the discharge length exceeds the inter electrode
gap D. Figure 5 presents the general flowchart of simulation.
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Figure 5. General flowchart of the simulation.

5. Simulation Results and Validation against Experiments

The flashover of the polluted insulator was measured and simulated while considering
the effect of various electro-geometric parameters including conductivity, inter-electrode
distance, HV electrode radius, and ground electrode width. For this purpose, we considered
various electro-geometrical constraints as follows

- Radius of circular electrode RP = 1.5 cm, 2.5 cm.
- The length of the plane electrode L = 15.5 cm, L = 25.5 cm.
- Inter-electrode distance D = 10 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, 40 cm.
- Four layers of pollution of different conductivity are considered (γ = 10 μS/cm,

80 S/cm, 400 μS/cm, γ = 900 μS/cm).

A comparison between simulated and experimental data to validate the proposed
model is reported hereafter. The variation of the flashover voltage as a function of the
above-mentioned electro-geometric parameters under AC voltage is given in Figures 6–13.
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Figure 6. Flashover vs. pollution layer conductivity (Rp = 1.5 cm, L = 25.5 cm).

Figure 7. Flashover vs. pollution layer conductivity (Rp = 2.5 cm, L = 25.5 cm).

Figure 8. Flashover vs. pollution layer conductivity (Rp = 1.5 cm, L = 15.5 cm).
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Figure 9. Flashover vs. pollution layer conductivity (Rp = 2.5 cm, L = 15.5 cm).

Figure 10. Flashover vs. inter-electrode distance for electrode radius (γ = 900 μS/cm, L = 25.5 cm).

Figure 11. Flashover vs. inter-electrode distance for electrode radius (γ = 900 μS/cm, L = 15.5 cm).
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Figure 12. Flashover vs. inter-electrode distance for different electrode radius (γ = 80 μS/cm,
L = 25.5 cm).

Figure 13. Flashover vs. inter-electrode distance for electrode radius (γ = 80 μS/cm, L = 15.5 cm).

It can be observed from Figures 6–9 that the flashover voltage decreased with the
pollution layer’s conductivity. In other words, increasing the pollution conductivity caused
the electrical performance to worsen. It can also be seen that increasing inter-electrode
distance and energised electrode radius caused the disruptive voltage to increase, regardless
of the pollution layer’s conductivity and the length of the grounded electrode.

The electric field decreased with increasing D or Rp, thus requiring a higher level of
applied voltage to generate a conductive current and dry bands that stimulate generation
of arcs, leading to flashover.

The breakdown voltage was reduced with increasing pollution conductivity. The
presence of pollution favours a conductive current in the regions of high electrical field
stress, which create dry bands and facilitate arc generations.

The variation of the geometrical parameters such as the radius and the length of the
ground electrode, as reported in Figures 10–13, impacts the flashover by affecting the
distribution of the electric field. For a given inter-electrode distance, with any increase
in the electrode radius or the length of grounded electrodes, the electric field tends to
be uniform. However, the length effect is less important than that of the inter-electrode
distance.

For a given radius and inter-electrode distance, it should be noticed that the exper-
imental data have the same order of magnitude as those predicted with the established
numerical model (less than 20% error). This difference can be traced to the possible dis-
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placement of the wet part of the pollution, the difficulty in applying uniformly the pollution
in real life, and/or the residues from the previous discharges.

It can be seen that the simulation results were close to the experimental ones for small
radius, large gap electrodes, and large plane electrode. Furthermore, the difference be-
tween the simulation and experimental results was reduced when the HV electrode radius
decreased and the ground electrode length increased. The random variable generated at
each step and each branch by a uniform probability distribution in the model may be seen
as a clear limitation of the model in its actual form.

6. Conclusions

In this contribution, experimental investigations on the flashover of a non-uniform
field polluted insulators under AC was carried out. Different electro-geometrical parame-
ters (conductivity, radius, inter-electrode distance, and the plane length) were considered.

The established model makes it possible to predict the flashover voltage of a polluted
insulator, which is very useful information for electrical engineering. In addition, it is
possible to determinate the initial value of the insulator degradation represented by the
inception voltage. Knowledge of this data allows designers, builders, and managers of
electrical power transmission lines to combat the inconvenience of insulator pollution in a
technical manner. Moreover, it was confirmed that the flashover phenomenon depends on
the interaction between the electric field and the conductivity of pollution layers.

The established model is in essence based on the electric field and the randomness of
the evolution of the electric discharge on the surface of the polluted insulator. The choice
of the progression criterion, which considers the modified Peek’s law, confirms that the
discharge bypasses the dry bands and evolves in the air in contact with the pollution layer.

From these investigations, we report that the flashover voltage increased with increas-
ing inter-electrode distance and high-voltage electrode radius. It decreased with increasing
conductivity. The arc development was particularly dependent on the pollution layer’s
conductivity and electrical field stress, which plays a primordial role on the flashover
process. These observations were confirmed by the model.

The prediction of the electric arc initiation and development on a polluted surface
is of significant interest for designing an HV system suitable for heavily polluted areas.
It is hoped that the results presented can be viewed as a benchmark and a challenge for
further research. It is also expected to have an impact on further modelling/simulation
of discharge inception and propagation on polluted surface. Work is now in progress to
improve the propagation concept and extend the model to non-uniformly polluted surfaces
and real-life insulators. This should be of great help in outdoor insulation design.
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Abbreviations

Exp Experimental results
FEM Finite element method
Exp Experimental results
FEM Finite element method
FEMM The Finite Element Method Magnetics software
HV High voltage
IEC International Electrotechnical standards
PMT Photonics photomultiplier simulation results
Nomenclature

A Width of the rectangular electrode
D Inter-electrode distance
E Electric field
Earc The voltage gradient in the arc column
Ec The threshold electric field
Ep The voltage gradient in the pollution layer
I Leakage current
L Length of the rectangular electrode
larc Arc length, the maximum radial length of the discharge
m1 Geometric correction coefficient
m2 Correction coefficient of the pollution
mmesh Number of angular divisions
N and n Arc constants
nmesh Number of radial divisions
Nbe Number of steps
P Air pressure
Rp Radius of the cylindrical electrode
Rp (larc) Residual resistance of the pollution layer
t Temperature
Uc The threshold voltage
Urei Critical voltage of the re-ignition condition
Varc Arc voltage
U Applied voltage

XL
Distance between the centre of the circular electrode and the end of the
plane electrode

γ Conductivity of pollution layer
Δθ Angular steps
Δr Radial steps
Δv The linear voltage drop
δ The air density
ϑ Random variable
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Abstract: Pollution-induced flashover is one of the most serious power accidents, and the pollution
degree of insulators depends on atmospheric environmental parameters. The pollution models used
in the power system research are usually static, but the environmental parameters are dynamic.
Therefore, the study on the dynamic pollution prediction model is of great importance. In this
paper, the dynamic pollution prediction model of insulators based on atmospheric environmental
parameters was built, and insulators’ structure coefficients were proposed based on the model.
Firstly, the insulator dynamic pollution model based on meteorological data (PM2.5, PM10, TSP
(total suspended particulate), and wind speed) was proposed, and natural pollution tests were also
conducted as verification tests. Furthermore, insulator structure coefficients c1, c2 (c1: pollution
ratio of U210BP/170 to XP-160; c2: calculated pollution ratio of U210BP/170T to XP-160) were then
obtained, and their influence factors were discussed. At last, insulator structure coefficients were
calculated, and it can be seen that the calculated error of insulator structure coefficients was acceptable,
with the average re (relative errors) at 9.0% (c1) and 13.5% (c2), which verifies the feasibility of the
model. Based on the results in this paper, the NSDD (non-soluble deposit density) of insulators with
different structures can be obtained using the insulators’ structure coefficient and the reference XP-160
insulator’s NSDD.

Keywords: dynamic pollution model; reference insulators; insulator structure coefficient; natural
pollution tests; finite element method

1. Introduction

Pollution-induced flashover is among the most serious power accidents, which seriously threatens
the safety and stability of the power system [1–5]. In the past three decades, China has suffered from
air pollution due to rapid economic growth, industry-led urbanization, and a lack of environmental
protection [6]. Severe air pollution aggravates the possibility of pollution flashover [7]. Therefore,
much literature has focused on the issue of insulator contamination [8–21].

It will cost a lot of workforces and material resources to test the pollution degree of insulators
operating in transmission lines. Therefore, some scholars have first studied insulator contamination in
a wind tunnel and other pollution accumulation systems [8–12]. For example, insulator contamination
characteristics were studied by wind tunnel simulation in the literature [8], and the results suggest that
insulator structures, wind speed and RH (relative humidity) have obvious impacts on the contamination
degree of insulators. Research on the contamination characteristics in the winter environment [9,10] also
show that the wind speed has a greater effect on insulator contamination and NSDD. Y. Liu et al. [11]
set up a natural pollution accumulation system and uses it to analyze the contamination characteristics
and the micro-shape features of the insulator surface. The results show that the DC electric field has a
significant effect on agglomeration characteristics.

Energies 2020, 13, 3600; doi:10.3390/en13123600 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies
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In addition, the analysis methods based on finite element, grey theory, etc. are also applied
to the insulator pollution model [13–18]. For example, the coupling physics model of a three-unit
XP-160 insulator string was established in the literature [13]. Moreover, the contamination deposition
process was simulated using the multiphysics simulation software Comsol. Based on the grey theory,
X. Qiao et al. [14] established the insulator pollution model, but the result shows that there are still
some errors. The error is the error between the calculated ESDD (equivalent salt deposit density) and
the actual ESDD. The error mainly comes from the defect of the algorithm and the calculation accuracy
fluctuates with the sample selection. Z. Zhang et al. [15] presented the contamination results using
a volume fraction which was obtained by a Eulerian two-phase flow model and further proved the
feasibility of this method. What is more, little literature has studied insulator contamination in the
natural environment [19–21]. However, Z. Zhang et al. [19] pointed out that it will take long time and
high expense to get reliable results.

In addition, the pollution model used in the power system is usually static, but the environmental
parameters are dynamic. There is less study on the quantitative relationship between the pollution
degree and the dynamic environmental parameters. Moreover, now in the power system, the actual
insulator’s NSDD (non-soluble deposit density) is usually determined by measuring the reference
XP-160 insulator’s NSDD. However, even in the same pollution condition, the pollution levels of
insulators with different structures are various.

Therefore, the dynamic pollution prediction model of insulators based on atmospheric
environmental parameters was built, and insulator structure coefficients were proposed based on the
model in this paper.

2. Dynamic Pollution Prediction Model of Insulators

2.1. Numerical Simulation Based on Eulerian Two-Phase Model

The practicability of the method based on the Eulerian two-phase model in engineering has been
verified in the literature [15,22–24]. In the Eulerian simulation model, the different phases are treated
mathematically as interpenetrating continua. In the simulation model, the standard k-ε model is used
to describe the effects of turbulent fluctuations of velocities. The basic equations of the k-ε model have
been given in our previous research [15]. Ti (turbulence intensity) can be calculated according to Re
(Reynolds number). More specifically, Ti = 0.16Re−1/8.

In this paper, seven-unit 3D insulator string models are established by the Solidworks.
The insulators’ structure and structural parameters are shown in Table 1. The seven-unit 3D insulator
string models are imported into Ansys, and a wind tunnel computational domain (9 m × 2.5 m × 7 m)
is created according to the studies [13,25,26], as is shown in Figure 1a. One side of the computational
domain is the air and particles inlet, and the other side is the flow outlet.

Table 1. Profile parameters of insulators.

Samples
Parameters

Structure
H (mm) D (mm) L (mm)

U210BP/170 155 300 450
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Table 1. Cont.

Samples
Parameters

Structure
H (mm) D (mm) L (mm)

U210BP/170T 170 330 525

XP-160 155 255 305

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. Calculation model and simulation results: (a) the calculation model in Ansys; (b) the
simulation results of U210BP/170, U210BP/170 and XP-160.

Furthermore, a size function is attached to the four regions around the insulator to control the
size of the grid cells, and these regions mesh with tetrahedral cells. The outer regions are meshed
with hexahedron and prism cells to reduce the number of grids. Practical experience shows [15] that
this grid meshing technique improves the calculation accuracy and reduces the cost of calculation
time. Then, the boundary condition setting of the calculation domain is processed. The inlet of the
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domain is set to the “velocity-inlet” boundary type, and the outlet of the domain is set to the “out-flow”
boundary type.

The calculated results in this paper are shown in Figure 1b. When the initial concentration settings
are the same (0.06), the pollution performance of the insulator was mainly affected by the particle
diameter and wind speeds. Specifically, when the initial concentration is 0.06, the simulation results
relationship between the volume fraction of the three insulators and the different particle diameters
and different wind speeds are shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the wind speed (Wi) and particle
size (dp) have a great influence on the pollution performance, but the influence on each insulator
are not the same. Besides, the Euler two-phase flow simulation led to steady-state results; therefore,
it is necessary to establish a connection between the simulated accumulation results and the actual
accumulated pollution results. Thus, the simulation results with the same environmental parameters
are compared with the wind tunnel experiments. Finally, the NSDDs of each insulator string are
obtained by simulation and comparison.

 

(a) Wi = 6 m/s (b) dp = 10 m 

Figure 2. Simulation results: (a) the volume fraction with a different particle diameter; and (b) the
volume fraction with a different wind speed.

2.2. Dynamic XP-160 Pollution Model Based on Meteorological Data

The pollution accumulation degree depends on meteorological conditions. For example, the number of
pollution particles adhered to the surface of insulator increases with the increase in pollution concentration.
According to the corresponding meteorological data, the pollution amount of the insulator surface area
under the condition of the pollution concentration can be obtained. In consideration of the time-varying
dynamic change of atmospheric environmental parameters, the pollution amount of insulator surface
area should be superposed by the accumulated pollution amount of each period, namely:

Δφmi =
∫ dpM

0
cpi(dp)

cp0
· ti · ρm

(
Vi, dp

)
ddp

φm(H) =
N∑

i=1
Δφmi, H =

N∑
i=1

ti

(1)

where, cp0 is the reference concentration, 15 mg/m3. cpi(dp) is the concentration corresponding to the
polluted particles with the particle size of dp in the i time period, mg/m3. Vi is the wind speed in this
time period, m/s; ti is the time length in the i time period. ρm(Vi,dp) is the pollution accumulation per
unit time on the insulator surface. dpM is the maximum particle size of the atmospheric particles in the
i time period, μm. ΔΦmi is the pollution increment of the insulator surface area in the i time period,
mg/cm2. H is the total time in each time period. Φm(H) is the final accumulated pollution amount of
the polluted particles on the insulator surface, mg/cm2.
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The cpi(dp) cannot be directly measured, but it needs to be obtained through the relationship
between the particle size and its mass concentration, but the relationship is difficult to measure and
obtain. Therefore, the approximate method is adopted, and it is considered that the mass fraction and
particle size of the polluted particles meet the rosin rammer distribution:

λi
(
dp
)
= 1− exp

(
−n2 · dp

n1
)

(2)

where λi(dp) is the mass fraction of the polluted particles, whose particle size is less than dp in the i
time period. n1 is the distribution characteristic index. n2 is the distribution characteristic coefficient.

The meteorological department usually classifies the polluted particles according to the air quality
index standard of real-time monitoring: PM2.5 (dp < 2.5 μm), PM10 (dp < 10 μm), TSP (total suspended
particulate) (dp < 100 μm). The units of these three parameters are μg/m3. According to the data
measured in the i time period, the PM2.5, PM10 and TSP can be obtained:

PM2.5/TSP =1− exp(−n2 · 2.5n1)

PM10/TSP =1− exp(−n2 · 10n1)

1 = 1− exp(−n2 · 100n1)

(3)

By fitting Equation (3), n1, n2 can be obtained, and then the mass fraction particle size distribution
function of the i time period can be obtained. Taking the air pollution monitoring data of an area as an
example, the TSP, PM10 and PM2.5 measured in the period i are about 200 μg/m3, 120 μg/m3, 24 μg/m3,
then the values of n1, n2 are 1.42 and 0.03, respectively:

λi
(
dp
)
= 1− exp

(
−0.03 · dp

1.42
)

(4)

The fitting degree R2 is 0.99, which shows that the fitting result is reasonable. After the mass
fraction-particle size relationship is obtained, Equation (2) can be discretized to approximate the mass
fraction size corresponding to each particle size, and then the concentration cpi(dp) can be obtained:

cpi
(
dp
)
≈ TSP ·

[
λ
(
dp
)
− λ
(
dp − Δdp

)]
(5)

In order to improve the calculation efficiency and take into account the accuracy, setting Δdp as
1 μm. In general, the probability of an air pollution particle size less than 50 μm is 99%. Therefore,
only the influence of a pollution particle size less than 50 μm needs to be considered in the prediction of
pollution accumulation. Based on the discretization of Equation (5), the following results are obtained:

cpi(1)= TSP · [1− exp(−n2 · 1n1)]

cpi(2) = TSP · [− exp(−n2 · 2n1) + exp(−n2 · 1n1)]

. . .
cpi(50) = TSP · [− exp(−n2 · 50n1) + exp(−n2 · 49n1)]

(6)

Taking the particle mass fraction–particle size distribution function obtained in Equation (4) as an
example, and using the method of Equation (6) to discretize, the pollution particle concentration cpi(dp)
corresponding to each dp value can be obtained, as shown in Figure 3:

Taking Equation (6) into Equation (1) to get the final amount of air pollution particles on the
insulator surface after H time of pollution accumulation:

φm(H) =
N∑

i=1

Δφmi =
N∑

i=1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
50∑

n=1

cpi
(
dp
)

cp0
· ti · ρm

(
Vi, dp

)⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (7)

As mentioned before, ρm(Vi,dp) is the pollution accumulation per unit time on the insulator surface,
which can be obtained through several ways, such as the numerical simulation of pollution deposition,
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wind tunnel tests and nature tests. Furthermore, the pollution degree and insulator structure pollution
coefficients (the coefficients will be discussed in the discussion section) can be calculated according to
the flow chart based on the proposed model in this paper, as is shown in Figure 4:

Figure 3. An example of the calculation result of the particle concentration–diameter relationship.

 

Figure 4. Flow chart of the pollution degree and the coefficients calculation.
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2.3. Model Validation

2.3.1. The Experiment Procedures

The contamination samples were three types of insulators arranged in different towers. The test
samples arrangement are shown in Figure 5. Firstly, seven units of three types of insulator strings
(U210BP/170, U210BP/170T and XP-160) were suspended in the test towers. When the tests were
completed, the samples were carefully taken out of the towers. The measuring method of contamination
in our previous research [8] is shown in Figure 6. The measuring process is referred to as the IEC
Standard 60,507 [8]. It should be noted that the experimental results were the average values of
insulator pieces results. When one experiment ended, the next experiment cycle continued.

Figure 5. Field pollution tests.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. The measuring method of contamination [8]: (a) the collection of contamination; and (b) the
contamination weighing process.
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2.3.2. The Experiment Results and Calculated re

The experimental results are shown in Table 2 (corresponding meteorological parameters of the
first period are shown in Figure 7). Since the meteorological parameters are constantly changing,
it is necessary to process the meteorological data before applying the model calculation. In this
paper, 50% cumulative probability density is used to express the meteorological parameters in the H
period. The cumulative probability distribution, also known as the cumulative distribution function,
the distribution function and so on, is used to describe the probability of random variables falling on
any interval, which is often regarded as the characteristics of the data. If the variable is continuous,
the cumulative probability distribution is the function obtained by integrating the probability density
function; if the variable is discrete, the cumulative probability distribution is a function obtained by
adding the distribution law.

Table 2. Tests result and calculated re.

Samples U210BP/170 U210BP/170T XP-160

(×10−3 mg/cm2) NSDD re NSDD re NSDD re

T1 4.3 12.6% 6.2 9.8% 9.8 13.5%
T2 3.1 10.6% 3.4 11.3% 5.6 14.0%
T3 3.5 12.6% 4.1 12.4% 6.5 7.5%
T4 2 8.5% 2.7 11.8% 4.2 10.9%
T5 3.5 7.5% 4.2 9.6% 7.6 7.9%
T6 6.8 15.9% 6.9 17.5% 10.2 14.9%
T7 5.1 20.5% 5.5 18.9% 7.3 21.5%

Figure 7. Thirty sets of meteorological data.

According to the results in Table 2, the relative errors between the predicted outcome and the
measured results are basically within 20%. Therefore, a new method was proposed to predict insulator
contamination by using meteorological monitoring data, which provides a new idea for insulator
contamination in a natural environment prediction. At present, the prediction method in this paper
can only be used for predicting NSDD. There are complex chemical reactions involved in the ESDD
(formation of salt density) and the calculation is more complicated, since ESDD is closely related to the
composition of sulfur-containing and nitrogen-containing gases in the atmosphere.

3. Discussion

3.1. Model Error Analysis

According to the above calculation results, this section further discusses the causes of errors.
Figure 8 is obtained from the calculation results. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the error of the
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dynamic pollution model based on atmospheric parameters is different. The re of T1–T5 are relatively
small, with its value varying from 7.5% to 14%. However, the re of T6–T7 are relatively larger, with its
value standing at about 20%.

Figure 8. Calculated re.

According to the differences between the different re, the characteristics of meteorological
parameters are further investigated. It was found that, there are five days of rainfall in the sixth stage;
while in the seventh stage, there are eight days of rainfall, and the rainfalls are heavy. Therefore, it can
be concluded that rainfall mainly causes the errors in the dynamic accumulation model [27].

3.2. Insulator Structure Coefficients

Now in the power system, the actual insulator’s NSDD is usually determined by measuring
the NSDD of the reference insulator XP-160. However, even under the same pollution condition,
the pollution degrees of insulators with different structures varies. Therefore, insulator structure
coefficients c1 and c2 are further calculated. Table 3 and Figure 9 can be obtained.

Table 3. Insulator structure coefficients.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

c1 0.439 0.554 0.538 0.476 0.461 0.667 0.699
c2 0.633 0.607 0.631 0.643 0.553 0.676 0.753

Figure 9. Insulator structure coefficients.
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As shown in Figure 9, the value of c1 (c2) witnessed fluctuation, and the change was evident with
its figure varying between 0.439 and 0.699 (0.553 and 0.753). In addition, rainfall had a significant
influence on the insulators’ structure coefficients, since c1 and c2 increased to a certain extent during
the rainfall period. It can be discovered by further calculation that insulator structure coefficient varies
due to the change of wind speed, particle size and other factors, with no obvious changing patterns.
Hence, this indicates that insulator structure coefficients are dynamic.

Therefore, the original method for obtaining the pollution level of transmission line insulators
only by reference insulator is unreasonable. Insulator structure coefficients should be taken into
consideration to get the pollution degree. However, it is time consuming and labor consuming to
obtain insulator structure coefficients from natural experiments. Therefore, the insulator structure
pollution coefficients can be calculated according to the flow chart based on the proposed model in this
paper. And the calculated results are show in Table 4:

Table 4. Calculated insulator structure coefficients.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 Average re

c1′ 0.523 0.612 0.596 0.651 0.423 0.536 0.642
c2′ 0.694 0.745 0.712 0.731 0.501 0.545 0.684
re1 0.192 0.106 0.107 0.077 0.081 0.021 0.081 9.0%
re2 0.097 0.227 0.129 0.137 0.093 0.125 0.092 13.5%

It can be seen that the calculated error of insulator structure coefficients is acceptable, with the
maximum value at 19.2% (re1) and 22.7% (re2), and the average value at 9.0% (re1) and 13.5% (re2),
which verifies the feasibility of the model.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the dynamic pollution prediction model of insulators based on atmospheric
environmental parameters was built, and insulator structure coefficients were proposed based on
the model.

Firstly, the insulator dynamic pollution model based on meteorological data (PM2.5, PM10, TSP,
and wind speed) was proposed, and natural pollution tests were also conducted as a verification test.
Furthermore, insulator structure coefficients c1 and c2 were then obtained, and its influence factors
were discussed. Rainfall has a significant influence on the insulator structure coefficient; plus, c1 and
c2 increase to a certain extent during the rainfall period. Further calculation of insulator structure
coefficients show that it varied with the change of wind speed, particle size and other factors, and there
is no obvious changing rule. This result indicates that insulator structure coefficients are dynamic.

At last, insulator structure coefficients c1′, c2′ were calculated; besides, it can be seen that the
calculated error of insulator structure coefficients is acceptable, with the average re at 9.0% (re1) and
13.5% (re2), which verifies the feasibility of the model.
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Abstract: The composite crossarm insulator differs greatly from the suspension insulator in structure
and arrangement. This study aims to determine the pollution flashover characteristics of composite
crossarm insulators under different voltage grades. Four types of AC composite crossarm insulators
with diameters ranging from 100 mm to 450 mm are subjected to artificial pollution test, and then
the effects of the surface hydrophobicity state of silicone rubber, core diameter, umbrella structure,
arrangement, and insulation distance on the pollution flashover voltage of the composite crossarm
insulators are analyzed. Under the pollution grade 0.2/1.0 mg/cm2 and voltage grade from 66 kV to
1000 kV, if the silicone rubber surface changes from HC5 to HC6, the pollution flashover voltage of
the composite crossarm insulator will increase by 13.5% to 21.0% compared with the hydrophilic
surface. If the core diameter changes from 100 mm to 300 mm, the pollution flashover voltage
gradient decreases with the increase in core diameter; if the core diameter changes from 300 mm
to 450 mm, the pollution flashover voltage gradient increases with core diameter. Under the same
insulation height and core diameter, the umbrella structure will have a certain impact on pollution
flashover voltage by up to 1.7% to 5.4%. Under the horizontal arrangement, the pollution flashover
voltage can increase by 10.5% to 12.1% compared with that under the vertical arrangement. Under
the hydrophilic surface and weak hydrophobicity state, the pollution flashover voltage has a linear
relationship with the insulation distance. The above results can provide a reference for the structural
design and optimization of the composite crossarm insulator.

Keywords: composite crossarm; pollution flashover characteristics; core diameter; hydrophobicity;
umbrella structure; voltage gradient

1. Introduction

The composite crossarm insulator features good pollution, lightning, and wind de-
viation protection effects, and is lightweight and easy to install. In addition, it can save
power transmission corridors. When being used for electric transmission lines, they can
save project costs, improve operational reliability, and produce numerous economic and
social benefits [1,2].

Many countries have studied composite crossarms. Since the 1960s, Japan has studied
the use of fiber-reinforced polymers (FRPs) for crossarms of electric transmission lines,
which could greatly solve flashover accidents due to wind deviation [3–5]. Multiple com-
panies in the USA used FRPs for practical production. Shakespeare Composite Structures™
was the first to develop electric poles with composite materials. These electric poles were
installed in Hawaii, where high salt spray corrosion and hurricanes occur frequently, and
had been used there for over 40 years. At present, they still have good service conditions.
In addition, many FRP manufacturers, such as Newmark, Strongwell, and Ebert, have
developed their own FRP power transmission towers [6–8]. In Europe, the 3D electric
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field computation of a composite crossarm was carried out, and a trial site has been de-
veloped within a substation on the Northeast coast of Scotland for the electrical testing
of high voltage composite crossarms [9–11]. Although studies on composite crossarms
started late in China, they have developed rapidly. In recent years, many scientific in-
stitutions and universities have been devoted to studying composite crossarms. China
Electric Power Research Institute developed electrical tests, mechanical tests, and construc-
tion technology research for composite crossarms under multiple voltage grades [12,13].
The Northwest Electric Power Design Institute cooperated with Xi’an Jiaotong Univer-
sity to study the electric field distribution, electrical test, and mechanical structure for a
750 kV composite crossarm tower, obtain the interstitial discharge characteristics of tower
head and the voltage-resistant characteristics of composite crossarm insulators reflecting
pollution conditions in the northwest region and use a 750 kV composite crossarm for
the electric transmission line of Hami Nan-Shazhou project [14,15]. Tsinghua University
cooperated with China Southern Power Grid to conduct a pollution flashover test for
composite crossarms under a 500 kV high altitude and observed arc development [16]. The
composite crossarm manufacturers NARI and SHEMAR studied the internal materials of
large-size composite outdoor insulators and ensured the internal insulation strength of
composite insulators with a large diameter through air inflation and filling in polymer
materials [17,18].

In sum, numerous studies have focused mainly on the mechanical performance of
composite crossarm structures, the simulation of electric field distribution, the insulating
property of materials in crossarm, and the electrical property of a single voltage grade.
However, the pollution flashover characteristics of composite crossarm insulators have
not been systematically studied. In addition, composite crossarm insulators largely differ
from suspension insulators in diameter, arrangement form, and umbrella structure [19].
Thus, determining the pollution flashover characteristics of composite crossover insulators
with a large diameter is important. In this study, an artificial pollution test is performed
for AC composite crossarm insulators with voltage grades 66 kV to 1000 kV to determine
their pollution flashover characteristics. Then, the effects of surface hydrophobicity state,
core diameter, umbrella structure, arrangement form, and insulation distance on pollution
flashover voltage are analyzed. This study may serve as technical support for designing
and optimizing the electrical structure of composite crossarm insulators.

2. Test Equipment, Sample, and Method

2.1. Test Equipment

The artificial pollution test for composite crossarm insulators under power frequency
voltage hereof is conducted in the large-scale environmental climate lab at the extra-high
voltage AC test base. With a clear height of 25 m and a diameter of 20 m, the equipment
tank is provided with a TYDZ-4800 kVA/10.5 kV voltage regulator and a YDTCW-6000
kVA/3 × 500 kV test transformer with a rated voltage of 10 kV and a rated current of 600 A
at the primary side, and a rated voltage of 500 kV/1000 kV/1500 kV and a rated current of
10 A/6 A/1 A at the secondary side. All above test equipment follows power requirements
for AC pollution test under IEC 60507-2013 [20].

2.2. Sample Parameters and Arrangement

The samples hereof include four types of composite crossarm insulators with core
diameters of 100, 200, 300, and 450 mm, which correspond to voltage grades 66, 330, 500,
and 1000 kV, respectively. Figure 1 shows the sample structure. In Table 1, the creepage
factor (CF) is the ratio of the total creepage distance to the insulation distance of the
insulator. Table 2 shows the structural parameters.
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Figure 1. Schematic of sample structure. 1—structure height; 2—insulation distance; 3—shed spacing;
4—core diameter; 5—big shed distance; 6—small shed distance.

Table 1. Composite crossarm insulator parameters.

Voltage
Grade
(kV)

Core
Diameter

(mm)

Insulation
Height
(mm)

Creepage
Distance

(mm)

Umbrella Skirt
Diameter

(mm)

Umbrella
Distance

(mm)
CF

66 100 1 005 3 728 208/152 98/32 3.71

330 200 2 514 9 194 328/296 72/36 3.66

500 300 5 115 19 800 442/408 72/36 3.87

1 000 450 8 633 32 160 571/539 72/36 3.73

Table 2. Parameters of pollution flashover voltage curve.

Voltage Grade/kV A α Degree of Fitting R2

66 43.88 0.492 0.998

330 124.72 0.391 0.993

500 266.22 0.292 0.996

1 000 575.45 0.202 0.999

The sample of the artificial pollution test for the composite crossarm insulators is
arranged horizontally, which is consistent with the practical operation state. Figure 2 shows
the arrangement of a typical sample.

 
Figure 2. Sample arrangement.
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2.3. Test Method

The artificial pollution test for the composite crossarm insulators with a large diam-
eter is conducted with the solid chromatography recommended under IEC 60507-2013—
“artificial pollution tests on high-voltage ceramic and glass insulators to be used on AC
systems” [20]. In the test, commercially available NaCl with a purity of 99.5% and kaolin
serve as the soluble salt and inert deposit, respectively, in the simulated deposit.

On the composite crossarm insulators hereof, the umbrella skirt and sheath are made
of silicone rubber with good surface hydrophobicity. If the composite insulators’ complete
loss of surface hydrophobicity under extreme conditions is simulated on-site, kaolin can
be applied on the surface to decrease its hydrophobicity, and then pollution coating is
applied after complete loss of hydrophobicity. The test is conducted immediately after
the pollution layer on the sample has dried [21,22]. If the surface state of the composite
crossarm insulators from Grade HC5 to HC6 with weak hydrophobicity is simulated, kaolin
is used to reduce surface hydrophobicity, and then pollution coating is applied. Based on
temperature and humidity differences in the static environment of the samples, the test is
often conducted after the sample has been drying for 4 h to 12 h. In this period, surface
hydrophobicity is tested every 1 h. If the surface state satisfies the requirements, the test
can be conducted.

In the artificial pollution test, boosting mode includes the constant-voltage lifting and
lowering method and the uniform boosting method, where the constant-voltage lifting and
lowering method is recommended as the national standard because it is closer to practical
operation conditions and shows small data dispersity. The test time of the uniform boosting
method is short, but the method is quite different from the actual working conditions and
the data is scattered, so it is no longer recommended as a standard method. Therefore,
this study uses the IEC 60507-2013-recommended constant-voltage lifting and lowering
method to calculate 50% pollution flashover voltage (i.e., at least ten valid tests shall be
conducted under standard pollution grade when test conditions are satisfied) and uses the
uniform boosting method to quickly find the initial value of the voltage. Then, the 50%
pollution flashover voltage U50 is calculated under the given pollution grade with the data
of the above ten tests. The 50% pollution flashover voltage U50 and standard deviation σ

are calculated as follows:

U50 =
N

∑
i=1

Ui/N, (1)

σ =

√√√√√ N
∑

i=1
(Ui − U50)

2

N
× 100%

U50
, (2)

where U50 is the 50% pollution flashover voltage of the composite crossarm insulators;
Ui is the applied voltage level, kV; N is the frequency of valid tests; and σ is the relative
standard deviation of test results.

3. Test Results and Analysis

3.1. Influence of Pollution Grade on Pollution Flashover Voltage

To determine the flashover characteristics of composite crossarm insulators with a
large diameter under different pollution grades, this study conducts an artificial pollution
test for composite crossarm insulators with four different core diameters. Considering the
pollution grade in the applicable region of composite crossarm insulators, the non-soluble
salt density deposit (NSDD) is determined to be 1.0 mg/cm2, and the equivalent salt
density deposition (ESDD) is determined to be 0.1, 0.2, and 0.25 mg/cm2. Figure 3 shows
the test results.
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Figure 3. Pollution flashover test results of composite crossarm insulators with different
voltage grades.

Test results show that the pollution flashover voltage of the composite crossarm
insulators with four core diameters decreases in a nonlinear way with the increase in
pollution grade. The relationship between pollution flashover voltage and pollution grade
is expressed as below:

Uf = Aρ−α
ESDD, (3)

where Uf is the pollution flashover voltage of the insulator, which is U50 hereof; A is the
coefficient related to the insulator material and structure; ESDD is the equivalent salt
deposit density; and α is the character index that represents the influence of ESDD on
pollution flashover voltage.

Table 2 shows the parameters that are acquired through the fitting of the pollution
flashover curve.

3.2. Influence of Surface Silicone Rubber State on Pollution Flashover Voltage

The surface state of a composite crossarm insulator largely influences its pollution
flashover voltage [23,24]. To understand the influence of surface hydrophobicity state
on pollution flashover voltage, this study conducts a pollution flashover test for com-
posite crossarm insulators with a large diameter under surface hydrophilicity and weak
hydrophobicity states. Figure 4a,b show the test results of the surface hydrophobicity state
for a typical sample. Figure 4a shows the typical hydrophilicity state on the surface of
silicone rubber. In accordance with STRI Guide 92/1 Hydrophobicity Classification Guide,
the water film covers the whole test area, reaching hydrophobicity grade HC7. Figure 4b
shows the typical weak hydrophobicity state on the surface of silicone rubber. The wet
area is larger than 2 cm2. The specific value between the water film area and the test area is
close to 90%, and a small dry area can be observed. Thus, the hydrophobicity grade varies
from HC5 to HC6.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Hydrophobicity state of the sample surface: (a) HC7; (b) HC5~6.
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Considering the pollution level of the area where the composite crossarm is applicable,
0.2/1.0 mg/cm2 is selected as the test pollution degree, and the following test pollution
degree is consistent with this. Table 3 and Figure 5 show the comparison of pollution
flashover results under the above two states. Figure 6 shows the trends of a typical
leakage current of 500 kV composite crossarm insulators with a diameter of 300 mm under
hydrophilicity and weak hydrophobicity states on the surface of silicone rubber.

Table 3. Pollution flashover test results of composite crossarm insulators under hydrophilicity and
weak hydrophobicity states.

Voltage
Grade
(kV)

Hydrophilicity
(HC7)

Weak Hydrophobicity
(HC5–HC6)

U50 (kV) σ(%) U50 (kV) σ(%)

66 97.2 4.9 112.5 5.7

330 238.0 4.8 288.6 6.2

500 430.6 5.2 508.8 5.6

1000 798.6 5.5 906.3 6.1

Figure 5. Comparison of pollution flashover test results of composite crossarm insulators with
different hydrophobic states.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Leakage current trend: (a) Hydrophilicity state; (b) Weak hydrophobicity state.

As shown in Table 3 and Figure 5, the pollution flashover voltage of the composite
crossarm insulator under a weak hydrophobicity state on the surface of silicone rubber
is significantly higher than that of the insulator under a hydrophilicity state. In addition,
the pollution flashover voltage of the four types of composite crossarm insulators under a
weak hydrophobicity state has increased by 13.5% to 21.0% compared with those under a
hydrophilicity state.
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Leakage current can directly reflect arc size [25–27]. According to the leakage current
trends in Figure 6, the surface state of composite crossarm insulators can influence the oc-
currence time, amplitude, and frequency of the arc. Under a hydrophilicity state, significant
discharge can be observed within 10 min because surface pollution coating is easily wet by
steam fog. Under a weak hydrophobicity state, the occurrence of significant discharge is
several minutes later than under the hydrophilicity state because surface pollution coating
cannot be wet by steam fog easily. In addition, the leakage current under the hydrophilicity
state in the test is significantly higher than that under the weak hydrophobicity state.
Combined with the trends of leakage current in the test, this paper analyzes the difference
in pollution flashover performance under hydrophilicity and weak hydrophobicity states.
The main reason is that the difference in the hydrophobic performance of pollution coating
influences the wetting and arc development of samples [28,29]. In the wetting process,
continuous water film can be formed easily on the hydrophilic surface, whereas scattered
water drops can form on a strong hydrophobic surface. The water drop and water film can
form on weak hydrophobicity surfaces with intermediate hydrophobicity performance.
In the arc development process, the dry area on the lower surface with hydrophilicity is
concentrated, indicating regional concentration for arc discharge. Due to the distortion
effect of water drops on the electric field on the lower surface with hydrophobicity, multi-
point discharge may be generated in the flashover process, forming a reticular dry area.
In addition, surface discharge is scattered. Thus, multiple discharge branches consume
certain energy. A single main arc is difficult to form because of the scattered effect of
the discharge arc. As a result, the flashover voltage on the hydrophobicity surface is
significantly higher than that on the hydrophilicity surface. For the weak hydrophobicity
performance between complete hydrophilicity and strong hydrophobicity states, discharge
on the hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces can occur in the flashover process, forming
regionally concentrated discharge and scattered water drop discharge. That is to say, if the
surface hydrophobicity of the composite crossarm insulator is worse, the weak discharge
ratio decreases slightly, and the discharge of intermittent arc is transformed into continuous
arc discharge, resulting in increased discharge ratio for continuous arc and then flashover.
Therefore, the anti-pollution flashover performance of composite crossarm insulators with
weak hydrophobic surfaces is significantly higher than those with hydrophilic surfaces.

3.3. Influence of Core Diameter on Pollution Flashover Voltage

The largest difference among selected composite crossarm insulators under different
voltage grades hereof is in the core diameter. The gradient of pollution flashover voltage
and creepage distance of the samples are calculated to determine the direct influence of
core diameter on pollution flashover voltage. Table 4 shows the test results. Figure 7 shows
the comparison results of voltage gradient and creepage ratio.

Table 4. Pollution flashover test results of composite crossarm insulators with different core diameters.

Voltage Grade
(kV)

Core Diameter
(mm)

U50

(kV)
σ

(%)
Voltage Gradient

(kV/m)
Creepage Ratio

(mm/ kV)

66 100 97.2 4.9 96.7 38.6

330 200 238.0 4.8 94.7 39.6

500 300 430.6 5.2 84.0 46.0

1 000 450 798.6 5.5 92.5 40.3

Table 4 and Figure 7 show the results of the pollution flashover voltage test for
composite crossarm insulators under different voltage grades. As shown in Figure 6a,
under the same pollution grade, a 66 kV composite crossarm insulator with a core diameter
of 100 mm has a pollution flashover voltage gradient of 96.7 kV/m and shows the best
anti-pollution flashover performance, whereas a 500 kV equivalent composite crossarm
insulator with a core diameter of 300 mm has a pollution flashover voltage gradient of
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84.0 kV/m and shows the worst anti-pollution flashover performance. In the range of core
diameter from 100 mm to 300 mm, the voltage gradient decreases with an increase in core
diameter. If the core diameter is larger than 300 mm, the voltage gradient increases with the
core diameter. The test results are converted into creepage ratio to eliminate the influence
of umbrella structure and creepage ratio on pollution flashover results. Figure 6b shows
the relationship between creepage ratio and core diameter. If the core diameter varies from
100 mm to 300 mm, the creepage ratio increases with core diameter. If the core diameter is
larger than 300 mm, the creepage ratio decreases with the increase in core diameter.

                       (a) 

(b) 

Figure 7. Results of pollution flashover tests: (a) Trends of voltage gradient and core diameter;
(b) Trends of creepage ratio and core diameter.

The rod diameter influences the resistance performance of pollution coating. If other
parameters are the same, the resistance of pollution coating increases with leakage distance
but decreases with increasing diameter [26,30]. However, the pollution flashover voltage
gradient of composite crossarm insulators under different voltage grades has no similar
relationship to diameter. Therefore, other influencing factors shall be further studied.
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3.4. Influence of Umbrella Structure on Pollution Flashover Voltage

Four groups of samples with the same insulation height and core diameter but different
creepage distances, umbrella structures, and umbrella distances are customized to study
the influence of umbrella structure on pollution flashover voltage. Samples #1 to #3 are
designed with one large umbrella and one small umbrella structure, of which the difference
is the diameter of the umbrella skirt and umbrella distance. Sample #4 is designed with one
large umbrella and two small umbrella structures. Table 5 shows the structure parameters.

Table 5. Structure parameters.

No.
Insulation

Height
(mm)

Core
Diameter

(mm)

Creepage
Distance

(mm)

Diameter of
Umbrella

Skirt (mm)

Umbrella
Distance

(mm)
CF

#1 1 060 220 3 983 356/322 72/36 3.76

#2 1 060 220 3 961 334/294 60/30 3.74

#3 1 060 220 3 971 394/354 96/48 3.75

#4 1 060 220 4 051 378/318 108/36 3.82

Table 6 shows the results of flashover tests for the samples. As listed in Table 5,
sample #1 is featured with optimal anti-pollution flashover performance, with a 50%
pollution flashover voltage of 110.5 kV. Under the same insulation height and diameter
and CF value range from 3.74 to 3.82, the difference in pollution flashover voltage of the
four types of crossarm insulators with umbrella structure varies from 1.7% to 5.4%, and the
umbrella structure has a minimal influence on the pollution flashover voltage of composite
crossarm insulators.

Table 6. Influence of umbrella structure on pollution flashover test results of composite crossarm insulators.

No.
U50

(kV)
σ

(%)
Voltage Gradient

(kV/m)
Creepage Ratio

(mm/kV)

#1 110.5 5.1 103.8 36.0

#2 106.6 4.6 100.5 37.1

#3 104.8 4.3 98.9 37.9

#4 108.2 5.3 102.1 37.4

3.5. Influence of Arrangement on Pollution Flashover Voltage

Another significant difference with common composite insulators is the arrangement
form. Composite crossarm insulators are mainly arranged in horizontal form, whereas
composite insulators are usually arranged in a vertical way. To study the influence of
arrangement form on the pollution flashover voltage of composite crossarm insulators
with a large diameter, this study conducts a flashover comparison test under a vertical
arrangement for samples #1 and #2 in Section 3.3. Table 7 shows the test results.

Table 7. Influence of arrangement on pollution flashover test results of composite crossarm insulators.

No.

Horizontal Arrangement Vertical Arrangement

U50

(kV)
σ

(%)
U50

(kV)
σ

(%)

#1 110.5 5.1 98.6 4.5

#2 106.6 4.6 96.5 4.9

Under the same test conditions, the pollution flashover voltage of the composite
crossarm insulators is higher under horizontal arrangement than under vertical arrange-
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ment. For samples #1 and #2, the pollution flashover voltage under horizontal arrangement
increases by 12.1% and 10.5%, respectively, compared with that under the vertical arrange-
ment. The main reason is the difference in pollution loss degree. In the flashover test, the
surface pollution on silicone rubber is wet by hot fog to form a high-conductivity water
film. Due to gravitation, the water film on the top and bottom surfaces of pollution coating
on the composite crossarm insulator under horizontal arrangement can clean the surface of
the umbrella sheath and then flow away directly along the sheath, resulting in a serious
loss of deposits. It is different for samples under the vertical arrangement. The surface
deposit flows away and along the umbrella sheath in the wetting process. The water film
cannot play a better cleaning role, and the angle of inclination at the lower surface of the
umbrella sheath is small. As a result, the water film cannot be formed on the surface, and
deposits cannot flow away easily. Therefore, the loss degree of deposits is lower than the
one under the vertical arrangement. These factors decrease the pollution flashover voltage
of composite crossarm insulators under the vertical arrangement.

3.6. Relationship between Insulation Distance and Pollution Flashover Voltage

Domestic and foreign scientific research institutions have focused on the relationship
between the string length of suspension insulators and pollution flashover voltage. Results
show that the pollution flashover voltage of suspension insulators has an approximately
linear relationship with string length. However, considering different size structures and
arrangement forms, this study conducts an artificial pollution test for 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4
short circuits of EHV composite crossarm insulators to study the relationship between the
insulation distance and pollution flashover voltage of composite crossarm insulators with
a large diameter. In the test, the surface states of the samples include hydrophilicity and
weak hydrophobicity. Figure 8 shows the test results.

Figure 8. Pollution flashover test results of composite crossarm insulators with different
insulation distance.

In the range of insulation distance from 0 m to 8.6 m, the pollution flashover voltage
of the composite crossarm insulators with a large diameter under hydrophilicity and weak
hydrophobicity states has an approximately linear correlation with insulation distance.
The relevance of linear fitting is R12 = 0.999 0 and R22 = 0.999 2, respectively.

In sum, the surface hydrophobicity state of silicone rubber, rod diameter, creepage
distance, umbrella structure, and arrangement form can influence the pollution flashover
voltage of composite crossarm insulators with a large diameter, where the surface hy-
drophobicity state, core diameter, creepage distance, and arrangement form exert a large
influence on pollution flashover voltage.

4. Conclusions

The presented paper illustrated the influence of composite crossarm insulator core
diameter, surface hydrophobicity, umbrella structure, arrangement, and insulation distance
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on the pollution flashover voltage of large diameter composite crossarm insulators through
artificial pollution tests. In the range of core diameter from 100 mm to 450 mm, the pollution
flashover voltage gradient decreases with the increase of core diameter and then increases
with the increase of core diameter. The hydrophobicity of the surface can significantly
increase the pollution flashover voltage, and the influence of the hydrophobicity of the
surface should be considered in the external insulation configuration of the project. When
the CF value is close, the umbrella structure has little effect on the pollution flashover
voltage. Under the same test conditions, the pollution flashover voltage of horizontally
arranged composite crossarm insulators is higher than that of vertical ones. The pollution
flashover voltage of composite crossarm insulators has an approximately linear relationship
with the insulation distance. The above factors need to be considered comprehensively
in the structural design of composite crossarm insulators. The pollution flashover of
composite crossarm insulators is a complex process that is influenced by multiple factors.
Thus, tests are performed to study the pollution flashover voltage. In the future, methods
of pollution flashover tests, arc development process, and trends of leakage current of
composite crossarm insulators with a large diameter shall be further studied to assess the
mechanism underlying their flashover performance.
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Abstract: The aim of this study is the presentation of the results of an in-lab comparative study of
electrical and thermal monitoring of artificially polluted, HTV-textured silicone rubber insulators,
with different pollution levels. This work is a preliminary study of an in-situ monitoring of 400 kV
SiR textured in a polluted environment. The results showed that the rms leakage current magnitude
and pulses, and the average dissipated power depended on the pollution levels and the dry-bands
formation. The discharge activity and their nature are governed by the pollution level and the voltage.
A differentiation and a quantification between dry-band discharge onset and dry-band arc inception
is highlighted.

Keywords: textured insulator; artificial clean fog test; dry bands; discharges; partial arcs; monitoring

1. Introduction

Optimization of overhead line insulators is one of the key parameters for a high
reliability of high voltage (HV) electrical grids. Flashover (FOV) of polluted transmission
line insulators is one of the main problems faced by HV overhead line engineers. The
performances of insulators under polluted conditions constitute the key factors in the
design and dimensioning of HV insulators. The pollutant deposits covering the insulating
surfaces can engender a considerable decrease of the dielectric strength of the systems,
which can lead to FOVs. According to IEC 60815-1 [1], the FOV process is divided into
six phases described separately below. In nature, these phases are not distinct but tend to
merge. Depending on the material properties used (ceramic/glass or polymeric), the FOV
process of insulators is greatly affected by the insulator’s surface properties (hydrophilic or
hydrophobic). In the case of glass and ceramic insulators, the surface is hydrophilic, while
it is hydrophobic for polymeric insulators. The process of pollution FOV on hydrophilic
surfaces begins with the deposition of a contaminant layer (containing salt, insolubles) at
the insulator surface. If the pollution is nonconductive (high resistance) when dry, some
wetting process is necessary before FOV occurs. In the case of coastal areas, the contaminant
is already salted and wetted (salt fog). The second phase of the process is the wetting of
the contamination layer according to different mechanisms (fog, light rain, condensation).
The salts present in the pollution layer are dissolved and a leakage current (LC) appears
and flows at the insulator surface. As the LC flows, a heating effect starts, which dries
out parts of the pollution layer. This occurs where the current density is the highest, i.e.,
where the insulator is at its narrowest. These result in the formation of what are known as
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dry bands (DBs), and the current flow interrupts. When the DBs appear, discharges are
incepted at their board and are electrically in series with the resistance (impedance) of the
wetted pollution layer. The kind and the intensity of the discharge depend on the resistance
(impedance) of the undried pollution layer. At this instant, the LC flows again and new DBs
appears, accompanied with new discharges. The temperature of the Dry Band Discharges
(DbDs) becomes higher and evolve to Dry Band Partial Arcs (DBPA). This implies a raising
of LC magnitudes and pulses. Depending on the balance between the gradient or the
resistance (impedance) of the pollution layer and the DBPAs, the arcs bridging the DBs
are sustained and might continue to propagate along the insulator surface [2]. This in
turn decreases the resistance (impedance) in series with the arcs, increasing the current
until it reaches a critical magnitude, and then, the insulator is completely bridged, and a
line-to-earth fault (FOV) is established.

The mechanism of FOV of polymeric hydrophobic insulators initiated by water-
droplets rather than dry-bands, was described by Karady and Shah [3]. The authors
observed that the electric field changed the shape and elongated the droplets—they be-
come flatter and more elongated. During this process, the coalescence of the droplets forms
conductive filaments with a highly resistive layer around them. The elongated filaments
shorten the inter-electrode distance and the electric field between them and other neighbor-
ing filaments becomes higher. DbDs are initiated between the filaments that lead to a local
loss of hydrophobicity, which makes it easier to form new wet regions by the expansion of
droplet filaments. In the end, a continuous polluted conductive layer is constituted and
the DbDs extends and becomes DBPAs. Then, the situation is similar to the FOV of the
hydrophilic surface.

Development of DBs formation and DbDs/DBPAs were studied in [4] for conventional
non-textured insulators. They described dynamic DBs and DbDs/DBPAs by IR and visual
cameras recording. According to their results, a low LC of only a few mA is enough to
create the first DB. They also found that the surface temperature of the pollution layer in
the DBs is only a few degrees Celsius above ambient, and is the main cause to prevent
rewetting. On the other hand, they observed that DdDs are the probable cause of the
delayed re-humidifying of the bands and DBPAs that might result in FOV developing from
and across the DbDs.

Many studies were carried out regarding the performances and the optimization
of polymeric insulators. Material characteristics as well as geometry and profiles were
investigated [5,6]. However, like all polymers, they are vulnerable to long-term degradation
due to aging and weathering [7–10]. Field and laboratory experiences showed that the
shank regions of polluted polymeric insulators are vulnerable to partial arcs thermal
damages [11]. To alleviate this problem, a textured polymeric insulator is one of the
promising solution. The main advantage of this kind of insulators is the reduction of both
LC density and electrical field strength in such regions, and by the same means to achieve
an increase in creepage length [12–14].

In a previous work [15], DBs formation and DbDs/DBPAs at the surface of textured
insulator flat samples during an AC inclined plane test was discussed. In this study,
dynamic of DBs formation and DbDs/DBPAs at the surface of industrial textured insulator
prototype fabricated by our partners Allied Insulators Ltd. was investigated and discussed.

2. Experimental Setup and Procedure

The fog chamber (Figure 1) is the same as described in [12–14]. The test circuit diagram
is presented in Figure 2. A Hipotronics AC Dielectrics Test Set supplied the test voltage
through a 150 kVA, 50 Hz transformer that could supply a 2 A load at 50 kV (1). The
maximum voltage output was 75 kV. The voltage was measured with an embedded digital
display on the control panel by tapping on the transformer and externally with a North
Star VD-100 RC compensated division high voltage probe (2) of a standard divider ratio
10,000:1 and a <1% error specification. The leakage current was measured through a shunt
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resistance box (3). An optical link system was used for the connection to the data acquisition
system (4).

Figure 1. Schematic view of the fog chamber. (1) Voltage supply conductor, (2) Test insulator,
(3) Nozzles, and (4) Fog control panel.

Figure 2. Diagram of the test circuit. (1) Voltage supply conductor, (2) Test insulator, (3) Shunt resistor,
and (4) to DAQ system.

Applied voltage and leakage current waveforms and signals were acquired, monitored,
and stored using a data acquisition (DAQ) system program, based on the NI-LabVIEW
platform, as described in [12–14]. Each test facility has its own DAQ system program,
as illustrated in Figure 3 and is well-described in [12–14]. As these stored samples were
segments of leakage current and voltage waveforms, an appropriate post-processing
software program was used to analyze and assess the data recorded during the test [12–14]
and was able to calculate the following electrical characteristics.
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Figure 3. Data acquisition diagram. (I) current, (V) voltage and (PC) Personal Computer.

• The r.m.s. values of leakage current irms and voltage vrms for a cycle was calculated
numerically, according to Equations (1) and (2):

irms =

√√√√ 1
N

·
N

∑
j=1

i2j (1)

vrms =

√√√√ 1
N

·
N

∑
j=1

v2
j (2)

where ij is the current at sample point j and N is the number of samples per cycle,
which in the present work was 200.

• The surface conductance was deduced from the ratio of the current and the voltage.
• The average power was calculated for one cycle by multiplying each voltage element

by its counterpart of leakage current, according to the formula:

pav =

√√√√ 1
N

·
N

∑
j=1

vj · ij (3)

The second recording device was an infrared (IR) camera FLIR for mapping the
thermal stress on the specimen surfaces during the fog test. The standard camera calibration
range was maintained, so the measurement interval was 5 ◦C to 150 ◦C for spectral
thermography. An Ethernet link with a PC, established the communication with the FLIR
ResearchIR Max software that processed and stored the captured IR records, and allowed
control operation of the camera. A Sony camera was used to have a visual recording
along the tests. During tests, heating caused by discharge activity and DB formation in the
infrared spectrum were monitored. The goal of the IR imaging was to identify hot-spot
formation on the insulator surface, and to correlate with electrical measurements.

The pollution constitution was sodium chloride, 40 g/L of kaolin, wetting agent
(Triton), and deionized water. The conductivity of the mixture depended on the quantity of
the added sodium chloride. Table 1 shows the used conductivities and their corresponding
pollution level, according to IEC 60815.
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Table 1. Used pollution levels.

Conductivity (mS/cm) Pollution Level ESDD (mg/cm2)

1.40 Light 0.03
3.50 Medium 0.07
8.60 Heavy 0.19
12.5 Severe 0.28

Before the application of the contaminant, the insulator was pre-conditioned with
brushed dry kaolin, according to the Cigré WG C4.303 [16] recommendation. This step
was used for reducing the hydrophobicity of the insulator surface. Figure 4 shows an
illustration of the effect of pre-conditioning on the HC index for non-textured insulators
(conventional CONV). After one hour, 150 mL of contaminant was sprayed (uniform as
soon as possible) along the insulator surface. Next, the insulators were left to dry vertically
at ambient temperatures, during at least 24 h. The insulators were visually inspected after
drying to confirm that the solid pollution layer was more-or-less uniformly formed. The
geometrical parameters of the insulators are given in Table 2. Details about texture pattern
and how to choose it are well-described in [11–13]. The fog air pressure and flow rate
were controlled by the external fog generation control panel, as described previously. We
applied a light fog rate 3 L/h (light fog) that simulated the low humidification process.

Figure 4. Examples of the effect of pre-conditioning on the HC index.

Table 2. Characteristics of the used insulators.

Arc Length
(mm)

Large Shed
Diameter (mm)

Small Shed
Diameter (mm)

Texture Pattern
(mm)

Total Surface
(cm2)

346 160 130 4 4168.6

The testing position of the polluted SiR insulator was vertical, in order to be close
to the suspension insulators in the overhead lines. The fog was applied simultaneously
with the test voltage. The DAQ system monitored the LC, as the pollution layer absorbed
moisture and became gradually conductive. The fog input rate should be sufficient to
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achieve the maximum value of layer conductance within 10–40 min of the fog application,
according to the international standard IEC 60507 [17]. Low-voltage tests were performed
to define the wetting duration, corresponding to the maximum SC of the pollution layer
for each contamination degree. The test voltage was constant at 0.75 kV to 0.87 kV, which
was the minimum voltage output of the power supply, and the retained fog rate was 3 L/h.
The insulator was constantly monitored with the IR camera to detect any surface heating,
in order to be sure that no drying of the pollution layer due to power dissipation, occurred
during the low voltage test.

Figure 5 presents an example of used insulators for the present tests. The insulators
are subdivided into 7 sheds and 8 trunk sections.

Figure 5. Photo of the used insulator.

The results of the LV tests showed that the conductance of the contaminated insulator
was proportional to the pollution level, and the maximum was reached in a time interval of
between 10 min and 30 min (depending on the pollution conductivity). For light pollution,
the maximum conductance was reached within approximately 30 min and 25 min for
medium pollution. In the case of heavy pollution, the maximum conductance was reached
at 15 min, while for severe pollution the time was 10 min.
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3. Results and Discussion

In this section, the voltage level and the associated SC and LC corresponding to DB
onset and DbD/DBPA activity at the insulator surface were investigated.

3.1. Light Pollution

Figure 6 illustrates all steps of a voltage ramp test (from 0.87 kV to 70 kV) that were
applied to a fully TXT wetted insulator and the associated LC and SC. At the first voltage
steps just before 10 kV (noted (1) in Figure 6), the SC was maintained constant (2.5 μS)
while the LC rose with the voltage, until approximatively 2 mA. In this step, only heating
was observed without DB formation, as presented in Figure 7a. At 8 kV, the SC and the
LC collapsed, resulting in a local DB formation that dramatically increased the insulator
surface resistance (noted (2) in Figure 6).

According to Figure 7b, the first dry-band was localized at the beginning of the
trunk Section 2 (Figure 7b). This behavior continued with voltage increase, until step (3),
corresponding to the first DbD activity. The DbD activity was more intense, and other DB
appeared at the other trunk sections. Those DB were larger and more active, as shown in
Figure 7c,d. The maximum recorded LC at this final step was 5 mA rms. The maximum
temperature at the insulator surface corresponding to DB inception was close to 22.9 ◦C,
while it was around 32 ◦C when the DBs extended.

Figure 6. Surface conductance, leakage current, and applied free ramp voltage for light pollution.
(1), (2) (3) and (4) are areas where LC activity and magnitude vary.

Figure 8 illustrates the DbD at the insulator surface contaminated with light pollution
at the final step voltage (70 kV rms). DbDs were corona/streamers and spark, discharged
with ramifications at their heads and purple/white color. Those discharges appeared at
the junction between the trunk and the shed. Some discharges also appeared between the
sheds due to the formation of the suspended droplets that could be assimilated as a conical
electrode. The immediate consequence was that the air broke down between the droplet
and the shed.

3.2. Medium Pollution Level

Figure 9 illustrates the records of LC and SC for all steps of a voltage ramp test, as
shown for the light pollution level. At the first voltage steps just before 10 kV (noted (1)
in Figure 9), the SC was maintained constant, while the LC increased with voltage, until
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approximatively 7 mA. At 8 kV, the SC and the LC collapsed, resulting in a local DB forma-
tion that dramatically increased the insulator surface resistance. Figure 10a,b illustrates the
visual and the thermal records of the formation of the first DBs and their extension at the
junction of the trunk and at the top of the fourth shed.

At 18 kV, the first DbDs appeared, corresponding to the first current pulses (noted (2)
in Figure 9). With an increase in applied voltage, the LC activity was more intense (noted
(3) in Figure 9), with a maximum value of 12 mA rms at 27 kV rms. The DbDs were spark
discharged with purple/white coloration, as presented in Figure 11a,b. Above 30 kV, the
DB activity was more intense, and the LC increased with the voltage. According to Figure 9,
the LC in area (4) and (5) had typical values of dry-band arcs (DBPA) and a maximum LC
growth up to 40 mA rms.

Figure 7. Thermal picture and temperature profile variation for light pollution. (a–c) are measured temperatures at the
insulator surface. (1), (2) and (3) are the corresponding IR images.
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Figure 8. Visual image of Dry Band Discharges (DbD) on the insulator surface with light pollution at
70 kV rms.

Figure 9. Surface conductance, leakage current, and applied free ramp voltage for medium pollution.
(1), (2) (3), (4) and (5) are areas where LC activity and magnitude vary.
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Figure 10. Dry-band formation and extension for medium pollution. (a,b) represent DB extension.

Figure 11. Dry Band Discharges (DbD) development for medium pollution. (a,b) represent DbDs
activity and their corresponding IR images.
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3.3. Heavy Pollution Level

Figure 12 illustrates the recording of LC and SC for all steps of a voltage ramp test,
as before. DB onset began at 5 kV rms (noted (1) in Figure 12). The SC and LC were
likely constant (respectively, 0.9 μS and 5 mA). Figure 13a shows the localization and the
temperature profile of the first DB onset corresponding to the area (1) of Figure 12. We
remark that DB inception were localized at trunk sections 1, 4, 5, and 6. At 7 kV rms, the
SC and the LC collapsed, resulting in a local DB extension, which drastically increased the
insulator surface resistance. Figure 12 illustrates visual and thermal images of the DBs and
their extension at the trunks of the insulator, especially trunk Section 6.

Figure 12. Surface conductance, leakage current, and applied free ramp voltage for heavy pollution.
(1), (2) (3), (4) and (5) are areas where Leakage Current (LC) activity and magnitude vary.

At 12 kV, the first DbD appeared corresponding to the first current pulses (noted (2)
in Figure 10). With an increase in the applied voltage, the LC activity was more intense
(noted (3) in Figure 10). The LC increased drastically at 17 kV rms with a maximum of
20 mA rms. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the thermal profile and the localization of the DbD
activities and DB extension at the trunk sections of the insulator. We remark that the DB of
trunk section number 6 extended and the temperature rose.

The LC increased with the applied voltage at each ramp step (noted (4) in Figure 12),
with a maximum value of 36 mA rms. Figure 13 illustrates the temperature profile of the
insulator, corresponding to area 4 of Figure 12. We remarked that the temperature of the
trunk Section 6 was about 40 ◦C. Over 30 kV, the DB activity was more intense, and the LC
increased with the voltage. According to Figure 12, the LC of area (5) had typical values of
dry-band arcs (DBPA) and a maximum LC growth up to 40 mA rms. Figure 14 shows the
DBPA activity at the insulator surface and infrared camera records of the DB and DBPA
evolution. According to Figure 14, we remarked that the DBPA activity increased and
many DBPAs were localized at the trunk section and between sheds. In Figure 15, the DBs
extended along the trunk section and between the sheds, with voltage rising.

3.4. Severe Pollution Level

Figure 16 presents the recording of LC and SC for all steps of the voltage ramp test.
The DB onset begins less than 4 kV rms (noted (1) in Figure 16). Figure 17 shows the DB
onset before any discharge activity. We remarked that the DBs were initiated at trunk
Sections 2, 3, and 4. The SC and LC decreased until constant values (respectively, 1.13 μS
and 1.5 mA). At 16 kV, the first DBPA appeared as indicated in Figure 16 region (2). The
LC activity and intensity increased with the voltage ramp steps (region (3) in Figure 16).
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This increase was a consequence of the formation/extension of DB (Figure 18) and the
inception and development of DBPAs (Figure 19). The LC amplitude increased with the
voltage ramp steps (regions (4) and (5) of Figure 16), which indicated a high DBPA activity
at the insulator surface, as presented in Figure 19. The maximum LC was around 60 mA
rms at 70 kV rms.

Figure 13. Dry-band onset and extension for heavy pollution (a,b) represent the (Dry-band Arcs) DBAs activity and
corresponding temperature.

Figure 14. Temperature profile and DB evolution for heavy pollution at 30 kV rms (a) temperature profile (b) IR image.
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Figure 15. DBPA activity and IR images for heavy pollution over 40 kV rms (a) visual image of DBAs
activity and (b) IR image of DB extension.

Figure 16. Surface conductance, leakage current, and applied free ramp voltage for severe pollution.
Both voltage and current were divided by 10. (1), (2) (3), (4) and (5) are areas where LC activity and
magnitude vary.
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Figure 17. Dry-bands onset for heavy pollution.

Figure 18. Dry-bands and firsts discharges inception/development for heavy pollution.

Figure 19. Discharges development with the voltage step increase for heavy pollution.

According to Figure 18, we remarked that the discharges jumped from the trunk sec-
tion to the shed because of the extension of DB at the junction between these two elements.

3.5. Dry Band Voltage Onset, Dry Band Discharge Voltage Inception, and Average Power
3.5.1. DB Voltage Onset and DbD Voltage Inception

Based on previous measurements, the DB voltage onset and the DbD voltage inception
were estimated and plotted as a function of ESDD. Figure 20 shows that both DB voltage
onset and the DbD voltage inception decreased with the pollution level. This was attributed
to the thermal dissipation of moisture from the pollution layer, which depended on its
conductivity. When the conductivity increased, the current on the polluted surface was
higher, and consequently, the Joule’s dissipation was higher. On the other hand, the
DB voltage onset appeared to be linear with the pollution level. This was due to the
ohmic behavior of the equivalent electrical circuit, which behaved as a linear resistor with
joules effect and heating. The DbD voltage inception presented a different trend and
was more likely to be a non-linear function. The main reasons were that the discharges
inception depended on many factors, such as ionization process, DBs size, rewetting, and
the evaporation process [18] and the non-linearity of the discharge resistance [19].
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Figure 20. Dry Band (DB) voltage onset and Dry Band Partial Arcs (DBPA) voltage inception vs. pollution
level.

3.5.2. Average Power

According to Figure 21a–d, the average power (AP) increased with the pollution layer
conductivity. For example, in the case of light pollution, the AP corresponding to DB onset
was approximately 16 W, whilst at the DbD inception, it was around 34 W. The maximum
AP was 240 W at 70 kV rms. In the case of severe pollution, the AP corresponding to DB
onset was approximately 4.5 W, while it was approximately 20 W at the DbD inception.
The maximum AP was close to 1 kW for 70 kV rms. According to these results, the energy
dissipated for the formation of DBs was less than that needed for the DbDs inception.
However, the dissipated energy increased with the voltage and the pollution level.

Figure 21. Calculated average power for various pollution levels. (a–d) are the pollution levels.
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4. Conclusions

This study described the dynamic of LC, DB, DbDs, and DBAs of SiR textured insula-
tors under clean fog test conditions. The results showed that the LC rms magnitude and
the average power dissipation depended on the pollution level. Additionally, the following
results were deduced:

• DB onset began at a relative low voltage (less than 10 kV), depending on the pollution
layer conductivity. At this stage, the SC and LC were likely constant.

• After this stage, with increasing voltage ramp step, the SC and LC collapsed, re-
sulting in local DB extension, which drastically increased the insulator surface resis-
tance. Visual and thermal images showed that the DBs were situated at the trunks of
the insulator.

• The DbD appeared at a voltage greater than the DB onset. With the increase of the
applied voltage, the LC activity was more intense.

• The DbD were spark discharged with purple/white coloration and partial arcs with
orange color. The nature of the discharges depended on the voltage level and the
pollution layer conductivity.

• The discharge activity was related to the temperature distribution at the insulator
surface and the DB dynamic. The nature of those discharges’ changed with the
pollution level and the applied voltage magnitude.

• DBA inception voltage was higher than DB onset voltage and depended on the applied
voltage and the temperature distribution, as well as the pollution level.
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Abstract: Among the main causes of outdoor insulation failures is their poor specifications in terms
of leakage distances. This happens when the selected criteria are unable to cope with all the stresses
imposed by the changes in environmental pollutions. Therefore, it is important for utilities to fully
understand the actual pollution characteristics of the service environment in which the insulators are
operating. In this paper, the pollution severity and performance of some 13.2 kV ceramic insulators,
sampled in different areas of a Canadian aluminum factory, are assessed. The investigations were
performed taking into account the influence of air humidity. Various characteristics were investigated
to assess the pollution levels of the insulators, such as equivalent salt deposit density (ESDD) and
non-soluble deposit density (NSDD), surface resistance, and leakage current characteristics (density,
3rd harmonic amplitude, and phase). It was witnessed that the insulators, collected around the factory,
were much more polluted in comparison to the initial expectation. The pollution level should not be
considered static due to the environmental parameters’ dynamics. Lessons to learn: the reliability of
an electrical grid is dependent on components whose own reliability is strongly affected by external
factors, of which there is often a poor awareness. If care is not taken to re-evaluate the post-installation
pollution levels of the insulators, the light may simply turn out!

Keywords: insulator; pollution; humidity; equivalent salt deposit density (ESDD); non-soluble
deposit density (NSDD); leakage current; post-installation study

1. Introduction

Outdoor insulators are essential hardware of the power delivery system. They are a basic
requirement of open-air outdoor switchgears, and a failure of them means a failure in the system.
These essential hardware are found in the transmission and distribution of electricity from power
stations to substations, where the voltage is stepped down and distributed to commercial and residential
consumers. Due to the remoteness of power plants, the energy is generally transported over long
distances using high voltage (HV) overhead transmission lines supported by pylons. Insulators
provide the mechanical means by which high voltage transmission lines (composed of bare conductors)
are suspended from transmission structures (pylons), while also providing the required electrical
insulation [1,2]. These important hardware are exposed to various electrical and environmental stresses
that affect their performance and increase their premature aging and degradation. When insulators fail,
either in their mechanical or electrical role, the consequences are power outages and, in some cases,
additional equipment and structure damages. Reducing the risk of failure through proper installation,
inspection, and assessment practices is the focus of ongoing research and utilities engineer training.
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The reduction in the performance of outdoor insulators occurs mainly by the pollution accumulation at
the insulating surfaces. Surface discharges are precursors of flashover. Outdoor insulators are exposed
to various pollution sources (sea salts, domestic pollution, dirt, and chemical residues in the industrial
areas) [3,4]. Insulator pollution can lead to flashover. In polluted areas, overhead lines may see their
reliability and performance decline due to pollution insulators. When the contaminated insulating
surface is wet, it becomes a conductive electrolyte. The leakage currents then increase on the insulating
surface with potential flashover [5]. Identification of the factors causing insulation surface pollution,
pollution severity assessment, and tackling its unfavorable effects have an important role in increasing
the grid reliability. This is highly remarkable, particularly in environments with high dynamics
(wind, pollution, humidity, etc.). Significant differences within the seriousness of pollution between
sites can be assessed through equivalent salt deposit density (ESDD), non-soluble deposit density
(NSDD), and the leakage current measurements. One of the major problems faced by this factory is
the pollution of ceramic insulators installed on the 13.2 kV distribution grid. The interaction between
the air transporting dust and the insulators creates a pollution layer on the insulator’s surface. Once
this layer is moistened, the withstand voltage drops considerably, causing the insulator to flashover.
The concomitant power outages are not acceptable because they lead to huge financial losses and loss
of control of the production process cycle. Since the insulators were initially designed considering
a light pollution level, it is suspected that the environmental parameters dynamics resulting from
the factory’s production have affected the type and amount of particle accumulation. In this paper,
seven service-aged 13.2 kV ceramic insulators, surrounding a Canadian aluminum plant, are collected
to examine the severity of the pollution. The assessment was conducted through the leakage current
and the ESDD and NSDD (non-soluble deposit density) measurements. The results are useful for
assessing the insulation performance in the different areas and to propose an updated pollution
severity map.

2. Background on Insulators

Generally, insulators are made based on porcelain or tempered glass. They are composed of a
wet mixture of four primary materials: feldspar, flint, ball clay, and talc [6]. The mixture is molded
and heated at a temperature of 1200 ◦C–1400 ◦C, and then glazed. The excellent dielectric strength
of porcelain, which is around 1.574–11.02 kV/mm, and its relative permittivity (between 5.1 and 5.9)
allow improving the resistance to materials’ aging due to electrical and environmental stresses [7].
The Achilles heel of porcelain insulators is, essentially, their hydrophobic surfaces [8]. Later on,
polymer insulators were introduced because of their excellent performance against pollution. Polymer
insulators are of two types: in resin or composite.

Composite insulators are used extensively for the levels of voltage distribution and high voltage
transmission lines [1,9]. In contaminated environments, the leakage current at their level is much
lower than that of ceramic insulators [10]. However, a composite insulator has some disadvantages:
brittle fractures, erosion, tracking, and chemical changes on the surface due to weathering are the main
reasons for failures [1].

A significant cause of both service interruptions and flashovers is due to polluted insulators.
Their surface is mostly responsible. There are two types: hydrophilic (ceramic insulators) or
hydrophobic (polymer insulators) [3,4]. The pollution flashover process for ceramic insulators
can be seen in [5]. Pollution sources can be found in Table 1 [6].

In non-ceramic and porcelain insulators, the contamination process is the same, but non-ceramic
insulators collect less pollution than ceramic insulators [6,11]. Recently, with nanotechnology
and nanoscience, new materials with innovative properties have been proposed for several
applications [12–14]. A wide range of such monitoring devices and techniques has been developed
over the years. The most widely used ones are [3]: directional dust deposit gauge, NaCl, ESDD,
environmental monitoring (air sampling, climate measurements), NSDD, surface conductance, insulator
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flashover stress, surge counting, and leakage current measurement. New diagnostic tools have
emerged [1].

Table 1. Typical sources of pollution.

Pollution Type Source of Pollutant Deposit Characteristics Area

Rural areas Soil dust Low conductivity layer, effective
rain washing Large areas

Desert Sand High conductivity Large areas

Coastal area Sea salt Very high conductivity, easily
washed by rain

10–20 km from
the sea

Industrial
Steel mill, cocoa plants,

chemical plants, generating
stations, quarries

High conductivity, extremely
difficult to remove, insoluble

Localized to the
plant area

Mixed Industry, Highway, desert Very adhesive, medium
conductivity

Localized to the
plant area

3. Experimental Arrangement

The insulators shown in Figure 1 were sampled from different locations around the Rio Tinto’s
factory in Saguenay (Canada). Three methods were used to assess the pollution level of the insulators:
ESDD, NSDD, and the leakage current.

   

  

 

Figure 1. Samples of 13.2 kV ceramic insulators investigated in the study.

3.1. ESDD and NSDD Assessment

The assessment of the pollution of a site is possible by measuring both ESDD and NSDD
on insulators generally in service. The measurements were made under standard IEC TS
60815-1 [4]. The probe of the YOKOGAWA Model SC 72 was used to measure the conductivities.
These conductivities at different temperatures were corrected at 20 ◦C. The ESDD and NSDD were
calculated according to IEC TS 60815-1 [4].

3.2. Leakage Current Measurement

The pollution of insulators can be assessed by measuring the leakage current to avoid any possible
breakdowns [15]. Figures 2 and 3 show the measuring circuit and the leakage current test device,
respectively. The high voltage (HV) AC source was connected to the insulator via a capacitive voltage
divider. The circuit consisted of a 380 V/100 kV–10 kVA testing transformer, whose primary winding
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was connected to the autotransformer integrated in a semi-automatic or manual automatic control
system. This later adjusted the voltage at the desired value. The system included a data acquisition that
collected the main electrical characteristics. R′ was a power resistor (500 Ω, 500 W), connected between
the insulator and the ground that measured the leakage current. The voltage was measured via a
capacitive divider.

Figure 2. Schematic configuration of the leakage current-measuring circuit.

 

Figure 3. An overview of the experimental setup.

In order to evaluate the impact of humidification, the insulator samples were stored in a chamber
where the relative air humidity was controlled by a water and glycerin mixture. The humidification
concept can be found in the literature [16].

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Leakage Current Assessment

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the measured leakage current on the humidified and
non-humidified polluted insulators. The applied voltage was 7.62 ± 6% kV. From this figure, it can be
observed that the leakage current increased with the relative humidity. This confirms the important
role played by moisture on the leakage current flowing at the surface of polluted insulators.
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Figure 4. Leakage current on the humidified and the non-humidified polluted insulators.

In order to better explain the effect of humidification on the polluted insulators and the high values
of the leakage current measured after humidification, the surface resistance of the non-humidified and
humidified insulators was computed (Figure 5). This figure expresses the result differently for the sake
of readers more familiar with viewing resistance. The results show that the non-humidified insulators
have a very high surface resistance.
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Figure 5. Resistance of non-humidified and humidified polluted insulators.

The leakage current density of the non-humidified and humidified polluted insulators is shown
in Figure 6. It can be seen that the leakage current density of these insulators after humidification
was much higher than that of non-humidified insulators. This increase can be explained by the fact
that, due to contamination on the surface, the insulator can retain more moisture, thus increasing the
leakage current. Moisture is a naturally occurring phenomenon and on a macro level will vary with
the location and weather. High relative air humidity is very stressful to the insulator.
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Figure 6. Leakage current density of non-humidified and humidified polluted insulators.

4.2. Phase Difference between Leakage Current and Applied Voltage

It is a well-known fact that the electric field distribution is greatly influenced by the pollution
layer’s characteristics (conductivity and thickness) [3]. With increasing pollution layer conductivity,
the electric field intensity increases with a concomitant increase in the leakage current. In order
to highlight the capacitive nature of these insulators, the calculation of the phase shifts between
the measured leakage current and the applied voltage was performed for the humidified and the
non-humidified polluted insulators (Figure 7). From the analysis of these results, it appears that the
waveform of the leakage current had a phase shift of about 90◦ with respect to the applied voltage.
This shows the dominance of the capacitive effect of these different non-humidified polluted insulators.
The results clearly show that the phase shift between the applied voltage and the measured leakage
current had decreased substantially for all humidified polluted insulators but did not tend toward zero
(this is based on subtracting complex current in dry conditions from wet conditions and seeing the
resulting phase, which lies between 35◦ and 64◦, not near 0◦).
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Figure 7. Comparison of phase shifts between non-humidified and humidified polluted insulators.

4.3. Harmonic Analysis

Polluted and humidified insulators circulate a leakage current on their surface leading,
under certain conditions, to a flashover. Odd order harmonics in general, and in particular the
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3rd and 5th, have adverse effects on the electrical network [17]. Indeed, by analyzing the leakage
current harmonics, through the ratio of the 3rd/5th harmonic, it possible to predict the functional
conditions of and occurrences of flashover in ceramic insulators. Furthermore, by analyzing the values
of the leakage current and the harmonic components of clean insulators under normal operating
conditions, it is observed that in all insulators, the 5th harmonic value of the leakage current is greater
than the 3rd. Therefore, this criterion can be used to detect abnormal operating conditions in polluted
insulators. For medium and severe pollution with fog and humidity, the value of the 3rd harmonic
becomes larger than that of the 5th harmonic. The increase in the 3rd harmonic is faster and greater
than that of the 5th harmonic with the imminence of the flashover. As a result, the condition of the
insulator becomes critical and the probability of flashover occurrence increases. In this case, the ratio
of the 3rd to the 5th harmonic is greater than one [17,18]. The harmonics measured during the various
tests carried out on the non-humidified and humidified insulators are presented in Figure 8. In order
to assess the effect of humidification on the polluted insulators, the 1st, 3rd, and 5th harmonics were
measured, and the results are shown in Figure 8. After humidification, the harmonic of the leakage
current was also computed in order to establish the ratio of the 3rd and 5th harmonics presented
in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Leakage current harmonics of non-humidified and humidified polluted insulators.
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Figure 9. The 3rd/5th harmonic ratio of non-humidified and humidified polluted insulators.
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From Figure 8, it can be seen that the 5th harmonic was greater than the 3rd one for all insulators.
This allows deducing that these insulators, although in polluted conditions, are in normal operation.
In real life conditions, adverse external conditions (such as rain, dew or fog) may wet the contaminated
surface of insulators, hence increasing the levels of leakage current. The received samples must
therefore be submitted to humidification to resume testing. This will make it possible to compare
different results of the leakage current recorded and to draw accurate conclusions. It can be seen from
Figure 9 that the amplitude of the 5th harmonic was always higher than the 3rd one. This indicates the
non-imminence of flashover, because the ratio of the 3rd to the 5th harmonic was below one in this
case (Figure 10). However, the 1st, 3rd, and 5th harmonics are higher than the harmonics measured on
the non-humidified polluted insulators. The 3rd harmonic is mainly related to the electric discharge
activities (corona, creepage, and so on), and it can be used to detect sensitively initial discharge voltage
and discharge intensity of the samples. For better comparison, the 3rd harmonic of the non-humidified
and humidified polluted insulators are accommodated on the same graph (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. 3rd harmonic of non-humidified and humidified polluted insulators.

From this figure, it can be seen that the 3rd harmonic increased when insulators were humidified.
These results are in agreement with the investigations reported in the literature [19].

4.4. Pollution Level Assessment

The salinity, ESDD, and NSDD results for the insulators tested are shown in Table 2. The low
values of salinity indicate that the contamination contained low levels of sodium chloride, but in large
part, other contaminants [20,21]. To determine the pollution site severity (SPS), different limits are
standardized by IEC [4], as shown in Table 3. Comparing the results in Table 2 with the IEC 60815
standard allows the determination of the pollution levels of the different insulators that are presented
in Table 4.

Table 2. Values of calculated salinity, equivalent salt deposit density (ESDD) and non-soluble deposit
density (NSDD).

Insulators/Areas Salinity (mg/cm3) ESDD (mg/cm2) NSDD (mg/cm2)

1 0.1944 0.1184 1.6800
2 0.2419 0.1408 5.0200
3 0.3050 0.2125 1.6300
4 0.0229 0.0307 0.0750
5 0.0525 0.0325 0.2800
6 0.0017 0.0010 0.0098
7 0.1662 0.1063 3.8100
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Table 3. IEC Pollution Severity [4].

Site Pollution Severity ESSD (mg/cm2) NSDD (mg/cm2)

Light 0–0.03 0.03–0.06
Medium 0.03–0.06 0.10–0.20

High 0.06–0.10 0.30–0.60
Very High >0.10 >0.80

Table 4. Pollution level of the tested insulators.

Insulators/Areas Pollution Level

1 Very high
2 Very high
3 Very high
4 Medium
5 High
6 Light
7 Very high

It can be seen that the insulators suffered from light to very high pollution levels. The results
indicate that the area where these insulators are located has a high level of pollution, with an
equivalent salt deposit of 0.2125 mg/cm2. This pollution should be attributed to the local environmental
parameters dynamics, which provides different pollutant sources and amounts [22]. From the
surrounding air analyses, it was found that the contaminants that may have been deposited on the
surface of the insulators could have been: aluminum process bath mixes: artificial cryolite, trisodium
hexafluoroaluminate, electrolytic bath with or without lithium, crushed electrolytic bath, electrolytic
casting bath, enriched alumina (recycled) dry scrubbers, re-circulated alumina, fluorinated alumina,
charged alumina, calcined alumina, dusts of anode butts (shot blasting machine), or solid tars-tailings
of anode furnace ducts.

These results are in agreement with the recommendations described in the IEC standard,
which mentions that [4]: “In the same environment, different types of insulators and even differently
oriented accumulate pollution at different rates. Also, some insulators can be more efficient than others
due to changes in the nature of the pollutant.”

5. Conclusions

Seven service-aged 13.2 kV ceramic insulators, located in the surroundings of a Canadian
aluminum plant, were collected for a post-pollution severity assessment. Various characteristics,
such as ESDD, NSDD, and the leakage current, were investigated to assess the pollution level of the
insulators. From these investigations, the main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

• The 1st, 3rd, and 5th harmonic components may allow monitoring the entire development trend
of the leakage current.

• A number of observations by other published papers have been re-confirmed in this paper;
the theoretical premises and expectations that the leakage current increases with the insulator’s
humidification is verified.

• The observed current is a combination of an increased conductive leakage plus a fairly steady
capacitive part.

• The ESDD and NSDD assessments indicate that all the insulators, initially designed for light
pollution level, are differently polluted. The pollution level should, therefore, not be considered
static. These investigations have confirmed that the local environmental parameters dynamics
should be considered for the grid reliability. Post-installation investigations are recommended
whenever the surrounding insulator’s area undergo changes (construction, habitation, changes in
factory processes, etc.).
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Abstract: The reliability and efficiency of power grids directly contribute to the economic well-being
and quality of life of citizens in any country. This reliability depends, among other things, on the
power lines that are exposed to different kinds of factors such as lightning, pollution, ice storm,
wind, etc. In particular, ice and snow are serious threats in various areas of the world. Under certain
conditions, outdoor equipment and hardware may experience various problems: cracking, fatigue,
wear, flashover, etc. In actual fact, a variety of countermeasures has been proposed over the past
decades and a certain number have been applied by utilities in various countries. This contribution
presents the status and current trends of different techniques against atmospheric icing of power lines.
A snapshot look at some significant development on this topic over the last four decades is addressed.
Engineering problems in utilizing these techniques, their applications, and perspectives are also
foreseen. The latest up-to-date review papers on the applications and challenges in terms of PhD
thesis, journal articles, conference proceedings, technical reports, and web materials are reported.

Keywords: overhead power lines; atmospheric icing; power outage; anti-icing; de-icing; line design;
passive devices; coatings; mechanical methods; thermal methods

1. Introduction

To reach the consumption areas, electricity often travels large distances through power
transmission lines due to the remote location of most power plants, crossing different
climatic environments. These transmission lines are often exposed to various stresses influ-
encing their operation, causing in some cases different outages. Power grid infrastructures
in many countries around the world are consequently impacted by ice and snow accretions.
Some countries in the arctic region, such as Canada, the United States, Russia, Iceland, and
Scandinavian countries, have been exposed to these problems since the deployment of
electricity networks [1–3]. Additionally, power lines crossing mountainous areas are prone
to ice and snow, for example, in China or Italy [4,5]. Furthermore, climate change leads to
more and extreme weather events in various countries [3]. As the impact of ice and snow
accretions is more intense for temperatures close to the freezing point, the occurrence of
critical situations may not be limited to the known cold regions of our planet.

Associated to the ever-growing world’s population and faster industry development,
many power grid projects have been commissioned or are underway around the world.
The impact of snow or ice events consequently gained importance. Extreme reliability
is therefore demanded for electricity distribution. When failures occur, they inevitably
lead to high repair costs, long downtime, and potential risks to human safety. Therefore,
a variety of countermeasures against atmospheric icing of power lines were proposed in
the past to avoid or at least to minimize power outages during such ice or snow events.
Pohlman et al. [1] in 1982 firstly reviewed the various anti-icing and de-icing methods
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known at that moment. Since then, various other reviews and technical reports have
been published [2,6–11]. In the framework of the present contribution, the evolution of
the proposed countermeasures over the past four decades was analyzed by comparing
these reviews. In the second part of the article, a few study cases focusing on the selection
of methods for field applications or further investigations were examined based on the
publications [4,5,12–16].

It may be noted that it is not the intention of this article to provide detailed information
on each individual anti-icing and de-icing method. This information can readily be found
in the various publications cited in the article.

For the general understanding of the importance and possible impact of snow and
icing events, some information on two examples of important cases of ice storms are
provided. Furthermore, some general information on the distinction of anti-icing and
de-icing methods as well as on the general impacts of snow and ice on power lines are
included.

1.1. Two Examples of Extreme Ice Storm Events

Similar to any meteorological event, snow and ice storms do not occur on a regular
basis. However, some areas of the world may experience these events more or less recur-
rently. Rarely, extreme icing events occur with disastrous impacts on a larger region. Two
of such catastrophic events may be recalled here:

• In the first week of January 1998, up to 110 mm of ice accumulated in some parts of
eastern Canada (southern Quebec including the city of Montreal, some eastern parts
of Ontario). About 1500 high voltage line towers and 17,000 distribution poles had
to be replaced. Approximately, 3 million people had lost electricity at the peak of the
ice storm, and it took one month to reconnect the last customers [17]. Figures 1 and 2
illustrate the damage on the transmission and distribution networks during this event.

• At the end of January 2008, heavy wet snow and freezing ice precipitations were
experienced for several days in parts of southern and central China. Over 100 of the
500 kV power lines and about 340 of the 220 kV power lines were interrupted [4].
Several millions of people were affected, and it took two to three weeks in some areas
to completely restore the electrical power supply.

1.2. Anti-Icing and De-Icing

The literature uses commonly the two terms: “anti-icing” and “de-icing”. The first
term, “anti-icing”, is used for the approach where it is intended to prevent any accumulation
of snow or ice on the power lines. The second term “de-icing” identifies the approach where
existing ice or snow accumulations are to be removed [2,8]. Some methods are efficient
for one or the other approach. For example, icephobic coatings are a measure against ice
buildup [8], whereas mechanical methods such as manual scraping or roller wheels are
used to remove the ice or snow that was already accumulated [2]. Other methods such as
heating of the conductor may be applied for both approaches [5,9]. More details on the
distinction between anti-icing and de-icing methods can be found in the appendix B of [6]
and in reference [11].
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Figure 1. Example of icing impact on a high voltage transmission line (1998 Eastern Canada ice
storm, credit: Photo Hydro-Québec).

Figure 2. Example of icing impact on a medium voltage distribution line (1998 Eastern Canada ice
storm, credit: private archive).

1.3. Consequences of Ice and Snow Accumulations on Power Lines

The impacts of ice or snow accumulations on power lines are already well documented
by different authors, e.g., [1,8,11]. It should be mentioned here that the impacts for power
lines are mainly of a mechanical nature. The increase in the static load is important due
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to the additional weight of ice or snow accumulations (for example, ref [15] mentions
up to 100 kg/m) and it may push the supporting structures to their limits. Furthermore,
dynamic forces may become problematic, either due to galloping of conductors or ground
wires or during the shedding of the additional weight. If two adjacent spans of a standard
tower shed their ice load at different moments, the tower may be subjected to lateral forces
beyond its designed limit.

Electrical failure may also occur in some cases [11]. Conductors of different phases
may get close or in contact due to unequal accumulation or dynamic wind forces. Induced
corona discharges may increase power losses or electromagnetic interferences. Finally,
ice-covered insulators may experience flashover, especially if the line is subject to pollution
or salt deposit (natural from the sea or artificial near highways) [11]. A review of the
present stage of knowledge of outdoor insulator flashover is presented in [3].

2. Comparison Approach

Various anti-icing and de-icing methods have been developed in different countries
and important research efforts have been deployed for several decades [9]. This article
presents a comparative analysis of the different countermeasures that have been proposed
to protect the power line infrastructure based on the following two approaches:

First, a comparative study was carried by analyzing a certain number of publications
and technical reports that reviewed the proposed countermeasures over the past four
decades. This comparison was carried out with the following objectives:

• To provide a concise overview of various proposed countermeasures;
• To analyze the evolution of countermeasures in the past decades;
• To examine if a catastrophic event (such as the big ice storm in Eastern Canada in

January 1998) had an impact on the development of countermeasures.

The following comprehensive references were considered for this part of the study.
The selection includes publications before and after the 1998 Eastern Canada ice storm:

• Reference [1] published in 1982 is considered by several authors as the first known
review focusing on anti-icing and de-icing methods for overhead power lines.

• Reference [2] summarizes a technical report that was prepared for Hydro-Québec
before the 1998 ice storm in eastern Canada.

• References [6] is a detailed technical report that was published in 2002, about four
years after the 1998 ice storm in eastern Canada.

• References [7,8] were published, respectively, in 2005 and 2008 by the same team of
authors. They described and classified various anti-icing and de-icing methods as
a result of the intense research activities during the years after the 1998 ice storm in
Eastern Canada.

• Reference [9] was written by an international expert committee in the framework of a
CIGRE working group in 2010. It can be seen as a milestone for the documentation of
the anti-icing and de-icing methods reporting in detail the knowledge at the moment
of publication.

• Reference [10] is a master thesis published in 2018 on the topic of this study, thus some
years after the preceding analyzed documents.

• Reference [11] is a recent publication that provides technical content to the power
industry. It offers a comprehensive overview of the present knowledge of various
anti-icing and de-icing technologies. Besides the countermeasures for power lines, it
also covers the possible impacts and countermeasures for insulators.

The results of this comparative analysis are presented in Section 3.
Second, the application and integration of countermeasures into field operations are

reported by reviewing various references in order to identify those, which found real life
applications. The actions of Hydro Québec after the 1998 Eastern Canada ice storm could
be analyzed using various publicly available publications (e.g., annual reports). Other
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studies with recommendations for future applications were analyzed for China, Italy, and
Norway.

The following references were considered for this part of the study:

• References [12–14] present the methods that were selected by Hydro-Québec for fur-
ther analyses after the Eastern Canada ice storm in 1998. The references include a
ranking of the selected methods according to various criteria, including cost, complex-
ity, implementation delay and reliability. This evaluation was carried out in order to
help Hydro-Québec deciding which methods should be implemented into the field
operations.

• Reference [5] includes a concise overview of various methods and it reports details of
the method that was selected for future applications in parts of the Italian power grid.

• Reference [15] includes a selection of methods that are considered applicable for
the specific situation in Norway. It presents a ranking for some selected methods
addressing recommendations for future applications in the Norwegian power grid.

• References [4,16] report overviews and research efforts in China after the 2008 ice
storm. Each publication provides a recommendation on the method that should be
investigated for further research and optimization.

The results for this second part are presented in Section 4.

3. Comparison of the Various Countermeasures Proposed over the Last Four Decades
against Power Line Icing

3.1. Classification of Various Countermeasures

In order to compare various countermeasures that were proposed over the past four
decades, different anti-icing and de-icing methods are compiled in Table 1. Each analyzed
publication is represented by a column. The two catastrophic ice storms (1998 in Eastern
Canada and 2008 in southern and central China) were also included as time reference.

Different approaches may be used to classify the anti-icing and de-icing technologies [7,9].
This study started by adopting four groups that were presented in reference [9]: passive
methods, active coatings and devices, mechanical methods, and thermal methods. During
compilation, a separate group was formed for line design considerations as previously
done in references [6,11]. The group of passive methods was split into two separate groups
for passive devices and passive coatings as their effects on the ice-and snow accumulations
are different. A seventh group for miscellaneous methods was added in order to list some
proposed countermeasures that did not seem to fit in the other groups (as previously done
by reference [2]).

A brief description for each group of countermeasures is given next. The reader
is encouraged to read references [1,2,6–11] for detailed information on each individual
anti-icing and de-icing method.

3.1.1. Line Design Considerations

These considerations can be applied for new line constructions or the reconstruction
of heavily damaged lines in order to prevent either ice or snow accumulations (by avoid-
ing critical regions or by putting the lines underground) or to strengthen the withstand
capability of the lines (stronger towers or increase in distance between phases). The choice
of the conductor or bundle may have different effects; it can either influence the amount of
accumulation, the speed of ice shedding, or the torsional strength of power lines.
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3.1.2. Passive Devices

These devices do not prevent or reduce the amount of ice or snow that may accumulate
on power lines, but reduce the negative impacts of these accumulations. For example,
counterweights will lead to non-cylindrical ice deposits that will shed faster. Interphase
spacers will maintain the distance between phase conductors even if they are not loaded
with the same amount of ice or snow. Due to these kinds of indirect effects, problems such
as phase-to-phase short-circuits or tower collapse can be avoided.

3.1.3. Passive Coatings

Coatings are applied to the conductor to avoid or at least limit ice or snow accumula-
tions. Passive coatings do not require any external energy, but modify the surface properties
of the conductors with the aim of weakening the adhesion forces of water droplets, ice or
snow on the conductor surface.

3.1.4. Active Coatings

Active coatings use external energy to prevent or limit the accumulation of ice or
snow on the conductor surface. Various principles are proposed to prevent or reduce any
accumulation, such as heating due to the increase in losses, addition of heating tracers or
the reduction in ice adhesion forces through ice electrolysis.

3.1.5. Mechanical Methods

Mechanical methods use different principles to break off the accumulated ice or snow.
The forces required to break the ice may be applied by linemen with isolated poles or
tools pulled by ropes or also from helicopters. Other methods consider apparatus that are
installed on the lines temporarily or on a permanent basis. For bundled conductors, the
force to break the ice may be generated by a temporary short circuit.

3.1.6. Thermal Methods

Thermal methods use different principles to heat conductors and ground wires in
order to avoid any accumulation of ice or snow or to melt off existing accumulations.
Different energy sources may be used; for example, the energy of the power network itself
through load shifting, external current sources such as DC injection or high frequency
injection or other external heat sources.

3.1.7. Miscellaneous Methods

This last group covers methods that were reported in some reviews and that did not
seem to fit in any of the six preceding groups [2]. Some methods are still at a conceptual
stage and their feasibility was not yet validated. Other methods were mentioned, but their
applicability to power lines does not seem to be efficient [2]. The method 7.8 for asymmet-
rical operation of a three-phase power line was not included in any of the analyzed review
publications, but was mentioned during the public hearing process for the authorization
of the construction of the Levis de-icer project by Hydro-Québec [18]. It was therefore
included in the last group of this study.

3.2. Comparative Analysis over the Last Four Decades

Figure 3 shows the chronology of the analysed review papers in relation to the two
catastrophic icing events. It can be recognized that the number of proposed anti-icing
and de-icing methods increased significantly between the 1980s and 1990s, but there is no
remarkable increase in the number of countermeasures during the last three decades. A
large variety of methods for anti-icing and de-icing was already proposed in the 1990s,
before the two catastrophic icing events in 1998 and 2008. However, the compilation in
Table 1 does not show the degree of advancement of the individual methods at the moment
of publication. For example, icephobic coatings were already mentioned as a potential
countermeasure by Laforte et al. in 1996 [2]. At that time, the stage of advancement for this
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passive method was indicated as “in development”. Intensive research efforts have led
to important advancements in the field of icephobic coatings and surface treatments, as
witnessed by recent CIGRE working group activities [19,20]. However, additional efforts in
research and development are still required in order to come up with effective and durable
solutions for practical applications [20].

Figure 3. Chronology of the analysed review papers in relation to the two catastrophic icing events.

The compilation in Table 1 allows two more observations. The analyzed documents
before the 1998 Eastern Canada ice storm [1,2] did not include any countermeasure in the
field of line design (group 1 in Table 1). Perhaps these methods were initially not considered
as countermeasures, because no additional equipment is required. Nevertheless, it can be
noted that the knowledge on the positive effects of line design considerations has increased
with the experiences gained from various icing events over the past few decades. As shown
in the second part of the study (see Section 4.2), several line design measures have been
implemented after the 1998 ice storm in Eastern Canada. Reference [11] indicates that
these approaches present the best prevention technique for new constructions, but should
be seen as complementary to the other countermeasures in order to obtain an optimized
protection of power lines against icing events.

The second observation shows that in more recent articles, the miscellaneous methods
(group 7 in Table 1) that were proposed in the two documents of 1996 and 2002 [2,6] were
no longer included. One might understand that the applicability of these more theoretical
approaches has not been demonstrated and that research institutions and electric utilities
focused their efforts on the development of already known countermeasures that showed
greater potential for practical applications in the field.

4. Selection of Countermeasures for the Integration into Field Operations or for
Further Investigations

Four example cases were reviewed for the selection or recommendation of counter
measures for field application. The results are compiled in Table 2. The first column is
similar to the one of Table 1 and lists the countermeasures that were proposed over the past
four decades. The other columns present the various methods that were considered in the
four example cases. The bold and capital letters indicate the methods that were selected or
recommended for field applications or further investigations.
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4.1. Technology Integration within Hydro-Québec after the 1998 Eastern Canada Ice Storm

References [12–14] show the analysis performed by Hydro-Québec after the 1998
ice storm in Eastern Canada. Eleven countermeasures were considered and a detailed
evaluation of each method using several criteria was carried out. This analysis allowed
assigning a score to each method and establishing a ranking. The numbers in the second
column of Table 2 represent the results of this ranking. The two methods with the highest
scores were:

• The highest score was obtained for the thermal method by load shifting (method
6.1.1). However, this method can only be applied to a certain number of power lines
with voltage levels varying from 49 kV to 315 kV, but it is not suitable for the 735 kV
network of Hydro-Québec [14].

• The second score was obtained for the thermal method by DC current injection
(method 6.2.3). The decision was made to install a large DC source at a centrally
located substation that could inject DC current into the high voltage power lines and
ground wires. A technology was chosen that could also be used as a static var compen-
sator (SVC) throughout the year, which would help making the project economically
viable. However, the implementation of this de-icer project was a complex task and
it is still ongoing at the present time. The analysis of annual reports published by
Hydro-Québec allowed tracing a timeline for the various steps:

− Approval for the project was obtained in August 2004 [21].
− The engineering for the de-icer project was completed in 2005 [22].
− In 2008, the commissioning of the de-icer project was completed [23].
− However, the de-icer could not be used until today. One of the main reasons

for this blockage is the risk of ice pieces falling onto highways and damaging
cars during the de-icing period. Therefore, Hydro-Québec started installing the
LC-spirals (method 4.2) on the power lines above highways in 2017 [24]. These
installations are relatively difficult to schedule as the highways have to be closed
temporarily. The installation efforts are scheduled through 2023 in order to cover
all critical highway crossings.

Hydro-Québec did not only rely on these two methods. The following other counter-
measures were integrated into field operations on the Hydro-Québec power network:

• In 2010, Hydro-Québec stared to test the de-icer actuated by cartridge (DAC, method
5.1.4) for the de-icing of ground wires [25]. From 2012, this tool was adapted for
general use [26].

• In 2012, Hydro-Québec reported that the robot LINEROV for mechanical de-icing of
power lines (method 5.1.6) was used with success on several occasions [26].

Furthermore, several line design considerations are adapted to strengthen the network
against impacts of future winter storms [27]:

• Reconstructed lines were built with improved mechanical strength in order to with-
stand higher ice loads (method 1.4.1).

• Anti-cascading towers were included in critical line sections in order to limit damage
that could result from the collapse of towers (method 1.4.2).

• On the distribution network, poles and their anchoring were strengthened. In the case
of a catastrophic event, only the crossarm and conductors could fall (method 2.5). This
makes reconstruction easier and faster.

• Some additional new line sections were constructed in order to create additional
meshed loops in the power network that provide increased redundancy for the power
supply.

• The vegetation control program has been enhanced to prevent falling iced trees from
causing power outages in the distribution network.

Another example for the improvement of network design is the construction of a new
line for the interconnection of a windfarm in 2011. This line had to be constructed in an
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area with particular weather conditions that favour the accumulation of important ice
loads. The following line design considerations were applied in this particular case [28]:

• The type of towers selected can withstand higher ice loads (method 1.4.1).
• The line does not have a ground wire, but surge arresters with external spark gap

were installed (method 1.5).
• The type of conductor selected had superior mechanical strength (method 1.6).

Table 2. Summary of the countermeasures that were selected for application or future investigation in four different
countries.

Countermeasure
[12–14]—
Canada—

2004

[5]—
Italy—
2019

[15]—
Norway—

2019

[4,16,29,30]—
China—

2010–2015

1. Line Design
1.1 Improved line routing
1.2 Underground cables

1.3 Measures to avoid
interphase-short-circuits

1.3.1 Using separate structures for each phase
1.3.2 Modifying crossarms
(longer middle crossarms)
1.3.3 Modify circuit spacing
1.3.4 Rearranging phase configuration

1.4 Mechanical
reinforcement

1.4.1 Stronger towers 7
1.4.2 Anti-cascading towers

1.5 No ground wire (but addition of special surge arrestors) X

1.6 Choice of conductor
or bundle

1.6.1 Compact design (trapezoidal or
z-shaped strands) 5 X

1.6.2 Optimised simple conductor 4 X
1.6.3 Increased number in bundle X

2. Passive Devices
2.1 Counterweights (anti-rotation device) X X
2.2 Snow rings, wires and Teflon tapes X X
2.3 Interphase spacers X

2.4 Spacer dampers
2.5 Load reducing devices, mechanical fuses, fasteners 10
2.6 Aeolian shedding
3. Passive Coatings
3.1 Industrial viscous liquids
3.2 Heterogeneous polymer coatings
3.3 Freezing point depressant fluids
3.4 Icephobic coatings 8 X X
3.5 Hydrophobic and superhydrophobic coatings
3.6 Black coatings / Heat absorbent solid coatings
3.7 Chemically reactive coating
4. Active Coatings
4.1 Addition of ferroelectric material (high frequency injection) X
4.2 LC spiral rods (ferromagnetic spirals) X X

4.3 Heated tracers
4.4 Ice electrolysis
4.5 Piezoelectric polymers (PVDF)
4.6 Shape memory alloys
5. Mechanical Methods

5.1 Line Maintenance

5.1.1 Roller wheels or scraping X
5.1.2 Manual shock wave X
5.1.3 Tensioning and releasing
5.1.4 De-icer Actuated by Cartridge (DAC)
5.1.5 Helicopter (wooden pole or rope
with knots) X

5.1.6 Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) X X

5.2 Pneumatic Hammer
5.3 Electro-impulse method (EIDI) X
5.4 Ice-shedder device (induced vibrations) X
5.5 Twisting device X
5.6 High-magnitude short circuit method (for bundled conductors) 6
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Table 2. Cont.

Countermeasure
[12–14]—
Canada—

2004

[5]—
Italy—
2019

[15]—
Norway—

2019

[4,16,29,30]—
China—

2010–2015

6. Thermal Methods

6.1 Increase of line current
using the network

6.1.1 Load shifting (Load transfer) method 1 X X X
6.1.2 On-load De-Icer method (ONDI)
(phase shifting) X

6.1.3 Reactive Current De-icing X X

6.2 External current source

6.2.1 Reduced (medium) voltage
short-circuit method 3 X X X

6.2.2 Ground wire de-icing method
(MV short circuit)

X

6.2.3 DC current method for AC-lines 2 X X

6.3 DC-Line De-icing X

6.4 High frequency electric field method X X
6.5 Contactor load transfer (bundle shifting / current re-distribution) 11 X X

6.6 Pulse electrothermal de-icer method X

6.7 Various external
heat sources

6.7.1 Infrared waves X
6.7.2 Radio waves radiation ext. heat source
6.7.3 Steam generating device
6.7.4 Ultrasonic De-icing
6.7.5 Hot Gas
6.7.6 Hot Water/Anti-icing fluids

7. Miscellaneous Methods
7.1 Drop freezing before impact
7.2 Drop heating before impact
7.3 Corona discharges
7.4 Electro-congelation
7.6 Development of ice-resistant conductors 9
7.7 Laser De-Icing X
7.8 Pneumatic air boots
7.9 Asymmetric operation of 3-phase power lines

4.2. Recent Applicability Studies in Italy

Even if Italy is not an arctic country, it experiences major power outages from time-to-
time, mainly due to wet snow accretions. Reference [5] presented an analysis of various
anti-icing measures for the Italian power system including recommendations for the
implementation of a new method. Until now, two passive methods have already been
in use: in 2019, about 20,000 counterweights (method 2.1) were installed on 2500 km of
132 kV lines, which led to a significant reduction in power outages due to snow overload.
As the second countermeasure, interface spacers (method 2.3) were first installed on some
critical spans of 132 kV lines in 2007. Due to the success in eliminating phase-to-phase
faults, about 28 km of double circuits were equipped in 2019 with these devices.

As there are some local areas that have recurrent service disruptions due to wet snow
accretion, the applicability of thermal anti-icing was studied. Detailed load flow analysis
showed that load shifting (method 6.1.1) would not allow obtaining the current magnitudes
that would be needed to create sufficient heat in the conductors. Moreover, the installation
of shunt reactors (method 6.1.3) at critical locations allowed the creation of sufficient current
flow. Thus, the Italian network operator started a program for the installation of shunt
reactors at different critical sites. It is noted that the addition of these shunt reactors might
also be beneficial for voltage regulation in the local networks.

4.3. Recent Applicability Studies in Norway

A recent applicability study of anti-icing and de-icing technologies was presented
by [15] for the Norwegian power grid. Presently, the main method for de-icing of power
lines consists of the use of helicopters that strike the lines with a pole attached to an insu-
lated rope (method 5.1.5). Several technologies were investigated in order to verify if they
could be applied in the context with the specific conditions that prevail in Norway: mostly
in-cloud icing, extremely non-uniform ice loads, sometimes only on a few spans, with
difficult or no terrestrial access to the lines due to complex topography and remote areas.
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A workshop was organized in October 2018 where about 80 international specialists
gathered and presented the current development state of various methods. Nine methods
were retained for further analyses as these were considered potentially applicable to the
Norwegian conditions. The following preliminary recommendations were formulated
in [15] in order to identify the methods that should be further investigated:

• For ground wires, the use of remotely controlled external current sources that are
permanently installed on critical line sections (method 6.2.2).

• For phase conductors, two methods are identified—current redistribution by contac-
tors load transfer in bundled lines (method 6.5) and use of high frequency injection
with generators installed on critical line sections (method 6.4).

• For fjord crossings, LC spirals seem to be an interesting option (method 4.2).

4.4. Recommendations after the Winter Storm of January 2008 in China

The important icing disaster in large parts of southern and central China in January
and February 2008 led to intense research efforts and an important number of publications
similar to the development that could be observed in Québec after the 1998 ice storm. As
examples, two reviews [4,16] were included in the present analysis. It should be mentioned
that China experienced an increase in the high voltage DC line projects during the last
years. Therefore, Li et al. [16] elaborated various technologies designed for thermal de-icing
of DC power lines (method 6.3). Lv and He [4] concluded that the development of de-icing
methods for power lines are expected to follow a trend towards mechanical de-icing based
on robots (method 5.1.6).

In another publication by a joint team of experts from university and power compa-
nies [29], Jiang et al. reported on the strategies and status of anti-icing methods that were
studied in China after the 2008 ice storm. Various countermeasures applying coatings,
laser technologies, and robots as well as AC and DC de-icing techniques were tested. It
was found that the thermal de-icing method using DC voltage (methods 6.2.3 and 6.3) is
a convenient solution with relatively low power demand and high efficiency. According
to Jiang et al. [29], more than 200 substations have been equipped with fixed DC de-icing
systems and mobile ice-melting devices are also employed by various utilities. Two years
later, Jiang et al. reported ongoing research efforts with emphasis on the load current
transfer method of bundled conductors (method 6.5) [30].

5. Conclusions

The comparative analysis of several review papers and technical reports show that a
large number of technologies were already proposed decades ago, before the catastrophic
ice storms of 1998 in Eastern Canada and 2008 in central and southern China. The intense
work within research institutions as well as utilities in the wake of these events led to
the increase in the understanding of the meteorological phenomena and their impacts
on the power grids. Rather than finding new technologies, efforts have been focused on
developing already known countermeasures with the potential for practical application in
field operations.

There is no single trend for the deployment of anti-icing or de-icing technologies
around the world. Passive, thermal, and mechanical methods are used by utilities in
various regions of the world, depending on their local needs and their local experiences in
the past. Additionally, the recommendations for future applications are diverse. Regarding
the construction of new lines or the reconstruction of damaged lines, several lessons have
been learned since the catastrophic events in 1998 and 2008 and actions are taken today to
improve the line design.

Once one or several anti-icing or de-icing methods have been selected for the integra-
tion into field operations, several years may pass before the deployment is accomplished.
This should be considered in the deployment strategies.
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6. Future Outlook

There are three reasons why we should be seeking for affordable and long-term
solutions against icing and snowing of power grids, a major problem that has attracted a
global effort.

• With climate changes, power grids are poised to experience unpredicted icing and
snowing events that may not be limited only to the so-called “cold regions”.

• With increasing age, most installed transmission lines are more fragile.
• The ever-growing demand for electricity is another major concern that adds to the

problem.

While active (heating, chemicals, and mechanical methods) solutions are widely used
to remove ice or snow, passive solutions by nanotechnology are expected to affect the anti-
icing industry. Although coating solutions are already available, research in this area still
needs to be pursued. Ongoing research will increase our knowledge of the fundamental
mechanisms through which nanoparticles interact with freezing rains.

Key challenges include icing prevention for extended periods thereby decreasing
the risk of potential damage to infrastructure and outdoor structures and concomitant
lowering of related maintenance and replacement costs. Encapsulated phase change
materials and superhydrophobicity [31] achieved by texturing a surface to develop novel
coating platforms are promising candidates for developing robust anti-icing materials.
Smart materials with a self-sustainable lubricating layer, achieved via modifying solid
substrates or self-healing ones are also interesting alternatives [32]. The impact can be
significant as various areas from the power grids to aerospace and sea vessels can benefit
from the research results.
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Abstract: Serious ice accretion will cause structural problems and ice flashover accidents, which result
in outdoor insulator string operating problems in winter conditions. Previous investigations have
revealed that the thicker and longer insulators are covered with ice, the icing degree becomes worse
and icing accident probability increases. Therefore, an image processing method was proposed to
extract the characteristics of the icicle length and Rg (ratio of the air gap length to the insulator length)
of ice-covered insulators for monitoring the operation of iced outdoor insulator strings. The tests were
conducted at the artificial climate room of CIGELE Laboratories recommended by IEEE Standard
1783/2009. The surface phenomena of the insulator during the ice accretion process were recorded by
using a high-speed video camera. In the view of the ice in the background of the picture of fuzzy
features and high image noise, a direct equalization algorithm is used to enhance the grayscale iced
image contrast. The median filtering method is conducted for reducing image noise and sharpening
the image edge. The maximum entropy threshold segmentation algorithm is put forward to extract
the insulators and its surface ice from the background. Then, the modified Canny operator edge
detection algorithm is selected to trace the boundaries of objects through the extraction of information
about attributes of the endpoints of edges. After we obtained the improved Canny edge detection
image for both of the ice-covered insulators and non-iced insulators, the icing thickness can be
obtained by calculating the difference between the edge of the non-iced insulators image and the
edge of the iced insulator image. Besides, in order to identify the icing degree of the insulators more
accurately, this paper determines the location of icicles by using the region growth method. After that,
the icicle length and Rg can be obtained to monitor the icing degree of the insulator. It will be helpful
to improve the ability to judge the accident risk of insulators in power systems.

Keywords: ice-covered insulator; characteristics extraction; image processing method; median
filtering method; entropy threshold segmentation; modified Canny operator; region growth method;
icing degree

1. Introduction

Ice accumulation on insulator strings has been recognized as a serious threat for power systems
operating in many atmospheric icing regions [1–5]. These hazards can be mainly divided into two
categories: one is serious ice accretion, which will cause structural problems, for instance, wire
breakage, tower collapse, etc., and the other is insulation problems, for instance, the icicle will change
the distribution of insulators electric field significantly, which reduces its insulation performance
and can lead to an ice flashover accident easily. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the ability for
monitoring the operation of iced outdoor insulator strings for preventing structural accidents and
icing flashover.

Energies 2020, 13, 5305; doi:10.3390/en13205305 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies
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Over the past decades, many investigations have researched monitoring methods to reduce icing
accidents [6–16]. In these investigations, the characteristics of iced insulators surface phenomena were
extracted by image processing method for monitoring.

Liu et al. studied the performance of insulators under icing conditions, recorded the test process
with a high-speed camera and analyzed the flashover characteristics of iced insulators and the
growth characteristics of ice pillars based on image processing technology [17,18]. According to the
characteristic value of a flashover image, the flashover process is divided into different stages, and the
quantitative analysis method of flashover risk value of iced insulators is proposed. At the same time,
the growth characteristics of ice pillars at different edges and the variation characteristics of surface
discharge are calculated and analyzed. The research results can be used to evaluate the main hazards
of iced outdoor insulators and improve the safety of iced suspension insulators. Hao et al. used the
image processing method to study the natural icing of glass insulator strings in service. Based on
the grab segmentation method, by identifying the convex defects of Icelandic contour, the algorithm
of graphical shed spacing and graphical shed overhanging is proposed [19,20]. This method can
identify the most serious icing situation when the insulator cover is completely bridged. The bridge
position can also be detected, including the left, right, or both sides of the insulator string in the image.
Yang et al. proposed a method for identifying the ice coating type of an in-service glass insulator
based on the texture feature description operator [21]. A uniform local binary model (ULBP) and an
improved uniform local binary model (IULBP) are used to extract the texture features of ice cover
types. The experimental results show that, due to the different texture features of each kind of ice,
IULBP has a good recognition effect on six kinds of ice. Zhu et al. proposed an image recognition
algorithm for monitoring the icicle length and insulator ice bridging condition. The saliency analysis
algorithm is applied to the extract region of the insulator ice layer and the length of the insulator
icicle was calculated by the Fourier transform of the pixel distribution curve [22]. Pernebayeva et al.
studied a Gabor filtering algorithm for extracting a set of Gabor phase congruency features from
insulator images for the presence or absence of snow, ice, and water droplets by utilizing the minimum
distance nearest neighbor classifier [23]. Vita, V. et al. constructed different neural network models
for insulator contamination identification using different structures, learning algorithms, and transfer
functions. All the models are compared and analyzed, the best model is found, and the calculation
results match the experimental results [24]. Chen et al. applied digital image processing technologies
such as gray level transformation, image sharpening, image segmentation, and edge detection to the
research of structural images, and effectively extracted the effective information in the image [25].
Gilboa, G. et al. use the free Schrodinger equation and extended the linear and nonlinear scale space
generated by the intrinsic real value diffusion equation to the complex diffusion process, thus obtaining
two examples of nonlinear complex processes which play an important role in image processing:
One is the regularized impact filter for image enhancement, the other is the denoising process keeping
slope [26]. From comparative analysis of the research on other aspects, few investigations have been
conducted on monitoring and diagnostic of insulator strings in extreme weather environments, which
need further research to decrease icing accidents.

Therefore, in this paper, for improving the ability to judge the icing degree risk of outdoor
insulators and reduce icing accidents caused by ice-covered insulators, the features of insulator surface
performance was extracted by an image processing method in order to monitor icicle length and the
ice bridging state of iced outdoor insulator strings. The tests were conducted at CIGELE Laboratories.
The test specimen was the five units’ suspension ceramic insulators, which were artificially accreted
with wet-grown ice in the cold-climate room of CIGELE. The procedure of ice accumulation was
recommended by IEEE Standard 1783/2009. The surface phenomena of the insulators during the icing
accretion were recorded by a high-speed video camera with a rate of six thousand frames per second.
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2. Test Setup and Procedures

The test specimen is the five units’ suspension ceramic insulators. The picture and parameters are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Configuration, dimensions, and parameters of each unit of the test specimen.

Main Dimension and Parameters Configuration

Diameter = 254 mm

Height = 146 mm

Leakage distance = 305 mm

Number of units = 5 units

Arcing distance for 5 units = 809 mm

 

The tests were conducted in an artificial climate room with a length of 4.8 m, a width of 2.8 m,
and a height of 3.5 m of CIGELE Laboratories, as shown in Figure 1 [27]. By using the proportional
integral and differential system, the freezing devices can make the ambient temperature drop to −12 ◦C
after the test setup was fixed. The spray device mainly consists of a water supplying system and
wind blowing equipment. Ice was formed from super-cooled droplets produced by the former system
through 4 oscillating nozzles. The latter system produced a relatively uniform airflow by using a
series of fans with a diffusing honeycomb panel. The test power source was supplied by an AC test
transformer with a rated capacity of 240 kV·A.

 
Figure 1. Artificial cold-climate room.

The surfaces of the insulator sheds were cleaned by deionized water before the ice accretion.
The insulators needed under the setting ambient temperature last about sixteen hours to give all the
experimental setup enough time to reach the same temperature as that of the test environment. The AC
voltage of 75 kVrms (15 kVrms per unit) was energized on insulators during ice accretion for simulating
the operating environment. Meanwhile, the water supply system started to spray freezing droplets on
the insulators’ surface. The water conductivity was set at 30 μS/cm by mixing deionized water and
sodium chloride. The wind speed was fixed at 3.3 m/s to blow on the windward side of insulators in
the ice accumulation period. When ice accumulation duration reached 90 min, the applied voltage and
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spray device were turned off immediately and the icing process is stopped. The ice accretion process
on insulators was photographed during the whole experiment [28,29].

3. Image Processing of Ice-Covered Insulator

The iced insulator image of recording was influenced by various factors, such as the glazed icing,
which is a smooth and transparent structure with unobvious transverse volume change. It is difficult to
identify the overall state of iced insulators; and therefore, low quality images were attained. Therefore,
in order to improve the image quality, an image processing method is proposed for recognizing the
insulators’ bridged state and extracting the characteristic values for the warning of icing accidents.

3.1. Enhancement of Image

(1) Image grayscale

Each pixel point of an iced insulator image is essentially composed of components in three
directions of RGB (red, green, and blue). The grayscale is to convert the three-component value of
RGB into a single gray value, so that the calculation of the subsequent image processing would be
simplified. The calculation is shown in Equation (1). The result is shown in Figure 2.

M = 0.3R + 0.59G + 0.11B (1)

here, M, R, G, and B are the values of the pixel, respectively representing gray value, red value, green
value, and blue value. The coefficients in the formula are derived from the sensitivity of human eyes
to color.

Figure 2. Color image and grayscale image.

(2) Gray Stretch

The image of the iced insulator has the characteristics of fuzziness and noise in the image
background. The direct equalization method was selected to make a gray value of the image uniform
distribution for enhancing contrast and highlighting the iced insulator image details. The result is
shown in Figure 3.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. The grayscale image and the image after direct equalization and its histogram of grayscale
distribution. (a) Original grayscale image and its histogram. (b) Grayscale image and its histogram
after direct equalization.

(3) Image denoise

In fact, after the direct equalization processing, the noise interference is still present in the iced
insulator image. To remove the small bright spot and improve the definition of image, the median
filtering algorithm method was chosen to diminish the gap of the image. The iced insulator image
edge can be sharpened, and the obvious background noise can be decreased through enhancing the
filtering effect. The result is shown in Figure 4.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. The image with noise interference and the image after median filtering processing. (a) The
image with noise interference. (b) The image after median filtering processing.

3.2. Image Segmentation

(1) Maximum entropy threshold segmentation

The key of image processing is image segmentation, which is to segment an image into meaningful
regions by extracting some target area of image characteristics, and then obtain the binarization
image [16,17]. The maximum entropy threshold segmentation algorithm was proposed for acquiring
excellent efficacy of segmentation and the characteristics of recorded images during the ice regime.
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This method is essentially using the images’ regional features to segment images based on the similarity
between the pixels. The higher entropy value of the segmentation image can indicate the more
information it contains, and it is beneficial to the effect of division [18]. The calculation formula of
entropy is

H(S) = −P1 ln P1 − P0 ln P0 (2)

where H(s) is the statistical value of the amount of information that the binarization image contained
after segmentation. P1 and P0 represent the probability that the output value of the segmentation
image is one and zero, respectively.

According to the effective segment, the gray value of the image is compressed and transformed
into 0 or 255 pixel values. Then, the approximate edge contours are obtained and the process of
binarization is completed. The image processing result is shown in Figure 5. It can be observed that
the maximum entropy threshold segmentation method can extract the object points of the image and
remove the redundant information. Therefore, the proposed algorithm ensures the segmentation more
efficient and segments insulator images with intensity inhomogeneity correctly.

 

Figure 5. The binarization image after maximum entropy threshold segmentation processing.

(2) Edge detection

Figure 5 shows that there is still background noise in the image and the objectives and background
of the segmentation image have low contrast. Thus, the modified Canny operator edge detection
algorithm is selected to trace boundaries of objects through extraction of information about attributes of
endpoints of edges, in particular orientation and neighborhood relationships [19,20]. In the algorithm,
the image is smoothed by Gaussian filter which is used to determine the adjustable parameters based
on the characteristics of the image. Most of the background is divided according to the information
of the image edge for reducing imprecise background and objective. Then, the image edge can be
detected by using Canny operator. The image processing result is shown in Figure 6.

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6. The comparison diagram of the original image and the binarization image and the image
after edge detection processing. (a) Original image. (b) Binarization image. (c) Image after edge
detection processing.
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The modified Canny algorithm is used to calculate the amplitude of the gradient through the
directional derivatives for pixels of the image G(i,j) in the selected neighborhood. Equations (3)–(9) are
as follows:

The calculation of the X directional derivative:

Gx(i, j) = F(i + 1, j) − F(i− 1, j) (3)

The calculation of the Y directional derivative:

Gy(i, j) = F(i, j + 1) − F(i, j− 1) (4)

The calculation of the 45◦ directional derivative:

G45(i, j) = F(i + 1, j + 1) − F(i− 1, j− 1) (5)

The calculation of the 135◦ directional derivative:

G135(i, j) = F(i− 1, j + 1) − F(i + 1, j− 1) (6)

The calculation of the first partial derivatives:

Ex = Gx(i, j) +
G45(i, j) + G135(i, j)

2
(7)

Ey = Gy(i, j) +
G45(i, j) −G135(i, j)

2
(8)

The calculation of the gradient magnitude:

A(i, j) =
√

Ex
2 + Ex

2 (9)

(3) Region growth method

After obtaining the improved Canny edge detection images, the icing thickness can be obtained
by calculating the difference between the edge of the non-iced insulator image and the edge of the iced
insulator image. Besides, in order to obtain the icicles and air gap parts of the ice-covered insulators’
image for identifying the icing degree of the insulators more accurately, this paper determines the
location of icicles by using the regional growth method, the schematic diagram as shown in Figure 7.

 

Figure 7. Regional growth method diagram.
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Regional growth corresponds to the process of development of a set of pixels and regions extend
to a larger area. Each pixel of the edge of the non-ice shed parts of ice-covered insulators is set as the
seed pixel, which is used as the starting point of growth. By inspecting the pixel value of all direction
point of neighborhoods, when the pixel value of neighborhood point is the same as the pixel value
of seed point, this point is defined as a new seed point. The neighborhood point will be searched
continuously until it cannot satisfy the above condition. Due to the fact that the direction of the edge
region of the iced insulators image is downward, the point of the top directional can be eliminated.
After the process of regional growth method, it can be considered that the selected points are the tip of
icicle, and then it separates the tip of icicle part and the air gaps according to the location point of the
tip of icicle.

The distance between the tip of icicle and the edge of insulator is considered the air gap length.
However, the pixel value of the air gap length obtained by the Canny edge detection image method
needs to be transformed in millimeters for further accurate calculation. However, the air gap length
cannot be used as the only parameter to indicate the icing degree of insulators because of it is impacted
by the different insulator models and angles of camera recording. Thus, the icing degree is indicated
by the Rg (the ratio of the air gap length to the insulator length) for avoiding the influence of these
factors. Then, we can establish the relationship between the icing degree and the Rg.

4. Analyze the Results of Characteristic Extraction

The results of ice thickness, icicle length, and Rg are as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The results of ice thickness, icicle length, and Rg.

Image of Ice-Covered
Insulators

     

Ice accretion time (min) 0 10 20 30 50
Ice thickness (mm) 0 3 7 24 88

NO.5
Icicle length (mm) 0 13 21 38 79

Rg(%) 100 91.4 85.7 74.3 45.7

NO.4
Icicle length (mm) 0 0 8 40 91

Rg(%) 100 100 94.6 72.9 37.8

NO.3
Icicle length (mm) 0 31 52 84 146

Rg(%) 100 78.6 64.3 42.8 0

NO.2
Icicle length (mm) 0 24 77 73 146

Rg(%) 100 83.3 47.6 50 0

NO.2
Icicle length (mm) 0 42 57 146 146

Rg(%) 100 71.4 61.2 0 0

NO.1
Icicle length (mm) 0 142 211 402 624

Rg(%) 100 80.5 71.2 44.9 14.6

As shown in Table 2, it can be found that non-uniformity distribution of ice accretion on the
surface of insulators and the ice is mainly accumulated on the windward side of insulators. When the
cold room maintains the ambient temperature at −12 ◦C, the low-temperature droplets frozen on the
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surface of insulator sheds under the experimental condition. The ice thickness shows the nonlinear
increasing tendency on the sheds of insulators during the process of ice accumulation. From 0 min
to 20 min, the ice thickness increased slowly, only 7 mm. While from 30 min to 50 min, ice thickness
increased 64 mm, the increment is about 9 times higher than the former, which indicates that the ice
layer grew rapidly and the insulators’ icing degree became more serious during this period.

The variation of icicle length and Rg during ice accretion regime is shown in Figure 8.
The super-cooled droplet formed ice, and simultaneously, the test voltage produced joule heat
which can cause the melting and dripping of accreted ice. Hence, the ice accreted on the insulators
is a dynamically varying phenomenon. However, each shed of the ice-covered insulators shows an
obvious decreasing tendency of the variation of icicle length and Rg because of the serious degree of
icing effect. Note that the icicle length of the second unit of insulators slightly decreases and Rg slightly
increases between 20 min and 30 min. In this period, leakage current generated by heat energy can
cause the melting of icicles and can even make some of them fall down to the ground. Although the
electric field distortion of the insulator surface will increase further and the thermal effect of the arc
discharge will have a negative influence on the ice accumulation, the freezing influence of precipitated
droplets dominates the shed surface so the ice layer can maintain growth and the icicle length can
keep increasing and Rg still can decrease at this time. Therefore, the variations of icicle length and Rg
correspond well to the ice accretion process, which can be used to judge the risk of the icing degree.
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Figure 8. The variation of icicle length and Rg during the ice accretion regime.
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In addition, from the HV (high voltage) electrode to the ground side, the shed separation between
cap-and-pin insulators is significantly reduced by the increasing of icicles. Because the super-cooled
droplet was subjected to the effect of gravity, the ice bridging condition of the bottom side of the
insulator string units are heavy. At 30 min, the average ice thickness just reaches 24 mm, the value
of the Rg between the second unit and the fifth unit of the ice-covered insulators is more than 40%,
the first unit of ice-covered insulators Rg is 0%, which indicates the icing degree from the first unit to
HV electrode is extremely serious. At 50 min, the first unit and the third unit are fully bridged. While
the fourth and fifth units are without complete bridging, the value of Rg is 37.8 and 45.7% respectively.
Meanwhile, the partial arcs constantly burn at the air gaps, which inhibits the growth of the icicles.
Finally, the ice growth rate and the melting rate will reach a balance state that causes these units to be
unable to be bridged completely. By analyzing the icing degree of every unit of the insulator string,
we can evaluate the hazards of ice-covered insulators accurately.

In this way, through the independent analysis of the icing degree of different insulator sheds,
the icing degree of insulators can be evaluated more accurately, which avoids the simple generalization
of icing conditions of different types of insulators under the same environmental conditions, enhances
the detailed judgment of the icing degree of insulators, and reduces the estimation error of the
icing degree.

Because most of the transmission lines are exposed in the field, the monitoring equipment
also needs to be exposed in the field for a long time, which will inevitably be affected by severe
weather such as strong wind, high temperature, and rainstorms. There are still a series of problems in
security protection, energy consumption, wireless communication, data encryption, and video image
compression. In short, there will be some obstacles to the implementation of the method in this paper,
but this is mainly a technical problem. With the development of science and technology, these obstacles
will be solved one by one. At the same time, when dealing with different background noise, we can
improve the denoising method. We can judge the type of noise by intelligent algorithms and select
the corresponding denoising method automatically. The practical application of this method needs
further research.

5. Conclusions

The image processing technology is used to process the icing image of the insulator, extract the
characteristics of the icing degree of the iced insulator, and analyze the icing characteristics of the
insulator. The proposed method will be helpful to the monitoring of the icing degree of the iced
insulator. The main conclusions are as follows

(1) Aiming at the problems of fuzzy background and noise interference of the iced insulator image,
the direct equalization method, and median filter method are proposed to preprocess the image.
The method can effectively reduce the noise and enhance the contrast of the image, which is of
great significance for further processing the image of the iced insulator.

(2) The maximum entropy threshold segmentation algorithm is used to extract the insulator and
its surface ice from the image, and the key information is accurately screened out from the
image. An improved Canny operator edge detection algorithm is used to track the edge of the
non-icing insulator image and calculate the icing thickness of icing insulator image edge, which
can accurately detect the insulator edge smoothly.

(3) A regional growing method is proposed to determine the location of icicles, so as to obtain the ice
column and air gap in the image of the iced insulator, and then extract the icicle length and RG as
the indication value to evaluate the ice bridge state of the insulator string. The analysis results
show that once the total length of ice pole exceeds 402 mm and the RG value is lower than 44.9%,
the higher the accident probability of iced insulator.
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Abstract: This paper discusses the lessons learned about fillers that are added to silicone rubber
insulation housing composites, in order to improve the erosion resistance against the dry-band arcing
are presented and common perceptions. Common practices that employ alumina tri-hydrate are
reviewed, including the additional influential effect of the water of hydration in the suppression
of the dry-band arcing. The effect of the water of hydration is shown to be dependent on various
factors, such as the hydrated filler level and the type of the hydrated filler. More recent paradigms in
which hydrated fillers have not been employed are also reviewed. Volume and shield actions of fillers
are essential aspects that need to be understood in the design of silicone rubber insulation housing
composites for new applications such as HVDC. In addition, the thermal degradation mechanisms of
silicone rubber and the corresponding suppression effects of the added fillers are summarized.

Keywords: silicone rubber; outdoor insulators; transmission and distribution; pollution performance;
tracking; erosion resistance

1. Introduction

Silicone rubber insulators are replacing the conventional ceramic insulators due to
their proven performance when exposed to environmental pollutants. Silicone rubber
has shown a unique ability to wash off contaminants and retain the hydrophobicity of
the insulator, due to a low-molecular-weight (LMW) siloxane diffusing from the insulator
housing bulk to the surface. Therefore, silicone rubber insulators have become backbone
components of the overhead power delivery infrastructure. However, after aging in service,
leakage currents may still develop under the effect of voltage, moisture and contamination,
causing the depletion of the LMW siloxane, and thus, deteriorating the hydrophobicity
recovery of the insulator [1]. Eventually dry-band arcing arises, causing heat ablation,
which exposes the insulator fiberglass core to weathering and the consequent failure of the
entire insulator due to tracking of the core (Figure 1) [2].

Fillers are added to silicone rubber outdoor insulation housing composites in order to
enhance the erosion resistance, but the primary purpose of using fillers is cost reduction
achieved by replacing the expensive silicone with the filler particles. Cost reductions have
been a great incentive for loading silicone rubber outdoor insulation composites with as
much filler as possible. However, this approach also reduces the amount of the LMW
siloxane responsible for recovering the hydrophobicity of silicone rubber [1]. In addition,
the cost of the fillers may vary depending on the type of filler. Therefore, achieving an
optimized composite is a complex problem.
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Figure 1. Erosion mechanism on the surface of silicone rubber outdoor insulation housing.

The application of fillers in silicone rubber outdoor insulator composites is usually
based on experience, which has been so far successful as demonstrated by decades of
proven performance in AC insulation applications. This successful experience has been
used to justify the application of existing insulator composite designs for newer applica-
tions such as high voltage direct current (HVDC) outdoor insulation. However, recent
finding raise concerns about this approach for new and different application under HVDC.
Experimental findings and field observations have reported a more severe erosion under
DC voltages as compared to AC voltages [3,4]. The HVDC power system has become an
essential building block of the power transmission and distribution infrastructure in the
green electricity grid. Therefore, it is essential to address concerns related to DC insulator
aging by investigating the suitable use of fillers at the material development stage. In
general, little attention has been given to the housing material design aspects as compared
to the geometry aspect of silicone rubber insulators. While a geometric design has been
mainly correlated with the insulator flashover performance, the use of fillers mainly con-
trols the erosion performance of the insulator [1]. This paper summarizes the evolution of
the design paradigms in the development of erosion-resistant silicone rubber insulation
housing composites by shedding light on the common perceptions about the application of
inorganic fillers. In particular, critical discussion of re-applying perceptions, developed
under AC conditions for new applications, such as HVDC outdoor insulation is presented
and lessons learned are summarized.

2. Tracking and Erosion of Silicone Rubber

The terms tracking and erosion refer to two different surface failure mechanisms of
insulators and therefore should not be interchangeably used. Tracking usually refers to
the formation of a carbonaceous path that could be fully or partially conductive on the
surface of the insulation housing. Erosion of silicone rubber insulators may be defined
as heat ablation of the insulation housing as a result of surface discharges in general or
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dry-band arcing in particular impinging the surface. It must be emphasized that silicone
rubber has shown a tracking-resistant behavior during material screening tests [3,5]. Unlike
many other outdoor insulating materials, silicone rubber possesses a backbone that does
not intrinsically promote a significant amount of carbon residue when exposed to surface
discharges in wet conditions [5]. Although it is reported to be susceptible to tracking in
dry-conditions, silicone rubber without hydrated fillers have shown acceptable tracking
performance in wet conditions [5]. In addition, silicone rubber does not leave a significant
amount of carbonaceous residue during dry-band arcing [6]. Both tracking and erosion
have been shown to be stimulated as a result of the dry-band arcing heat, but they are a
result of two different thermal degradation mechanisms of silicone rubber. Erosion has
been shown initiated with the depolyemrization of the silicone rubber, through secession
of Si-O (siloxane) bond, yielding cyclic oligomers with small molecular weights and low
flashpoints in the gas phase [7]. Tracking is promoted in silicone rubber as a result of the
radical-based crosslinking [8], initiated with the CH3-Si bond scission in silicone rubber [9].
Therefore, tracking as an aging mechanism must not be conflated with erosion for silicone
rubber insulators. Yet, this understanding has not been emphasized in the literature despite
decades of experience.

Understanding the aging mechanisms leading to erosion is an essential task to support
the proper application of inorganic fillers in silicone rubber insulators. The two main
thermal degradation mechanisms of silicone rubber can be identified using thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA) and the derivative thermogravimetric analysis (DTGA). Figure 2
is an illustrative example shown for a TGA-DTGA conducted on RTV silicone rubber
composite in Nitrogen atmosphere (test details in the caption). Two main weight loss
stages are observed in Figure 2 for silicone rubber, indicating two distinct mechanisms
governing erosion. The first weight loss stage begins at 350 ◦C and is due to depolymeriza-
tion, i.e., due to scission, of the siloxane bonds. The second weight loss stage, beginning at
600 ◦C, is associated to another distinct peak in the DTGA, indicating occurrence of another
degradation mechanism, i.e., radical-based crosslinking [8,9]. Depolymerization is mainly
responsible for weight loss and thus erosion during the dry-band arcing [7]. Figure 3
illustrates a simplified diagram for the tracking and erosion mechanisms of silicone rubber.

Figure 2. TGA of RTV silicone rubber filled with natural silica to 50 wt.%, performed in Nitrogen
atmosphere under a temperature ramping protocol between 80 and 800 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C/min.
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Figure 3. Thermal degradation mechanisms promoting carbonaceous residue and erosion of silicone
rubber outdoor insulation.

The relative degree of crosslinking can be estimated for the silicone rubber composite,
given the filler level added should be known, using the final residue level in the TGA.
This estimation is useful in understanding the filler protective mechanisms against the
degradation mechanisms of silicone rubber [8]. For example, the total amount of residue
obtained after the TGA for the silicone rubber composite shown in Figure 2 is about 80 wt.%.
Given the silicone rubber base is unfilled [10], this residue constitutes of the filler amount,
i.e., 50 wt.% and the remaining 30 wt.% is additional residue formed due to radical-based
crosslinking. Note that this estimation method assumes a negligible amount of other
constituents, such as crosslinking agents or pigments. It should be noted that the water
of hydration amount should be taken into consideration in the estimation if the filler is
hydrated. Figure 4 shows the TGA-DTGA conducted in Nitrogen atmosphere for RTV
silicone rubber filled with ATH to 50 wt.% (test details in caption). Similar to the silica-filled
RTV silicone rubber, the ATH-filled RTV silicone rubber also showed a depolymerization
stage beginning at 350 ◦C and a crosslinking beginning at 550 ◦C. An additional weight
loss stage is seen with ATH before depolymerization, starting at 200 ◦C, which has been
attributed to the dehydration of ATH [11]. Typically, ATH in silicone rubber releases about
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35 wt.% of the total filler amount during TGA [11], so the amount of the water of hydration
released from the composite is estimated to be about 17.5 wt.% and the remaining amount
of alumina particles are 32.5 wt.%. The final TGA residue level is about 66 wt.%. With
alumina particles estimated to be about 32.5 wt.%, the amount of the crosslinked silicone
rubber is estimated to be 33.5 wt.%.

 
Figure 4. TGA-DTGA of RTV silicone rubber filled with ATH to 50 wt.%, performed in Nitrogen
atmosphere under a temperature ramping protocol between 80 and 800 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C/min.

Often, fumed silica is added to the silicone base, in order to enhance the mechanical
properties of the silicone rubber insulation housing. This fumed silica has a different
purpose and is added in smaller amount than either ground silica or ATH, which are
added to reduce the cost and enhance the erosion resistance. If the silicone base contains
fumed silica, the corresponding base residue would include fumed silica particles and
some crosslinked residue is formed as a result of polymer-filler interactions between the
base and the fumed silica. As such, this base residue needs to be taken into account, by
running first TGA for silicone base without the ground silica or ATH filler and the amount
of the base residue should be noted. Accordingly, the percentage of the crosslinked residue
due to ground silica or ATH in the composite can be estimated by subtracting from the
percentage of the final TGA residue of the composite: (1) Percentage of the ground silica
(or alumina level if ATH is added), (2) percentage of the water of hydration released if
ATH is added and the percentage amount of the base residue obtained from the first TGA
multiplied by the fraction of the actual base silicone rubber in composite. Details about
this estimation method can be found in [12].

3. Fillers in Silicone Rubber Outdoor Insulation Composites

Mineral fillers were initially employed in polymeric insulating materials in order
to reduce the organic content that promotes tracking. This reduction in organic content
inhibits the tendency of the insulator to form a carbonaceous residue during thermal
decomposition when the insulator was impinged by dry-band arcs [5]. However, different
outcomes were reported under wet as compared to dry conditions [5]. In particular, mineral
fillers were not shown effective in inhibiting tracking in wet conditions. It should be noted
that wet laboratory conditions better simulate the outdoor insulation environment than
dry conditions. The use of hydrated fillers such as alumina tri-hydrate (ATH) was later
proposed. It was shown that the released water of hydration during surface discharges
stimulates an internal oxidation between the organic backbone of the insulation and the
hydroxyl groups released from ATH, yielding carbon oxides and hydrocarbons in the gas
phase, instead of leaving a carbonaceous track on the surface [13,14]. In addition, the
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released water of hydration as vapor was reported to physically promote sputtering of any
traces of carbonaceous tracks formed on the surface, thereby preventing the formation of a
continuous conductive path that may lead to insulator failure [15].

Some concerns were initially raised about the erosion taking place in addition to
tracking of insulating materials, but the suppression of tracking was clearly the main
concern at the early times. The focus on tracking was probably because most of the
outdoor insulation materials had organic backbones. Even material screening methods
were primarily developed as tests for tracking with less emphasis on erosion [16]. Later on,
the need to evaluate erosion was highlighted [17].

Today, ATH is the main filler added to silicone rubber and makes up about 60 wt.%
of the formulation, in order to achieve acceptable performance in the outdoors. This
performance is verified at the material development stage in the inclined plane tracking
and erosion test (IPT) at 4.5 kV as per ASTM D2303 or IEC 60587, i.e., the critical ACrms
voltage level [7,18]. It is unclear why, specifically, 60 wt.% of ATH was decided upon, but
this approach seems to be come from the use of ATH as a flame retardant in silicone rubber
formulations for different applications [19].

The use in ATH at 60 wt.% has been successfully used for decades in various HVAC
outdoor insulation applications. Therefore, there has been little motivation for the de-
velopment of improved or cost-reduced designs of silicone rubber composites for HVAC
insulation and only a few alternatives to ATH in silicone rubber have been proposed. How-
ever, hotspots causing erosion has been highlighted as an issue that needs to be suppressed.
As such, the increase in the thermal conductivity of the overall composite has been used as
an indicator for the efficacy of the fillers to suppress erosion. Silica been shown to offer a
similar increase in thermal conductivity of silicone rubber to ATH, but at fraction of the
overall cost of the composite [20]. The use of ATH was shown to promote a layered-residue
on the surface during surface discharges, which led to the failure in the IPT at the critical
voltage [21]. The layered residue consists of mullite formed when hotspots temperatures
exceeding 1200 ◦C on the surface [6,21]. The UL94 burning test was also employed to test
silicone rubber composites filled with alternative fillers to ATH. Both silica and melamine
cyanurate were shown to enhance the ability of silicone rubber to extinguish arcs on the
surface. In addition, three main design aspects were highlighted as areas that need to be
taken into account: Filler level, good dispersion and bonding between host matrix and
filler particles [21].

These existing paradigms need to be critically examined when designing formulas
for applications where there is limited experience from the field such as silicone rubber
insulators for HVDC lines. The nature of the dry-band arcing under DC has been shown
in different tests to be more continuous and intense than under AC conditions, leading to
deep erosion [22]. Therefore, the need to develop specialized silicone rubber composites
for HVDC has become an important issue. The use of fillers as flame-retardants has
been discussed for HVDC silicone rubber insulation [23], highlighting two main aspects;
(1) the suppression of the heat source, i.e., surface discharge causing erosion and (2) the
suppression of the thermal degradation leading to erosion of silicone rubber. The first
aspect has been investigated extensively, and it is known that ATH impedes the induction
hotspots in both the solid and the gas phase of silicone rubber [23,24]. However, the
influential of ATH on the second more important aspect, the suppression of thermal
degradation, has yet to be investigated.

4. Design Aspects

4.1. Volume Effect of Fillers

The term “volume effect” refers to the filler volume replacing the amount of the
polymeric fuel prone to degradation during the dry-band arcing. This paradigm may be
understood as analogous to the application of fillers as flame retardants in polymers. It
has been understood that adding as much filler as possible would reduce the amount of
the carbonaceous content that can lead to tracking of the polymer. However, tracking of
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polymeric insulating materials has not been shown to necessarily depend on the amount of
the organic content [25]. In addition, applying fillers to inhibit tracking may not necessarily
suppress erosion failure. For example, silica-filled silicone rubber impinged with the dry-
band arcing did not track in the IPT, but failed due to erosion paths [10]. In particular,
the combustion of silcione rubber oligomers produced from depolymerization may have
promoted electrical breakdown in the gas phase [6]. The electrical breakdown in the gas
phase has been detected using wavelet-based analysis of the leakage current measured
in-situ during the IPT [22].

On the other hand, this failure pattern has not been observed for the RTV silicone
rubber containing same amount of ATH [10]. It has been shown that a critical ATH level of
45 wt.% is needed in silicone rubber in order to promote an internal oxidation that could
help suppress failure in the IPT [7]. At the same loading glevel, both silica and ATH have
been shown to increase the thermal conductivty of silicone rubber to a similar extent. On
the ther hand, an additional influence could be expected for the water of hydration in
the gas phase. The use of ATH may inturupt the combustion cycle of silicone rubber by
dilluting the gas phase of silicone rubber through internal oxidation [7,23]. The internal
oxdiation effect has been detected in the DTA with a clear suppression in the exothermic
hump obtained in TGA performed in air after the depolymerization of silicone rubber [7].

4.2. Residue Shield

Ground silica is not a hydrated filler and therefore cannot dilute the gas phase of
silicone rubber during the dry-band arcing. Therefore, it cannot be accurately concluded
that ATH would be have been more effective, and thus, better in preventing failure of RTV
silicone rubber in the IPT than silica. However, when a larger particle size of silica was used
at the same level of 50 wt.%, the RTV silicone rubber composite withstood the 4.5 kV AC
voltage in the IPT [8]. Increasing the size of silica has been shown to lead to a more coherent
residue shield against the dry-band arcing [8]. It has also been shown that the coherence of
the residue shield against the dry-band arcing is an essential factor for the suppression of
the DC dry-band arcing [8]. Also, the water arising from the hydration released from ATH
filler in silicone rubber may leave porous residue during thermal degradation [11,19]. It has
been suggested that using an ATH filler with a small particle size about 0.3 μm promotes
hydrolysis that could disadvantageously cause erosion during DC dry-band arcing [11].

Another important example is the comparison of the water of hydration effect of
ATH and magnesium hydroxide (MH). It has been widely understood that the enthalpy
of dehydration of hydrated fillers such as ATH and Magnesium hydroxide fillers would
be an important property, governing the flame retardancy of the hydrated filler. The MH
has shown comparable enthalpy of dehydration to ATH [11]. The MH in silicone rubber
dehydrates during the depolymerization of silicone rubber. Whereas, ATH dehydrates
before the depolymerization [11]. Figure 5 illustrate an example of TGA-DTGA conducted
for RTV silicone rubber filled with MH to 50 wt.% in Nitrogen atmosphere (test details
in the caption), showing only one weight loss stage before radical-based crosslinking (at
<600 ◦C), which indicates both dehydration of MH and depolymerization of silicone rubber
take place during at the same weight loss stage. Based on such an understanding, similar
or even better erosion suppression would be expected for MH, as compared to ATH in
silicone rubber. This outcome has been reported under AC voltages [10]. However, silicone
rubber filled with ATH has led to a significantly better erosion resistance than silicone
rubber filled with same level of MH under DC voltages [11]. This finding could be a result
of dehydration of ATH taking place prior to depolymerization of silicone rubber at 400 ◦C
has allowed a more coherent protective shield of alumina to form against the dry-band
arcing as compared to Magnesium hydroxide that leaves a more porous shield against the
DC dry-band arcing after dehydration [11]
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Figure 5. TGA-DTGA of RTV silicone rubber filled with MH to 50 wt.%, performed in Nitrogen
atmosphere under a temperature ramping protocol between 80 and 800 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C/min.

Therefore, it must be emphasized that different filler actions may be differently utilized
in order to achieve acceptable erosion performance. In addition, the claim that a filler type
is superior to another type must not be made while only looking at a single filler action
or design aspect. It is important to understand the different types of filler actions that
suppress the erosion mechanisms of silicone rubber.

5. Screening Methods at the Material Development Stage

The IPT is the most widely accepted test for the evaluation of erosion resistance of
silicone rubber composites for outdoor AC insulation applications when conducted as
per ASTM D2303 or IEC 60587. The test has been modified to suit testing under DC
voltages. However, the proper implementation of IPT test methods is still an essential task
in the evlauation of silicone rubber composites. Otherwise, the outcomes reported may
be misleading [15]. In particular, the constant voltage method is a more suitable method
when testing for tracking-resistant materials such as silicone rubber. Whereas, the stepwise
voltage method would be a more suitable method to test for tracking, progressive erosion
or to determine the suitable test voltage for the costant voltage method [3,15].

Moreover, it is useful to develop other test methods for the erosion resistance that
can provide more insight into the filler actions, particualy at the material development
stage. Such considerations are very important for testing under DC voltages, given the
relatively limited experience with testing under DC voltages. The application the IPT has
been extended by applying a leakage current-based technique to compare the initation of
eroding hotspots due to the DC dry-band arcing [22]. With the effect of the filler on the
depolymerization and radical-based crosslinking of silicone rubber, the use of the TGA and
DTA, thermal conducivity measurements and the scanning electron microspcopy (SEM)
has been reported [8,11,12].

6. Conclusions

Perceptions and design paradigms about the development of erosion resistant silicone
rubber insulators for outdoor insulation using inorganic fillers have been discussed and
lessons learned are summarized. The concept of tracking resistance must be recognized as
distinct from erosion resistance for silicone rubber. Two aspects must be taken into account
when designing erosion resistant silicone rubber insulation housing composites, namely
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the volume effect of the fillers and the shield effect. In addition the methods of testing
the design must be well considered. Supplementary material characterization tests and
measurements such as TGA, SEM, leakage current measurements and thermal conductivity
measurements are useful in understanding the protective filler actions in enhancing the
erosion resistance of silicone rubber.
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Abstract: This paper investigates the effect of ground and fumed silica fillers on suppressing DC
erosion in silicone rubber. Fumed silica and ground silica fillers are incorporated in silicone rubber at
different loading levels and comparatively analyzed in this study. Outcomes of the +DC inclined
plane tracking erosion test indicate a better erosion performance for the fumed silica filled composite
despite having a lower thermal conductivity compared to the ground silica composite. Results of
the simultaneous thermogravimetric and thermal differential analyses are correlated with inclined
plane tracking erosion test outcomes suggesting that fumed silica suppresses depolymerization and
promotes radical based crosslinking in silicone rubber. This finding is evident as higher residue
is obtained with the fumed silica filler despite being filled at a significantly lower loading level
compared to ground silica. The surface residue morphology obtained, and the roughness determined
for the tested samples of the composites in the dry-arc resistance test indicate the formation of a
coherent residue with the fumed silica filled composite. Such coherent residue could act as a barrier
to shield the unaffected material underneath the damaged surface during dry-band arcing, thereby
preventing progressive erosion. The outcomes of this study suggest a significant role for fumed
silica promoting more interactions with silicone rubber to suppress DC erosion compared to ground
silica fillers.

Keywords: HVDC outdoor insulators; silicone rubber; fumed silica; ground silica; dry-band arcing;
erosion performance

1. Introduction

With the rising awareness of the impacts of fossil fuel-based electricity generation on
climate change, solutions for integrating renewable energy sources into the existing electric
grid infrastructure have been investigated. Utilizing a high voltage direct current (HVDC)
transmission system would facilitate such integration by enabling an efficient transmission
of electric power over long distances from remote renewable energy sources such as hydro,
wind and solar farms to load centers [1,2]. Accordingly, HVDC outdoor insulators should
be designed to ensure the reliability of the power transmission system. Silicone rubber’s
(SiR) characteristic hydrophobicity makes it highly desirable for use as a housing material
in polymeric outdoor insulators. SiR, however, is susceptible to erosion caused by dry-band
arcs sustained under heavily polluted conditions. Incorporating silica fillers in composite
formulations of SiR was considered for enhancing the thermal conductivity and, in turn,
the erosion performance of SiR.

Meyer et al., in [3], highlighted the correlation between the thermal conductivity and
the erosion resistance of their silica filled SiR composites. It was concluded that the increase
in silica filler loading from 10 to 50 wt% (percent by weight) caused a significant increase
in the thermal conductivity, which resulted in lower eroded masses in the inclined plane-
tracking and erosion test (IPT). El-Hag et al., in [4], illustrated that adding fumed silica
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by 10 wt% to SiR would result in a comparable erosion performance with 50 wt% micro
silica filled SiR. This observation was attributed to the role of fumed silica in favorably
bonding with the silicone rubber matrix. Nazir et al., in [5], reported an improvement in
the IPT erosion performance of their hybrid SiR composites containing nano silica and
aluminum nitride fillers with an increase in the nano silica loading level. An increase in
the composite thermal conductivity was observed with an increased loading of nano silica
fillers. Ramirez et al., in [6], explained that the high specific surface area of the fumed
silica filler facilitates a better interaction with SiR as a result of the increased concentration
of the silanol groups interacting with the siloxane chains of the polymer. Ansorge et al.,
in [7], highlighted the effect of an additional factor influencing the erosion performance
of silica filled SiR that is related to the material curing temperature. It was reported in [7]
that the erosion performance of micro silica filled room temperature vulcanized (RTV) SiR
showed higher erosion depths under the IPT compared to high consistency silicone rubber.
This outcome was attributed to the improved filler-polymer bonding at high temperature
curing. Similar findings were reported in [3], highlighting the effect of high temperature
curing on the erosion performance of silica filled SiR composites.

Several research studies conclude that the erosion performance of SiR worsens under
DC voltage, particularly +DC, compared to AC [8,9]. The dry-band arcing exhibited by
the insulators under DC voltage is of higher relative severity compared to that of AC in
terms of arc discharge duration and leakage current magnitude [9]. Ghunem et al., in [10],
illustrated the effect of increasing silica filler loading and, subsequently, the composite
thermal conductivity on delaying the inception of stable eroding DC dry-band arcs in SiR.
Comparable magnitudes of the third detail wavelet component of leakage currents were
obtained between the SiR composites filled with silica and alumina trihydrate (ATH) at
30 wt%, despite the additional effect of the water of hydration of ATH in suppressing
erosion [10]. These findings suggest the presence of erosion suppression mechanisms asso-
ciated with silica’s interaction with the silicone matrix. Kone et al., in [11], demonstrated
the effect of the silica filler size and loading level on the integrity of the silica residue
produced under the IPT. The coherency and porosity of such residue could shield the
SiR material against progressive erosion under DC dry-band arcing [11]. In an earlier
study [12], fumed silica was found to have a significant effect in suppressing DC erosion
as compared to nano ATH and sub-micron boron nitride (BN) in SiR composites, despite
the comparable thermal conductivities reported for all of the composites. Accordingly,
the literature suggests that the role of silica fillers in suppressing the DC erosion in SiR is
more than simply improving the composite thermal conductivity.

The literature indicates that the use of silica fillers in SiR composites, with their
different particle sizes and loading levels, would improve the erosion performance of the
composites as a result of an increase in the thermal conductivity of the composite. Merely
using the +DC IPT as a means to rank the erosion performance of such composites without
considering any additional analytical tools would overshadow the true role of the silica
size in suppressing the DC erosion of SiR. Moreover, this would limit the role of the silica
filler in merely improving the composite thermal conductivity. This paper introduces a
framework to thoroughly investigate the role of fumed silica and ground silica fillers on
suppressing the DC erosion of SiR. The study would enable using a number of analytical
tools with outcomes that could be correlated with the IPT outcomes. This study, in turn,
could ultimately support the developments in SiR outdoor insulators for their reliable use
in the HVDC electric grid.

2. Materials and Methods

Fumed silica and ground silica, whose properties are shown in Table 1, are used
as the fillers for this study. Based on the literature, fumed silica was selected due to its
high specific surface area facilitating a favorable interaction with silicone at small weight
fractions in the composite. Ground silica, on the other hand, can be filled at much higher
loading levels to replace a significant portion of the SiR material and, subsequently, reduce
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the cost of the composite. A two-part RTV SiR is used in the study, where Part A is the main
potting compound and Part B is the crosslinking agent. Part A and Part B are maintained
at a weight ratio of 10:1, respectively. Weighed portions of the filler are added to Part A
and mixed using a ROSS high shear mixer until all of the filler is added to the mixture.
Part B is then added and mixed for one minute to be later poured into IPT specimen molds
and degassed under a vacuum. The mixture is cured at room temperature for a 24 h time
period, followed by thermal treatment at 85 ◦C for 3 h. An unfilled SiR was also prepared
for selected tests in this study.

Table 1. Filler properties and prepared composites.

Filler Type Supplier Filler Code
Particle Size

(μm)
Specific Surface

Area (m2/g)
Specific
Gravity

Composite
Formulation

Fumed silica Sigma Aldrich FS07 7 × 10−3 390 2.3 SiR + 5 wt% FS07
Ground silica US Silica GS10 10.5 1 NA 2 2.65 SiR + 30 wt% GS10

1 Median particle size. 2 Not applicable for micro-sized fillers.

The +DC IPT is used in this study as part of the electrical analysis to assess the
erosion performance of the prepared composites. The test setup is set as per the IEC 60587
standard [13] and modified for +DC testing as per the recommendations in [9]. The test
voltage was set at +3.5 kV for a 6 h run time with a contaminant flow rate of 0.3 mL/min and
a contaminant conductivity value of 2.5 mS/cm. A digital Mitutoyo 571-200 micrometer
with an accuracy of 0.1 mm was used to measure the erosion depth of 10 specimen samples
for each composite.

Leakage currents for the tested specimens during the IPT are acquired using a National
Instruments NI USB-6356 data acquisition device at a sampling rate of 7 kHz. A sample
window is then applied to capture the first 468 samples from each second. The root-mean-
square value (RMS) of the leakage current is computed and stored as a single value for
the 468 acquired samples at every second. Computing the RMS value for every second
of the test run would suffice for representing the change in the leakage current values
during the test and would provide a practical approach for acquiring the data with smaller
storage requirements instead of saving the entire current waveform of 468 samples per
second. Following the analytical approach presented in an earlier study [12], a statistical
boxplot method is used to observe the distribution of the RMS leakage current values
acquired during the IPT in 20 min time intervals. This statistical analysis allows one to
observe the evolution of the dry-band arc from the intermittent state to the stable severe
state, which is reflected in the changing distribution of the RMS leakage current values
between consecutive time intervals in the boxplot. An increase in the dry-band arcing
stability and severity is reflected in a reduction in the non-conducting periods of the leakage
current. This corresponds to a transition from the initial intermittent state of the dry-band
arc, which is characterized by a large number of nonconducting periods and frequent
RMS leakage current values below 1 mA. Figure 1 shows the +DC IPT test setup used in
the study [10].

The dry-arc resistance test is used in this study as a method to produce a controlled
and quick heat ablation through the sample thickness rather than progressive erosion on
the surface, as is the case with the IPT. The test will enable the fast production of tested
composites whose surface residue could be analyzed for drawing preliminary conclusions
regarding the role of the filler on defining the surface residue characteristics that could
be observed using microscopy. The test setup is set as per the ASTM D 495 [14] standard,
which utilizes tungsten electrodes to generate low current arcs under high voltages on the
tested composites. The arc is generated in current steps that define the current magnitude
and the duty cycles of the rms AC voltage applied, as per the schedule set in [14] and
with each current step lasting for one minute. For this study, only the first 4 current steps
of the 7 steps in [14] are used in the dry-arc resistance test; i.e. total test run of 4 min.
Detailed description of the on and off duration of the current in these 4 current steps are
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described in details in [14]. The first 3 current steps of the test (denoted here as cycles 1
to 3) are analogous to an intermittent state of the dry-band arc. The degree of intermittency
decreases as test goes from the first current step (cycle 1) to the third (cycle 3). The fourth
current step (cycle 4), on the other hand, is analogous to the stable eroding state of the
dry-band arc without intermittency. All the current steps used have a constant current
magnitude of 10mA. Modifying the existing test setup to generate a DC dry-band arc could
impair the proper functionality of the power electronics of the setup controlling the duty
cycles. Figure 2 shows the dry-arc resistance test setup.

Figure 1. +DC inclined plane-tracking and erosion test (IPT) setup with the leakage current acquisi-
tion system.

Figure 2. Dry-arc resistance test with images of the test during the 4 cycles of operation.

Simultaneous thermogravimetric–differential thermal analysis (TGA–DTA) was per-
formed on the prepared composites under nitrogen (N2) and air atmospheres to understand
the thermal decomposition characteristics of the composites. The heating rate was set at
25 ◦C/min for a temperature span from 80 to 800 ◦C. Thermal conductivity measure-
ments for the prepared composites were acquired using a thermal conductivity analyzer
instrument as per the ASTM D7984 standards [15], which enables the acquisition of mea-
surements in short test times without the use of a vacuum chamber. These measurements
are necessary to understand the relationship between the composite thermal conductivity
and the erosion performance of the composites.

Surface residue on post tested specimens of the +DC IPT, dry-arc resistance test and
TGA are analyzed using two various methods. The surface morphology of the samples
is observed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on 20 nm gold sputter coated
surfaces and a laser confocal microscope. Surface roughness analysis on the samples is
performed using a Keyence VR-5000 optical microscope. Quantitative representation of
the surface roughness is performed by means of the average roughness parameter, Ra,
whose computation details can be found in [16]. All of the aforementioned tools serve to
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observe the effect of the filler on the residue characteristics of the composite in terms of
coherency and roughness.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Erosion Performance

Figure 3 shows the +DC IPT outcomes of the study. The results preliminarily indicate a
better erosion performance of the FS07 filled composite compared to that of GS10. Figure 3a
shows a higher average erosion depth obtained for the GS10 filled samples compared to
the FS07 filled samples. Figure 3b further illustrates the inferior erosion performance of the
GS10 filled composite through images of the post tested specimen, indicating larger eroded
areas with the composite compared to those filled with FS07. It is important to note that the
better erosion performance of the FS07 filled SiR does not necessarily conclude a superior
erosion performance for the composite as compared to the GS10 filled SiR. The outcomes
simply show that the FS07 filled SiR had a better or comparable erosion performance to
the GS10 filled SiR, despite being filled at one sixth of the filler loading level of the GS10
filled SiR. This highlights a significant role for fumed silica in suppressing erosion and
potentially facilitates its use as a co-filler with ground silica in practical formulations of SiR
composites of high filler loadings that could be used in industry.

Figure 3. (a) +DC IPT erosion depth outcomes for the tested composites. (b) Images of the post tested +DC IPT compos-
ite specimens.

Table 2 shows the measured thermal conductivity of the prepared composites. The ther-
mal conductivity values acquired were consistent with those found in [3,4]. The increase
in the weight fraction of the GS10 and FS07 fillers in the composite leads to a significant
increase in the composite thermal conductivity [3]. It is important to note that despite
having twice the thermal conductivity of the FS07 filled SiR, the GS10 filled SiR showed
inferior erosion performance, which suggests that that the thermal conductivity is not the
main governing factor in suppressing the erosion of SiR under DC voltage. In an earlier
study [12], it was found that the favorable interaction of fumed silica with the SiR matrix
was more decisive in determining the erosion performance of SiR under the +DC IPT than
the improvement of the composite thermal conductivity using BN fillers. The difference in
DC and AC erosion in silica filled SiR was thoroughly investigated and discussed in studies
such as [11] and is not the subject of this work. Rather, this study presents a practical
framework for highlighting the prominent role of the fumed silica-silicone interactions on
suppressing the DC erosion of SiR. According to Hshieh in [17], the silica-ash layer formed
during the combustion of silicones produces a barrier effect that shields the silicone mate-
rial against the influx of heat, preventing further combustion of the material. Accordingly,
the presented framework aims to highlight the role of the silica filler size and its interaction
with SiR in promoting the formation of a coherent residue with a barrier shielding effect
that enhances the erosion performance of SiR, as shown in the outcomes of Figure 3.
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Table 2. Thermal conductivity measurements (k) of the composites based on the 15 acquired mea-
surements of each composite with a precision of ±1%.

Composite
Minimum k

(W/m·K)
Maximum k

(W/m·K)
Average k
(W/m·K)

SiR + 5 wt% FS07 0.169 0.205 0.188
SiR + 30 wt% GS10 0.400 0.430 0.409

A statistical boxplot representation of the RMS leakage current of the composites
during the +DC IPT is illustrated. Figure 4 shows the RMS leakage current waveform
obtained for one of the GS10 filled SiR composites and its corresponding boxplot analysis.
The boxplot shows the leakage current distribution for the first 3 h of the test, which was
comprised of 12 20-min time intervals. Each bar shown in the boxplot represents the value
distribution of the RMS leakage current values acquired during that time interval of the test.
For example, the bar in the third time interval represents the RMS leakage current values
acquired from minute 60 to minute 80 of the IPT. The bar width in the boxplot represents
the distribution of the leakage current values during any given time interval. The top and
bottom of the bar and the circled marker represent the 75th and 25th percentile and the
median value of the RMS leakage current during that time interval, respectively. In Figure 4,
the DC dry-band arc is shown to develop through two distinct stages in terms of arc stability
and severity. The reduction in the bar width is an indication of the changing nature of the
dry-band arc, from intermittent to stable with less nonconducting periods. As illustrated
in [10,12], the initial stage of the dry-band arc is intermittent with inconsiderable erosion
noted on the composite surface. The subsequent stage, however, is stable with reduced
nonarcing periods leading to severe erosion of the composite. The inception of the stable
dry-band arc stage was suggested to be dependent on the rate of formation of surface
residue promoted with thermo-oxidation at temperatures just below 200 ◦C by Si-C bond
scission, as illustrated in the Andrinov mechanism [18]. This residue would reduce the rate
of evaporation of the liquid contaminant in the IPT, leading to the development of a stable
dry-band arc [10].

Figure 4. (a) Root-mean-square (RMS) leakage current for a GS10 filled silicone rubber (SiR) sample
during the +DC IPT and (b) corresponding statistical boxplot representation for the first 12 20-min
time intervals, first 240 min, of the test.

Figure 5 shows the statistical boxplots for a number of tested composites. The results
indicate a faster inception of a stable eroding dry-band arc for the GS10 filled SiR compared
to that of FS07 by 40–60 min (about 20% of the total testing duration). Similar outcomes were
found in [12] for fumed silica filled composites against BN filled composites, which were
attributed to the favorable interaction of fumed silica with SiR and a possible delay in the
formation of the early surface residue by thermo-oxidation of the silicone volatiles.
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Figure 5. Statistical boxplot outcomes for selected samples of the +DC IPT tested composites during
the first 12 20-min time intervals of the test.

3.2. Thermogravimetric–Differential Thermal Analysis

Figure 6 shows the TGA–DTA outcomes of the study. The TGA plot shown in Figure 6a
is conducted for the prepared silica composites and the unfilled SiR. All of the composites
and the unfilled SiR begin depolymerization at 400 ◦C, which, according to Camino et al.
in [19], represents the scission of the Si-O bonds in SiR to produce cyclic oligomer volatiles.
The rapid depolymerization of the unfilled SiR eventually leaves a low remnant residue
of about 14.5 wt%. The TGA plot illustrated in [4] showed similar low remnant residues,
while other studies [20,21] have shown the complete depolymerization of an unfilled SiR
at the end of a TGA test. This variation could be attributed to a number of issues, such as
the difference in suppliers and material preparation methods. For this study, 14.5 wt%
was considered as the additional residue, possibly fused or crosslinked residue, produced
for an unfilled SiR under TGA in an N2 atmosphere. Beyond 400 ◦C, the FS07 composite
decomposes at a slightly higher rate than that of GS10, which is still considered comparable
despite having a much lower filler loading.

Figure 6b shows the DTGA plot for both of the composites under an N2 atmosphere.
The DTGA plot suggests the presence of multiple decomposition peaks, with the second
one starting at temperatures higher than 500 ◦C. Camino et al., in [19], reported a radical-
based crosslinking mechanism involving the homolytic scission of Si-CH3 bonds in SiR,
which competes with depolymerization during the second decomposition stage at elevated
temperatures. At the onset of the 500 ◦C temperature, the decomposition rate of the FS07
filled composite becomes lower than that of the GS10 filled composite, as observed in the
shaded region of the DTGA plot in Figure 6b. This observation may suggest the influence of
FS07 on suppressing depolymerization and promoting radical based crosslinking, despite
being filled in SiR at one sixth of the filler loading level of the GS10 composite. In other
words, the DTGA peaks appearing more distinctively with FS07 as compared to the GS10
filled SiR suggest interactions between fumed silica and the SiR matrix to promote radical-
based crosslinking to a greater extent as compared to the interactions between ground
silica and SiR. The rate of SiR depolymerization was found to be subject to the mobility
and flexibility of the SiR siloxane chains, as indicated by Delebecq et al. in [22] and
Hamadani et al. in [23]. It was reported in [6] that the high silanol group concentration on
the fumed silica’s surface favorably interacts with the siloxane chains of SiR. Accordingly,
this interaction could suppress the depolymerization and volatilization of SiR, as explained
in [23]. To further support this conclusion, the DTA of both composites was conducted
in an air atmosphere. The DTA plot shown in Figure 6c indicates the exothermic peaks
obtained for both composites, which represent the combustion of the volatile SiR oligomers
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produced in depolymerization. Clearly, the suppressed depolymerization of the FS07 filled
SiR leads to a lower exothermic peak compared to that of GS10.

Figure 6. (a) Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for the prepared composites and the unfilled SiR in
an N2 atmosphere. (b) Corresponding differential thermogravimetric analysis (DTGA) plot for the
silica filled composites. (c) DTA for the prepared composites in an air atmosphere.

The final wt% of TGA remnant residues (RTGA) obtained for both composites was
found to be comparable, with the GS10 filled SiR having a slightly higher remnant residue
by a difference of only 1.8%, despite being loaded at six times the filler loading of the FS07
filled SiR. This further indicates the role of FS07 in suppressing SiR depolymerization and
promoting radical-based crosslinking. To clarify this quantitively, based on the computation
illustrated in [4,11], the final assumed residue Rasm if the composite polymer and filler
components independently decompose without interaction is calculated as follows:

Rasm = (14.5% × WSiR) + Wfiller (1)

where WSiR and Wfiller are the weight fractions of the SiR and the filler in the composite,
respectively. As mentioned earlier, the 14.5% represents the undecomposed portion of
SiR that was found in the TGA plot of Figure 6a. The additional residue Radd obtained,
which accounts for the role of the filler interaction with the SiR polymer, is calculated
as follows:

Radd = RTGA − Rasm (2)

Table 3 shows the calculated additional residue for each composite. Clearly, the ad-
ditional residue obtained for the FS07 filled SiR, 52.6%, is much higher than that of GS10,
33%, by a factor of 1.6. This difference in the additional residue differentiates between
the effect of each filler and its interaction with SiR on suppressing depolymerization and
promoting crosslinking. The higher additional residue for the FS07 filled SiR could indicate
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a better suppression of depolymerization and a higher degree of crosslinking exhibited by
the composite during TGA.

Table 3. Calculation of the additional residue Radd of the composites.

Composite WSiR (%) Wfiller (%) RTGA (%) Rasm (%) Radd (%)

SiR + 5 wt% FS07 95 5 71.4 18.8 52.6
SiR + 30 wt% GS10 70 30 73.2 40.2 33

Figure 7 shows an SEM image of the obtained TGA residues for both of the compos-
ites. The GS10 filled SiR TGA residue surface was observed to be of a coarser nature in
comparison to the FS07 filled SiR TGA residue. This could in part be a result of the higher
particle size of GS10, as shown in the image, or a result of the lower crosslinking and
higher volatilization leading to a more porous residue compared to that of the FS07 filled
SiR. The FS07 filled SiR, on the other hand, appears to promote a coherent residue with
radical-based crosslinking. The weakness of the GS10 filled SiR residue can be certainly
observed in terms of the propagating surface fractures shown in Figure 7, which are not
present in the FS07 filled SiR residue, indicating coherency in the residue characteristics of
the latter. The coherency of the residue was proposed to have a barrier shielding effect on
the SiR material against the progressive erosion of silica filled SiR composites under DC
voltage [11]. These observations shown in the TGA plots and residues could be correlated
with the erosion performance of the composites illustrated earlier, indicating the role of
the FS07 filler and its interaction with SiR in promoting a more coherent residue, which,
in turn, suppresses the progressive erosion of SiR and enhances the erosion performance
of SiR.

Figure 7. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images for the TGA residue for the SiR + 30 wt% GS10
and (b) TGA residue for the SiR + 5 wt% FS07 under an N2 atmosphere.

3.3. Residue Morphology Using the Dry-Arc Resistance Test

The formation of high additional residue with SiR composites could improve the
erosion performance of SiR composites as a result of the formation of a coherent residue that
shields the composite against an influx of heat from dry-band arcing. To better investigate
this possible correlation, the dry-arc resistance test is utilized as a fast and controllable
test for preparing eroded samples of the composites whose residues can be observed.
Figure 8 shows the microscopic images obtained for the eroded pits of the post-tested
silica composites of the dry-arc resistance test. Figure 8a,b clearly shows that the residue
obtained from the FS07 filled SiR is more coherent, with less cracks and surface splitting
compared to the GS10 filled SiR residue, which is seemingly rougher with porous surfaces.
This observation is also confirmed by the SEM images shown in Figure 8c,d. Through
SEM, Nazir et al., in [24], reported similar observations with corona-aged SiR composites
showing less cracks with nano silica filled SiR compared to micro silica. The integrity of
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the residue could be attributed to the role of the radical-based crosslinking promoted by
FS07 interacting with SiR, leading to a more stable residue with coherency characteristics
similar to that shown in the TGA residue of Figure 7. These observations could explain the
better erosion performance obtained for the FS07 filled SiR, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 8. Microscopic images of dry-arc resistance post-tested samples at a magnification of 50 for
(a) SiR + 10 wt% GS10 and (b) SiR + 5 wt% FS07 composites, and SEM imaging at a magnification of
15 k for (c) the SiR + 30 wt% GS10 and (d) SiR + 5 wt% FS07 composites.

To further validate the applicability of using the dry-arc test for observing the residue
morphology of eroded composites, SEM was used to observe the eroded residue of the post
IPT tested composites for comparison against those obtained under the dry-arc resistance
test. Figure 9 shows the images obtained using SEM for the IPT tested composites. As can be
seen in Figure 9, the surface morphology of both of the composites under the IPT are similar
to their counterparts in the dry-arc resistance test in terms of roughness and coherency.
This similarity further justifies the use of the dry-arc test as part of this mechanistic study.
Though the experimental conditions involved in both of the tests are completely different,
such as the absence of a wet contaminant in the dry-arc resistance test, the interest of this
study is to observe the heat ablation effect of the arc on the composites and analyze the
eroded residue characteristics accordingly. Creating this joule heating effect using either
test does not necessarily dictate that similar testing methods or experimental conditions
are to be followed. With this understanding, the dry-arc resistance test is advantageous
in terms of the higher degree of controllability obtained with stimulating fast SiR erosion
as a result of sustaining the arc at one fixed location above the sample during the test.
The difference between the testing conditions of the tests has no effect on changing the
residue characteristics of the composites, as can be seen in Figure 9, which further justifies
the use of the dry-arc resistance test.
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Figure 9. SEM imaging at a magnification of 15 k for (a) the SiR + 30 wt% GS10 and (b) SiR + 5 wt%
FS07 composites tested using the +DC IPT.

Though the formation of coherent residue could enhance the erosion performance of
the silica filled SiR composites, Delebecq et al., in [21], did explain that the carbon content of
the residue could increase with increased SiR crosslinking. This increase in carbon content,
however, would not significantly impact the composite during the IPT to cause a tracking
failure, as explained in [11]. According to Kumagai et al., in [25], the analysis of the residue
formed as a result of dry-band arcing in RTV SiR was found to contain 1 wt% of elemental
carbon, which was considered insignificant for tracking. A simple demonstration of this
would be achieved by testing the composites using the dry-arc resistance test for 10 s during
the 1st current step of the test in cycle 1. Figure 10 shows the surface residue obtained for
both composites after 10 s of the test in cycle 1 with equal electrode spacing. The FS07 filled
composite shows a tendency to form a slightly higher burnt residue, possibly containing
carbon, during the test compared to the GS10 filled composite. Still, however, the difference
is insignificant, which is in line with [11,25].

Figure 10. Surface residue of (a) the SiR + 30 wt% GS10 and (b) SiR + 5 wt%FS07 composites tested
using the dry-arc resistance test for the first 10 s of cycle 1.

3.4. Surface Roughness of Eroded Composites

Analyzing the surface roughness of eroded silica filled SiR composites could further
elaborate on the role of silica fillers in the DC erosion performance of SiR composites.
The two elements that are associated with the roughness analysis are waviness and av-
erage roughness. Waviness describes the texture of the overall surface profile along a
defined displacement axis, while average roughness describes the short-wavelength (high
frequency) variations superimposed on the waviness along the same displacement axis [16].
Figure 11 shows the 3D topography and corresponding waviness profiles for the silica
filled samples eroded using a dry-arc test. Clearly, the waviness of the FS07 filled SiR
composite indicates a smoother surface with lower variations in the peak heights and valley
depths within different segments of the profile. It is important to highlight that the erosion
depth of the fumed silica filled SiR composite was found to be of higher value compared
to that of the ground silica filled composite in the dry-arc resistance test, as shown in
Figure 11c,d. This contrasts the +DC IPT outcomes of this study, which have been high-
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lighted in Figure 3a. This implies that the use of the dry-arc resistance test in its standard
testing conditions to assess the erosion performance of the composites in terms of erosion
depth would not suffice. Rather, further modification of the testing conditions of the
dry-arc resistance test are required to produce erosion depth ranking outcomes similar to
those of the IPT for these specific composites. As mentioned earlier, the dry-arc resistance
test is only used for the purpose of producing controlled arcing for post-testing residue
analysis and not as means to rank the erosion performance of the composites in terms of
the erosion depths. Using the dry-arc test in its standard form as a means to compare the
erosion performance of the composites could work if both of the composites had equivalent
filler loadings. An example of this would be in using the dry-arc resistance setup to test the
erosion performance of a 30 wt% GS10 filled SiR against a 5 wt% FS07 + a 25 wt% GS10
filled SiR or a 10 wt% FS07 + a 20 wt% GS10 filled SiR composites.

Figure 11. Three-dimensional topography of the (a) the SiR + 30 wt% GS10 and (b) SiR + 5 wt%
FS07 composites tested using the dry-arc resistance test. Corresponding waviness profiles for
(c) SiR + 30 wt% GS10 and (d) SiR + 5 wt% FS07 composites.

Figure 12 shows the statistical boxplot for the average roughness value distribution,
Ra, of the sampled areas shown in the plot. A total of 10 profile lines were taken for each
sampled area. Accordingly, each boxplot shows the median, 25th and 75th percentile and
the minimum and maximum values for Ra within the 10 profiles. The wider variation and
higher median value of Ra for the GS10 filled composite indicates a rough profile within
small segments of the composites, which could indicate a higher degree of surface porosity
compared to the FS07 filled SiR composite.

Based on Figures 11 and 12, the GS10 filled composite surface residue is of higher
roughness with the overall surface waviness and within the smaller segments of the surface.
Surface roughness could significantly impact the erosion performance of the composite
due to a number of reasons. Under the salt-fog test, Deng et al., in [26], explained that
rough SiR surfaces with large filler particle sizes tend to cause a higher impairment of the
hydrophobicity retention properties of SiR. In their study, leakage currents developed at
higher magnitudes with SiR composites having small filler particle sizes and less surface
roughness. On the other hand, Kozako et al., in [27], illustrated that the addition of
nano silica to their SiR composites did not have much of an influence on changing the
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hydrophobic properties of SiR, despite a slight increase in the surface roughness with
respect to the unfilled SiR. Moreover, it is possible that the rough surface texture of the
residue at early stages of the IPT could interrupt the smooth flow of liquid contaminant
during the test, leading to more localized dry-band arcs being formed on the insulator
surface as a result of liquid contaminant being trapped within small, eroded pits.

Figure 12. Statistical boxplot representation of 10 values of Ra for the sampled areas shown for each
composite. The center bar represents the median value, the top and bottom box edges represent
the 25th and 75th percentile values, respectively, while the top and bottom markers represent
the minimum and maximum values of Ra, respectively.

4. Conclusions

The presented paper illustrated the role of fumed silica and ground silica fillers in
suppressing the DC erosion of SiR through a novel framework. The erosion performance
outcomes suggest that fumed silica and its interaction with SiR were effective in promoting
the formation of a coherent shielding residue, which resulted in suppressing the DC erosion
of SiR. This was found despite the higher composite thermal conductivity of the ground sil-
ica filled composite, which further supports the influence of the filler’s interface interactions
over enhancements in the thermal conductivity on suppressing DC erosion. Simultane-
ous TGA–DTA analysis shows the significant influence of fumed silica in suppressing
depolymerization and promoting radical-based crosslinking at high temperatures in SiR as
a result of its favorable interaction with the siloxane chains of the polymer tethering their
flexibility and mobility during depolymerization. This results in the formation of a much
higher additional residue with the fumed silica filled composite, despite being filled at one
sixth of the loading level of the ground silica filled composite. The formation of a higher
additional residue could result in a higher carbon content, which still would not be enough
to promote a tracking failure during the IPT. The microscopy conducted on the eroded
composites from the dry-arc resistance test shows coherency and low surface fracture in
the residue of the fumed silica filled composite. This could also explain the better erosion
performance of the composite as a result of the shielding effect of the coherent residue
preventing progressive erosion. Moreover, the surface morphology outcomes of the dry-arc
tested composites are consistent with those of the IPT, which validates the use of the dry-arc
test as part of this framework. The surface roughness outcomes show a rougher surface
waviness and higher values of Ra for the ground silica filled composite, which could further
indicate the weakness and porosity of the residue, leading to an inferior performance under
the IPT. The overall conclusion of the study suggests a significant role for the silica filler
size in suppressing the erosion of SiR under DC voltage as a result of its influence on the
eroded residue characteristics.
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Abstract: In this paper, the applications of thermoplastic, thermoset polymers, and a brief description
of the functions of each subsystem are reviewed. The synthetic route and characteristics of polymeric
materials are presented. The mechanical properties of polymers such as impact behavior, tensile test,
bending test, and thermal properties like mold stress-relief distortion, generic thermal indices, relative
thermal capability, and relative thermal index are mentioned. Furthermore, this paper covers the
electrical behavior of polymers, mainly their dielectric strength. Different techniques for evaluating
polymers’ suitability applied for electrical insulation are covered, such as partial discharge and high
current arc resistance to ignition. The polymeric materials and processes used for manufacturing
cables at different voltage ranges are described, and their applications to high voltage DC systems
(HVDC) are discussed. The evolution and limitations of polymeric materials for electrical application
and their advantages and future trends are mentioned. However, to reduce the high cost of filler
networks and improve their technical properties, new techniques need to be developed. To overcome
limitations associated with the accuracy of the techniques used for quantifying residual stresses in
polymers, new techniques such as indentation are used with higher force at the stressed location.

Keywords: polymeric material; thermoplastic; thermoset; elastomer; epoxy resin; electrical proper-
ties; mechanical properties; high-voltage applications; partial discharges

1. Introduction

Various types of composite and polymeric materials are suitable as insulators for
electrical systems. The dielectric strength of polymers depends on the application and
other external factors such as electrode size, shape, and nature of the outer surface, among
others, and test conditions [1]. The studies suggested materials permittivity behaviors
can play an essential factor and available polarizable aromatic rings like bromine and
iodine that can enhance its dielectric constant. The applications and materials listed below
(Table 1) with different values are used for capacitors insulation [2]. According to findings
in [3], higher voltage stress, thinner insulation, and higher working temperature are the
primary requirements for electrical equipment as insulating to possess higher dielectric
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strength and higher temperature ratings. Müller et al. [3] stated that composite materials are
becoming an essential part of today’s industry due to low weight advantages. An additional
benefit of polymeric materials is the ease of processing, low relative permittivity, adhesive
properties [4–6], corrosion resistance, high fatigue strength, outstanding performance,
faster assembly, and favorable cost to traditional materials [7,8]. Consequently, composite
materials offer the opportunity to provide the suitable product with the final application’s
required performance, thereby optimizing the price-performance ratio [9]. Additionally,
nanocomposites are also characterized by distinctive advantages, including homogenous
structure, no fiber rupture, optical transparency, improved or unchanged processability [7].

Table 1. Dielectric materials for capacitor insulations. Adapted from [2].

Materials Dielectric Constant, έ (rt)

Isotactic polypropylene 2.28
Atactic polypropylene 2.16
Polyphenylene sulfide 3.5

Polyethylene terephthalate 3.3
Polycarbonate 3.0

Polyimide 2.78–3.48
Polyurea 5.18–6.19

Polyurethanes 3.84–6.09
Polyvinylidene fluoride 4.09–10.5

Polymeric materials and processes used for manufacturing cables at different voltage
ranges are described, and their application to HVDC is discussed. The evolution and limi-
tations of polymeric insulated power cables for various applications and their advantages
and future trends are mentioned. These are extensively applicable with high-voltage (HV)
systems as insulation material. Polymers can work at high temperatures under electrical
strain due to their high breakdown toughness. This study contributes to the breakdown
field as well as the electric strength of polymeric materials. Composite materials are conve-
niently used as insulators, with dielectric strength in the range of 106–109 V/m at room
temperature [10]. The composite materials are convenient as insulators. It can be prepared
by mingling two or more materials with distinct properties that simultaneously display
unique properties. Natural fibers (cellulose, cotton, silk, wool) with sand, quartz, and
natural resins extracted from plants with petroleum deposits (shellac, pitch, or linseed
oil) were used to prepare the first composite material for the insulation system. The early
stage of development for composite material looks on only at new materials with fewer
design criteria. With time for action, the early development stage needs to focus on the
mechanical, electrical properties and operating temperatures [11]. Inorganic materials are
incorporated with micro and nanoscale to form a composite that procures awareness in
power and voltage [7,12–17]. The alumina (Al2O3), silica (SiO2), titanium oxide (TiO2),
glass and carbon fibers, carbon nanotube, graphene sheet combined as filler received
particular attention concerning traditional composite material as it shows improved and
enhanced electrical and mechanical properties than the single polymer [18–40]. Micro-
composite polymer requires a large amount of filler than the nanocomposite and looks
like the original polymer, and hence the nanocomposite behavior remains unchanged to
density. Additionally, the length between two adjacent fillers is minimal compared to
typical micro composites. The interaction between filler and polymer matrices depends on
the fixed surface area, which is more with nanocomposite due to the ratio between nano
and micro is 3:1 [7]. Nowadays, smart polymeric materials are a well-known composite
for the new generation in biochemical sciences. It can enclose unique potential by using
different compounds with distinct properties for biological and medicinal applications.
These polymers are more sensitive to the environment, and as such, a small difference in
the background will drastically produce changes in their physical properties.
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The advantages of materials performance in the polymer composite field give rise
signals to basic research and development unit to produce low-cost synthetic route with
new composite materials that can pursue efficient energy. The HV insulation system’s
critical parameters are excellent adhesion to the substrate, grater glass transition tempera-
ture, lower ability for moisture absorption, and the polymer material’s excessive thermal
stability. The problem of polymer’s high-dielectric properties can be solved by introducing
voids into polymers, which help decrease their dielectric strength. The performance of
polymers depends on size as well as the distribution of gaps in the structure.

Therefore, the present review article is adapting attention to developing the polymers’
electrical features concerning the polymeric materials’ thermal and electrical properties as
insulators. Most commonly, epoxy resin and polyethylene are cross-linked with different
sizes of particles used for insulating systems. These polymeric materials are applicable
with HV systems power generators, transformers, cables, or in general, for electrical equip-
ment. Additionally, this paper covers polymers’ electrical behavior, mainly their dielectric
strength, partial discharge in polymeric insulation, and high current arc resistance to
ignition. Partial discharge has been recognized as a suitable technique to assess poly-
meric materials for insulation applications. Partial discharge refers to electrical discharges
appearing in HV equipment insulation subjected to high voltage stress.

In Section 2, the types of polymers are described. Properties of polymers are depicted
in Section 3. Section 4 describes specific techniques to determine the suitability of polymeric
insulations for high voltage apparatus applications, while Section 5 demonstrates some real
life examples of this type of insulation system for power equipment. Afterwards, Section 6
discusses the challenges and future directions. Finally, in Section 7, the conclusions from
this review are presented.

2. Polymers

Polymers are high molecular weight and long-chain compounds formed by connecting
many monomers (small units) through covalent bonding. Small companies’ connections
could lead, during polymerization, to different arrangements of polymer chains, namely lin-
ear, branched or cross-linked. The next subsections include the different types of polymers
and how they are prepared and characterized.

2.1. Types of Polymers
2.1.1. Thermoplastic Polymers

These are mostly linear or branched polymers that soften and flow when heated,
rapidly shape into complex products while in a melted state, and then hardens (solidify)
when cooled. The hardening and softening process as a function of the material temperature
is fully reversible [41]. Thus, most thermoplastics can be remolded many times without
chemical structure effects, although chemical degradation may limit the number of cycles.
The apparent advantage of thermoplastic polymers is that waste thermoplastics can be
recycled, and a piece that is broken or rejected after molding can be re-grounded and
remolded. The plastics used for drink bottles are typical thermoplastics that are widely
recycled [42]. The largest scale volume thermoplastics include polyethylene, polypropylene,
polystyrene, poly (vinyl chloride). Other thermoplastics include polyethylene terephthalate,
polycarbonate, and polyamide (nylon).

Electricity is essential to our standard of living because it powers almost every aspect
of our lives, but electricity is potentially lethal. On the other hand, plastics do not conduct
electricity and are therefore used in various applications where their insulating properties
are needed. Plastics are especially suited to housings for goods such as hairdryers, electric
razors, and food mixers as they protect the user from the risk of electric shock. The
thermoplastic polymers used in electric machines as insulators [43] are provided in the
following Table 2.
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Table 2. Application of thermoplastic with electrical system.

Material Application

Polyethylene Cable and wire insulation
Polypropylene Kettles

Polyvinyl chloride Cable and wire insulation, cable trucking
Polystyrene Refrigerator trays/linings, TV cabinets

Polycarbonate Telephones
Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene Telephone handsets, keyboards, monitors, computer cases

Polyamide Food processor bearings and adaptors
Ethylene-vinyl acetate Freezer door strips, lean vacuum hoses, handle-grips

Polyesters Business machine parts, coffee machines, toasters
Polyphenylene oxide Coffee machines, TV housings

2.1.2. Thermoset Polymers

These polymers possess a cross-linked network structure formed exclusively by a
covalent bond. Based on their cross-link, thermosets are stiff and brittle materials but are
stable at elevated temperatures and resistant to solvents and other chemicals [44]. Ther-
mosets do not melt upon heating because the cross-link prevents the chains from sliding
past each other. When heated, thermoset material softens under certain temperatures,
not melting, but further heating will cause decomposition by breaking down the chain’s
covalent bonds. Unlike thermoplastics, thermosets are shaped by placing them into a mold.
The chemical reaction is initiated to cause cross-links that cause the material to harden
and take a permanent shape. The process of crosslinking is called curing. Thus, thermoset
materials become healed or set with thermal energy. The nature of the curing of a thermoset
material is similar to baking a cake. The ingredients, which include polymer or monomer
(that is capable of forming cross-links), colorants, curing agents, fillers, and other additives,
are mixed and placed into the mold of the desired shape. The mixture is heated to crosslink
and then cooled to facilitate removal from the mold. Thermoset is widely used to insulate
electric wiring, while thermosets (which are thermally stable) are used for switches, circuit
breakers, light fittings, and handles. Table 3 shows applications of common thermosets in
electrical applications [45].

Table 3. Common thermoset polymer for electrical application.

Material Application

Alkyd resins Circuit breakers, switchgear
Amino resins Lighting fixtures
Epoxy resins Electrical components

Phenol formaldehyde Fuse boxes, knobs, switches, handles
Urea-formaldehyde Fuse boxes, knobs, switches

2.1.3. Elastomers

Elastomers are polymers that can be stretched usually too many times their original
length but quickly return to the original shape without suffering permanent deformation
when the stress is removed. Elastomer comes from the word “elastic” (describing the
ability of a material to return to its original shape when the load is removed) and “mer”
(from polymer, in which “poly” means many and “mer” means part). Upon elongation, the
polymer chains assume a more ordered arrangement that corresponds to lower entropy
and results in warming of the elastomer [9]. When the stress is removed, the elastomer
contracts and cools at the same time. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of elastomers.

Thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) has gained recognition as the third generation of
polymeric materials for high voltage (HV) insulators. The TPE electrifying aspects were
observed to achieve few particular HV insulations, at least for the distribution class appli-
cations, especially in light contamination environments. Nowadays, TPEs, mainly silicone
rubber (PDMS), ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer (EVA), ethylene propylene diene rubber
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(EPDM), styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), chloroprene rubber, have become the material of
choice as an insulator due to their performance and less expense [46–48].

Relaxed:-disordered (high entropy) Stretched:-ordered (low entropy)

Tension

Release Tension

Figure 1. Model of elastomer with a low degree of cross-linking under stress.

2.2. Preparation and Characterization of Polymeric Materials

Several techniques are used in producing the nanocomposites to have optimal dis-
persion of fiber in the matrix [49]. A well-known and established method of processing
polymer nanocomposites is the sol-gel process, in-situ polymerization, solution mixing
process, melt mixing process, and in-situ intercalative polymerization [3,6,13,50–52]. In
addition, Thomas et al. [50], Müller et al. [3], Ilona et al. [6], and Shaoyun et al. [52] have
extensively discussed the process of preparing the nanocomposite polymer.

2.2.1. Poly(9,10-phenanthrenequinone) for HV Electrode

Polyanthraquinone (P.A.Q.) can be produced directly with halogenated quinone used
for low voltage system (Figure 2). Still, high voltage quinone- based polymers such as
poly(9,10-phenanthrenequinone) (P.F.Q.) required indirect polymerization consisting of five
steps of synthesis (Figure 3). Initially, a precursor 2,7-dibromo-9,10-phenanthrenequinone,
as a monomer, was prepared by using phenanthraquinone and N-bromosuccinimide
(N.B.S.) in the presence of concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4) followed by bromination [53].
Then reduced by tin (Sn) in acidic medium (Hydrochloric acid, HCl, and glacial acetic acid,
CH3COOH) and a monomer, 2,7-dibromo-9,10-dihydroxyphenanthrene was obtained [54].
Later, acetylation of this hydroxy compound monomer using acetic anhydride, pyridine,
ethyl acetate produces the monomer (9,10-diacetoxy-2,7-dibromophenanthrene) [55]. Fi-
nally, a polymer poly(9,10-diacetoxyphenanthrene) was obtained using 1,5-cyclooctadiene,
nickel complex Ni(C.O.D.)2 and 2,2′-bipyridyl dissolved with D.M.F. after polymerized
with bromophenanthrene, [56]. This polymer was treated with lithium aluminum hy-
dride (LiAlH4), anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (T.H.F.) in an acidic medium (HCl) resulted
in less active poly(9,10-phenanthrenequinone), called PFQ_L. The final step, oxidization
of less active PFQ_L to P.F.Q. (poly(9,10-phenanthrenequinone) utilizing 2,3-dichloro-
5,6-dicyanobenzoquinone (D.D.Q.), as an oxidizing agent. The reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) was prepared by incorporating graphene oxide with potassium permanganate and
H2SO4, H3PO4, HCl, H2O2, and hydrazine hydrate [57]. The composite (rGO-PFQ) was
produced by adding rGO during the polymerization reaction with 9,10-diacetoxy-2,7-
dibromophenanthrene in the presence of Ni(C.O.D.)2 and 2,2′-bipyridyl [58].

 
Figure 2. Direct polymerization of low voltage polymer.
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Figure 3. Indirect polymerization of HV polymer.

Low voltage quinone-based polymers like P.A.Q. can be directly polymerized with
Ni(C.O.D.)2. Whereas indirect multistep polymerization prevents the oxidation of Ni(C.O.D.)2
while protecting quinone groups with acetyl groups helped to synthesize increased operat-
ing voltage polymers such as P.F.Q. Additionally, P.F.Q./rGO composite has a better poros-
ity, enhancing electrical performance and rate capabilities compare with P.A.Q. polymers.
Indirect polymerization of high redox potential ortho quinones also helps to synthesize
higher operating voltage polymers such as P.F.Q. preferred over direct polymerization of
para-quinones producing low voltage polymers.

2.2.2. Thermoplastic High Performance for Cable Insulation System

The polyethylene is cross-linked with different fillers’ sizes to change the polymer’s
physical properties and make it capable of working with HV systems (cable system).

Polyethylene Materials

High-density polyethylene (HDPE) and low-density polyethylene (LDPE) are com-
modity polymers that are widely used for varieties of applications that include electrical
insulations, packaging, household items and automotive parts. Some of the interesting prop-
erties of these polymers include chemical resistance, rigidity, stiffness and thermal stability.
For electrical applications, these polymers are commonly used as insulators due to their
exceptional electrical, mechanical, chemical and thermal properties. Polymer-based electric
insulators exhibit high dielectric strength, high resistivity, low dielectric loss, and adequate
mechanical properties. HDPE (density of 0.947 g/cm3 and melt flow index of 42 g/10 min)
and LDPE (density of 0.92 g/cm3 and melt flow index of 25 g/10 min) are reported to
have average dielectric strength of 70 and 79 kV/mm respectively. Though, LDPE exhibit
relatively high electric strength, but its weak mechanical properties, thermal resistance and
melt flow viscosity restricted its application in certain areas. However, these properties can
be improved by mixing the LDPE with other polymers (polymer blend) or other materials
(polymer composites) to produce material with optimum desirable properties [59].
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The Dow material acting as the base resin was a non–commercial low-density polyethy-
lene (LDPE) blended with high-density polyethylene (HDPE, Dow 40055E) to prepare
new polymeric material that has the capacity to work with high temperature that can be
applied as an insulation product with different types of cable. Small-scale material was
synthesized by utilizing HDPE and LDPE (20:80) with the help of an extruder (Haake PTW
16/40D) [60]. However, for large scale, cross-linked low-density polyethylene (XLPE) and
LDPE were produced as a reference for mini cables by incorporating the LDPE as a base
material Berstorff ZE40UT extruder for blending [61]. The samples were prepared for me-
chanical (1.7 mm thickness) and breakdown (thickness 85 μm) testing using compression
molding. The behavior of materials with temperature was studied with Mettler Toledo
FP82 hot stage. The sample’s thickness required for the mini cable material will be 4 mm
and blended on the Troester extruder.

The crystallization temperature (Tc) isothermal for the LDPE/HDPE blended material
in the range of 113–119 ◦C indicating the formation of lamellar crystals due to the presence
of HDPE [61]. It also suggests that polymeric material’s cooling temperature must be
within the range of 0.5–10 ◦C/min, enhancing the breakdown strength and regenerating
electrical effects [60]. When blended materials are cooled slowly, it would be challenging
to retain mechanical properties that require high operating temperatures. Generally, stiff
materials were formed than XLPE, which help to construct cable due to their operating
condition, usually 30 ◦C higher than XLPE. The XLPE cable and mini cable breakdown
data were studied and suggested maximum voltage below 400 kV; conversely, none of
the extruded thermoplastic systems failed and shown both systems were extremely good
electric materials for cable. The PE blended materials can be used for mini cables and XLPE
based materials as reference for mini cables.

Polypropylene Materials

Polypropylene (PP) is a thermoplastic and commodity polymer used in a wide variety
of applications. Its properties are similar to polyethylene, but it is slightly harder, stronger
and more heat resistant. PP is produced via chain-growth polymerization from high purity
propylene monomer that is obtained from the cracking of the petroleum hydrocarbons.
Upon polymerization, PP can form three basic chain structures depending on the relative
orientation of the methyl groups, namely isotactic PP (methyl groups are positioned at
the same side with respect to the backbone of the polymer chain), syndiotactic (alternat-
ing methyl group arrangement) and atactic (irregular methyl group arrangement). The
stereoregularity of these polymers is determined by the catalyst used to prepare it. In
1950s, Natta showed that the Ziegler organometallic type catalyst could be used to produce
stereoregular PP with high crystallinity. Isotatic PP was synthesized by using heteroge-
neous Ziegler-Natta catalyst of a violet crystalline modified titanium (III) chloride with
a co-catalyst or activator, usually organometallic compounds such as diethylaluminium
chloride. However, this polymerization reaction simultaneously produces syndiotactic PP
and atactic PP as minor products because these Ziegler-Natta based catalysts are multi-sites.
Syndiotactic PP can be produced selectively using different catalysts such as homogenous
Ziegler-Natta based catalyst and metallocene based catalyst. These different catalysts
produce different microstructures of syndiotactic PP with different crystallization behavior
and properties through different polymerization mechanisms. Atactic polypropylene can
also be produced selectively using metallocene catalysts, atactic polypropylene produced
this way has a considerably higher molecular weight [62,63].

For electrical applications, PP is commonly used as insulators due to their excellent
electrical, mechanical, chemical and thermal properties. For high-voltage insulation, PP
with average molecular of 250,000 g/mol, a density of 0.9 g/cm3 and melt flow index of
12 g/10 min has been reported to have average dielectric strength of 55 kV/mm which is
lower than the average values of 70 and 79 kV/mm for pure HDPE and LDPE respectively.
However, the electric strength of PP was improved when blended with LDPE and HDPE
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samples in different ratios. A maximum values of 63 kV/mm for PP/LDPE blend and
67 kV/mm for PP/HDPE blend were reported [59].

Similarly, different ethylene ratios (9, 12, 15 mol%) blended with a polymer having
various percentage weight and formed copolymer systems of propylene-ethylene (namely,
VERSIFY™ 2200, 2300, and 2400; series no) for high voltage application. The Dow H358-
02 was used as the isotactic polypropylene throughout the studies [64]. Some of the
components need to be dissolved during the blending, and xylene was the best solvent.
The blending process can be summarized in the below points:

• Solution blending;
• Melt blending;
• Extrusion.

The desired properties of the material with polypropylene achieved with the presence
of space-filling morphologies. PEC blends’ molecular structure was an essential parameter
for its behavior, and LDPE used in polyethylene was a secondary choice. Materials were
formed with various ratios and cooled with different rates, behave like an XLPE system. All
materials are compatible with low temperatures. Considering the material’s thickness, the
cable performance with PP blend is the excellent and average thickness for E2200 (3.39 mm)
and XLPE (4.34 mm) for mini cable insulation. The PE blended materials can be used for
mini cables and XLPE based materials as references for mini wires.

Carbon Nanotube–Polyurethane Nanocomposite

The composite material produced with thermoplastic and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
can be used with a high voltage system. For this purpose, extruder temperature and screw
speed were maintained at 215 ◦C and 300 rpm, respectively, for mixing CNTs (3 wt%) and
polyurethane. The composites are in the form of granules. The thermoplastic polyurethane
(TPU) materials are dried for 3 h, at 90 ◦C, followed by injection molding. Molding and
melt temperature (40 and 220 ◦C) were controlled with a plate thickness of about 2 mm,
but for extrusion, melt temperature was 185 ◦C and plate thickness 1.5 mm [12].

The acceptance criteria for any material for the industrial application have a large-scale
melting range. The developed TPU can work with high temperature and confirmed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with injection molding, and extrusion samples
gave across 10 m. It is homogeneous as well as elongation breaks about 560%. The
size of dispersed particles of powder sample was obtained with the scanning electron
microscope (SEM). It also confirmed the attachment of CNTs into the moiety of composite
and not emerged through tubular protrusions by anchoring junctions with structural
size about 20 μm after accumulation fragments with 100 mm plane surface level in the
powder sample. The weathering was investigated by keeping composite test material and
reference with latitude northern at 50◦ for 9 to 18 months and found that the filler will not
degrade, only the matrix [65,66]. Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) and photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) studies gave a strong indication of carbon nanotubes’ presence in the
nanocomposite materials. The internal diameter of pure material means the matrix of
polyurethane and CNTs is smaller than the composite. Similar behavior can be seen in a
composite having polyamide (PA) and silicon dioxide as well as with carbon nanotubes
mixed polyoxymethylene (POM) and cement [66]. TGA recorded the decomposition of
CNTs in the range of 500–650 ◦C [67]. Therefore, the composite material with CNTs has
importance in electrical equipment, mainly in rollers and electromagnetic shielding.

2.2.3. Epoxy Resin of 9,9′-bis-(3,5-dibromo-4-hydroxyphenyl)anthrone-10 and Jute Composite

Thanki et al. [68] synthesized an epoxy resin from 9,9′-bis-(3,5-dibromo-4-hydroxyphenyl)
anthrone-10 and epichlorohydrin by diluting them in isopropyl alcohol, and adding sodium
hydroxide solution dropwise as a catalyst. After refluxing at 70 ◦C, they obtain a brown
resin that was purified by extraction with chloroform [68].

At room temperature, synthesized EANBr was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran, and the
curing agent was added (EPK 3251). The fabric jute was mixed with the resultant solution,
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and the remaining solvent evaporated. The mylar film was introduced in duplicate between
developed sheets, and temperature and pressure were controlled, also silicon lubricant
was used as mold release spray. The product was known as J–EANBr composite [68].

The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) confirmed the presence of alkane
(C–H, 1450 cm−1), stretching (–OH, =C–H, –C=O, Ar C==C, Ar–O–R, C–O–H, C–Br) at
3532.56, 3070.21, 1664.48, 1592.61, 1254.19, 1071.1 and 631.2 cm−1 absorption frequencies
respectively with EANBr sample. The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies indicated
the formation of EANBr. The differential scanning calorimetry (D.S.C.) thermograms of
EANBr and EANBrC are compared and found the broad endothermic transition of EANBrC
(291.4 ◦C) and EANBr (265.3 ◦C) are expected due to tangible change and confirmed by no
weight loss in the corresponding thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) thermogram. EANBr
has a single step degradation reaction compared with J–EANBr, transition (291.4 ◦C) and
two-step degradation and stable up to 310 ◦C [69]. EANBr and EANBrC are thermally
steady up to 340 and 310 ◦C, respectively. As related to EPK 3251 cured EAN (360 ◦C),
EPK 3251 cured EANBr (310 ◦C) has shown lower thermal stability. As well, the maximum
weight loss (Tmax) value for EANBrC (416.5 ◦C) is significantly more than EPK 3251
cured EAN (394.4 ◦C) but EANBrC (416.5 ◦C) has exhibited a higher value of Tmax than
EANBr (407.1 ◦C).

The mechanical and electrical properties of J-EANBr is better than J-EAN. In terms
of tensile strength, almost similar with J-EAN with lower flexural strength. The electric
strength is 40% lower in case of J-EANBr but volume resistivity is 29 times better than
J-EAN, primarily expected to distinct degrees of cross linking and polarity, which impacts
interfacial bond, due to annulment of partial charges because of OH groups of jute. The
jute and EANBr have a better option as polymeric materials for electrical components due
to their excellent properties with harsh environment, better hydrolytic activity, and thermal
stability for low load bearing housing, electrical and electronic applications.

3. Properties of Polymers

3.1. Mechanical

Polymer chemical and physical properties are dependent on their molecular weight,
chemical composition, and physical structures [70]. One of the properties of polymeric
material is strong, which is the stress required to break the sample [6]. These strength
properties are as follows: tensile, compressional, flexural, impact [71]. Factors affecting the
strength of polymers are molecular weight, cross-linking, and crystallinity [71].

Young’s modulus or tensile modulus is the induced stress divided by strain in the
elastic region [71]. Ultimate elongation is defined as its ability to undergo deformation.
Toughness measures the energy absorbed by the material to deform without fracturing.

The mechanical properties of the polymer are affected by temperature. Figure 4 shows a
typical graph of stress versus strain and the effect of temperature, with an increase in the tem-
perature, the elastic modulus, and tensile strength decrease, but the ductility increases [71].

 

Figure 4. Effect of temperature on the mechanical properties of the polymer. Adapted from [71].
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Viscoelasticity, two types of deformations exist, namely elastic and viscous. Elastic
deformation is recoverable, while viscous deformation is a plastic deformation where the
deformation is permanent upon removing the applied stress [71].

HV insulating systems’ fabrication involves utilizing composite polymer; its appli-
cation could be seen in electrical appliances. They are subjected to quivering wear and
tear due to the rate of occurrence of magnetic force and shearing stress. To improve the
mechanical performance of polymers, inorganic fillers are added to the polymers [72]. To
enhance the strength and toughness is the need for polymer nanocomposites [73]. The
composites’ mechanical properties are strongly influenced by the filler’s size and shape, the
matrix properties, and the interfacial adhesion between the filler and matrix [74]. The basic
principles of mechanical properties comprise tensile, compressive, bending, shear, and
impact behavior is of importance [75]. The polymeric material is tested with standardized
tests such as tensile strength, Izod impact strength, and softening point, but its application
in a critical situation increases. Thus, the choice of material used depends upon a balance
of stiffness, toughness, processability, and price in applying polymer [76].

3.1.1. Impact Behavior

Impact energy is known to reduce the static strength, reliability and improving tensile
properties that simultaneously impact property. The basic stuff is impact toughness, which
measures the needed energy to split a particular specimen. Figure 5a,b show supported
beam load and cantilever beam load, respectively [77]. The determination of the Charpy
impact strength of an unnotched (acU) (KJ/m2) specimen is given in Equation (1).

acU =
Wc

b × h
(1)

Figure 5. (a) Charpy (beam load) and (b) Izod (cantilever beam load). Adapted from [77].

Notched Charpy impact strength (acN) (KJ/m2) can be determined by Equation (2),
where Wc is the absorbed energy, b (m) is the with, and h (m) is the height.

acN =
Wc

bN × h
(2)

The difference between Charpy impact strength acU and notched Charpy impact
strength acN indicates how sensitive a material is to external notches, i.e., takes the prob-
lematic notch effect for the Charpy impact test into consideration and shows how effective
fillers are. Thus, notch sensitivity can be calculated from the quotients of acN and acU
indicated in Equation (3):

kz =
acN
acU

× 100% (3)
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3.1.2. Tensile Test

Tensile tests involve the application of tensile force causing the elongation until the
specimen breaks, and various loading conditions are essential and cannot be overempha-
sized [78]. The young modulus (E) (kN/m2) can be estimated with Equation (4):

E =
σ2 − σ1

ε2 − ε1
× 100% (4)

where σ2 − σ1 is a change in stress (kN/m2) and ε2 − ε1 is a change in a strain which is
dimensionless. A typical stress–strain curve is shown in Figure 6. Non-flexible polymers
have high Young’s modulus, while ductile polymers are elastic modulus with the ability to
withstand extended elongation without fracturing [71]. In contrast, elastomers have a low
stress–strain relationship with tough elastic texture [71].

Figure 6. Stress–strain curves of various polymeric materials. Adapted from [77].

3.1.3. Bending Test

One of the most significant mechanical properties is the flexural strength and varies
with specimen depth, temperature, and test span length [71]. The flexural strength (σbh),
(MPa), known as the maximum stress at break, can be quantified using Equation (5):

σbh =
σf 2 − σf 1

ε f 2 − ε f 1
× 100% (5)

The flexural or bending test is typically used in the quantification of the flexural
strength. The flexural modulus (Eh), (MPa) can be estimated with Equation (6):

Eh =
1
4

L3

bh3
ΔF
Δ f

(6)

where F is the breaking force in (N), L is the support distance in (mm), b is the width
(mm) of the specimen in (mm), h is the thickness of the specimen in (mm), ΔF/Δf is the
slope of the force-deflection curve. The load is applied at the specimen’s center under
standardized bending speed, temperature, and humidity. It is upon the most common type
of loading encountered and essential in determining the polymer’s characteristic values.
The initial flexural modulus can be calculated using a slope of the line measuring Δf and
ΔF as presented in Figure 7, depicting a typical force bending flexural test.
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Figure 7. The initial slope of the bending force-deflection diagram. Adapted from [77].

Lim et al. [79] use a combination of the different fillers of aluminum oxide (Al2O3),
Zinc oxide (ZnO), and organoclay. However, it was discovered that with 1.5% aluminum
oxide, improved mechanical, burning rate, and dielectric breakdown compared to Zinc
oxide and organoclay. Hedir et al. [80] irradiated the crosslinked polyethylene (XLDPE)
with fluorescent lamps for 240 h. The results show a decline in resistivity, mechanical
properties, and contact angle, increasing water retention and weight loss. Yasmin and
Daniel [81] and Yang et al. [82] attributed that the tensile strength and elastic modulus can
be increased by adding fillers at optimum content. Ray et al. [83] research on filler effect by
using up to the upper limit and postulated that the stiffness and rigidity increase up to a
certain level. Afterward, it harms the mechanical properties.

3.2. Thermal

Significant efforts have been made to enhance the thermal properties of various poly-
mers, as well as to produce heat tolerant polymers, in order to qualify them for use in
applications requiring efficient serviceability at high temperatures. The production of
heat-resistant polymers began in the late 1950s with the goal of producing heat-resistant
polymers that could satisfy the needs of the aerospace and electronics industries. Heat
resistant polymers differ from ordinary polymers in that they can retain their desired prop-
erties at high temperatures. While there is no universal consensus about how to classify
heat resistant polymers, the following is a helpful general classification [84]: (a) Hetero-
cyclic polymers such as polyoxadiazoles, polybenzimidazoles; (b) condensation polymers
such as polyhydrazides, polyesters, polyazomethines, and polyamides; (c) Condensa-
tion heterocyclic copolymers such as poly(amide-imide)s, poly(ether-imide)s, poly(amide-
hydrazide) and poly(ester-imide)s, and (d) Ladder polymers including poly(benzimidazo
benzophenanthroline) and polyquinoxaline.

3.2.1. Mold Stress-Relief Distortion

Products from injected molded polymers have residual stresses that may unfavorably
affect the product performance, directly related to other processing conditions such as
holding pressure, molding, and melting temperature [85]. Injection modeling in polymers
is a common phenomenon. It has several merits such as low-cost mass production and
good finishing’s. However, due to the tricky deformations/bends or twist and pressure,
residual stresses build up. The viscoelastic properties of polymers coupled with their high
pressure during molding leads to complex situations such as orientation, stretching, and
chain relaxation [85].

For most polymeric parts, residual stresses are quantified by destructive methods such
as layer removal and hole drilling [86]. Although these techniques have problems related
to their accuracy, their major drawback is reusing the measured parts. To overcome these
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limitations, new methods such as indentation are used. This technique involves applying
higher force at the stressed location to align the same depth and add residual stresses at
the indented locations.

3.2.2. Generic Thermal Indices

UL746B [87] and IEC60216 [88] were widely applied to determine relative thermal
indices of polymers suitable for applications related to electrical applications. This is
important to decide on the highest operating temperature considering the lifetime of the
products. For polymeric materials, three essential properties can lead to their thermal
categorization. These include electrical, mechanical/tensile, and impact properties.

The thermal index of polymers relies on the base polymers’ property due to their
deterioration, decomposition, and degradation caused by chemical reactions. In general,
polymers’ relative thermal index is vital in determining base polymers’ long-standing
thermal resistance [89].

3.2.3. Relative Thermal Capability

Nowadays, synthesis polymers are readily available and produced through the extru-
sion process. Due to the broader application of polymers, it is essential to know the relative
thermal capability of polymers. It is vital to understand their thermal properties at molten
temperatures, assembly, and the final product.

The thermal conductivity of polymer composites refers to both polymers and their
fillers [90]. However, the importance of polymers’ thermal conductivity has not been
overemphasized concerning that of the fill. It is generally known that polymers’ thermal
conductivity is vital at low filler loadings due to the separation of the polymer matrix’s
thermally conductive fillers. To obtain high thermal conductivity in composite polymers,
there is the need to create a continuous filler network. However, one major issue with
network formation is high cost, reduced mechanical properties. The fundamental factors
influencing polymers’ thermal conductivity are their chain structure, crystallinity, and
orientation domains [90]. On the other hand, polymers have thermal conductivities that
are lower than ceramic or metals. Table 4 shows the thermal conductivities of renowned
polymers, usually with low thermal conductivity [91].

Table 4. Thermal conductivities of polymers.

Polymer Conductivity (W/m.k)

Epoxy resin 0.19
Polysulfone 0.22

Low-density polyethylene 0.3
High-density polyethylene 0.44

Polyethylene 0.11
Polycarbonate 0.2

Polystyrene 0.14
Polyimide, thermoplastic 0.11

polyphenylsulfone 0.35
Polyvinyl chloride 0.19

Nylon-6 0.25
Nylon-6.6 0.26

polymethylmethacrylate 0.21
Polyphenylene sulfide 0.3

Poly copolymer 0.33
Poly ethylene-vinyl acetate 0.34

3.2.4. Relative Thermal Index

The performance of two materials (developed new and reference) are compared to
their thermal stability. Underwriters Laboratories (UL) standards are involved in projects
with thermal aging of polymeric material. Properties of polymeric material can be changed
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by increasing the temperature, which will be considered the main factor in determining
the particular material’s thermal aging as per the procedure mentioned in UL 746B. The
mathematical equation will give a relation between time and temperature, as presented
in Equation (7):

ln(t) = A + B/T (7)

where, A = Constant, frequency factor; B = Energy constant for activation; T = Absolute
temperature in Kelvin.

A comparison between newly produced polymers with control material will be made.
The results established a relative thermal index based on the material’s specific property,
color, and thickness [87,88].

3.2.5. Temperature Excursions beyond the Maximum Temperature

The long-term aging data related to the product’s stability, developed with a polymeric
material, can establish a better thermal index. The temperature extrusions with short-term
accepted for specific application for the material have enough thermal indices. The mate-
rial will go to transition temperature immediately or anytime during the operation with
electrical equipment. The heating appliance, initially thermostat will come automatically
after highest temperature excursion but later on-air ambient temperature increases, the
circuit will clear by thermostat and peak temperature decreases [92].

3.3. Electrical
3.3.1. Dielectric Strength

In certain cases, a material’s dielectric strength is the determining factor in the design
of the device in which it would be used. The common way to know the dielectric strength of
a material is by applying a voltage until the material or insulator reaches a point where the
electrical properties breakdown. The breakdown normally manifests itself as an electrical
arc between the electrodes, resulting in a drastic reduction in resistance.

It is challenging to know the exact value of any material’s dielectric strength because
it may vary due to external factors and depending on the application [93]. Practically, it
is challenging to realize the intrinsic dielectric strength of polymers because of external
factors, which may lower polymers’ dielectric strength. Most pure polymeric plastics such
as PVC, PMM, PET, polycarbonate, polyethylene, and polypropylene have a dielectric
strength range of 100 to 300 kV/cm. Some halogenated polymers such as Teflon show up
to 700 kV/cm [94]. Table 5 provides the approximate values of dielectric strength of few
commercial polymeric materials used in electrical equipment [94].

Table 5. Dielectric constant and dielectric strength of some polymers [94].

Compound Dielectric Constant (1 MHz) Dielectric Strength (kV/cm)

Poly(vinyl chloride) 2.9–3.1 140–200
Polyacrylonitrile 4.0–4.2 -

Poly(methyl methacrylate) 2.8–2.9 100–300
Polycarbonate 2.8–3.0 150–340

Poly(ethylene terephthalate) 3.0–3.5 150–200
Polytetrafluoroethylene (Telfon) 2.0–2.1 600–700

Polypropylene 2.2–2.3 230–250
Polyethylene 2.2–2.3 200–300
Silicone Oil 2.5 150
Fused Silica - 250–400

Distilled Water 80 65–70
Air 1.0 15–30

Although it is difficult to understand the actual dielectric strength of polymeric mate-
rial due to the above factors involved, many researchers have endeavored to increase the
dielectric strength of polymeric materials proportional to the voltage for a specific thick-
ness by adopting three primary methodologies are and filling nanoparticles in polymers,
engineering filler-polymer interfaces, and coating film surfaces [95].
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Factors affecting the dielectric strength of polymers include:

1. Environmental exposure: Certain ecological conditions such as severe exposure to
chemicals, radiation, ozone, and oxidation weaken or break the chemical bond of poly-
mers [93]. Most polymers fail prematurely due to moisture that creates conducting
path within their layers, leading to treeing [96]. Performing an approach on polymers
together with the presence of contaminants fast-tracks the breakdown process.

2. Electrode effects: It is a fact that the electrode properties may influence the breakdown
strength of polymers depending on temperature [97]. Different electrode materials,
sizes, and geometries [92] can also affect polymers’ breakdown strength. The area of
the electrodes is inversely proportional to the dielectric strength [97].

3. Temperature: One significant factor that affects the dielectric strength of polymers
is temperature. However, for polymers subjected to high temperatures, there is the
likelihood of oxidation and corona coupled with severe degradation and tracking of
the material [93].

4. Voltage application: The rate of voltage change on polymers can also affect their
dielectric strength. Fast application of voltage encourages electrical conduction, while
slower voltage application promotes unavoidable degradation due to local heating,
causing lower dielectric strength [93].

5. Frequency: The frequency of the applied voltage is another factor that influences the
dielectric strength of polymers. The heat created in any dielectric is related to the
applied frequency [93].

6. Specimen width: The thickness of a polymeric material is inversely proportional
to its dielectric strength [96]. Increasing thickness of dielectric material creates a
weaker path that may go a long way in causing breakdown [93]. Defects such as a
cavity, metallic components, or contaminants within any polymer material provide
an avenue for electrical discharges such as partial discharge or corona that may lead
to severe degradation of the specimen and lower dielectric strength [96].

3.3.2. Dielectric Constant and Dissipation Factor

Generally, polymeric materials are used in two ways i.e., to isolate electrical network
devices from one another and from the ground, and to act as a capacitor dielectric compo-
nent. For polymeric materials to be used as insulating materials, the insulating material’s
capacitance should be as low as possible while retaining sufficient chemical and mechanical,
chemical properties. As a consequence, it’s preferable to use a material with a low relative
permittivity. For the other application, a high dielectric constant value is desirable such
that the capacitor dimensions should be reduced to a minimum value.

Polymeric materials used to provide insulation as well as capacitor dielectrics should
have minimal dissipation factor to minimize the material heating. Since the dielectric loss
increases linearly with frequency for a given loss index value, a low loss index value is
recommended for high-frequency applications. When comparing materials with nearly
the same dielectric constant or when using some material under such conditions that
the dielectric constant remains basically constant, the dissipation factor is a quantity
to consider [98].

3.3.3. Volume or Surface Resistivity

Volume resistivity may be used to help design a polymeric material for a specific
application. Humidity or temperature resistivity will vary dramatically, and this must be
taken into account when planning for operating environments of the polymeric material.
Volume resistivity is commonly used in the study of an insulating material’s uniformity,
either in terms of processing or to detect conductive impurities that impair the material’s
durability but are difficult to detect using other methods. Ref [99] defines a commonly used
research technique for determining electrical insulating materials’ insulation resistance,
volume resistance, and surface resistivity, as well as their conductivity. This technique only
considers measurements taken when the DC voltage is applied.
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In summary, the electrical breakdown strength of polymers decreases with increasing
electrode area, the frequency of the voltage, the thickness of the sample, absorbed moisture,
temperature, and reducing the rising rate of ramp voltage.

4. Assessment of Polymeric Insulations for HV Applications

To determine the suitability of polymeric insulations for high voltage apparatus
applications, specific techniques can be deployed and discussed in this section.

4.1. Partial Discharges

PD has been established to evaluate different polymeric materials for application in
HV apparatus, be it cable, electrical motors, transformers, etc. PD is defined as a localized
electrical discharge that partially bridges the conductors’ insulation and maybe closer or far
away from a conductor [100,101]. In another context, the PD is regarded as an incomplete
breakdown of the HV insulation system. PD activity mostly relies on the electric field
strength applied to a specific area and its non-uniformity. For short gaps, PD possesses
fast and slow-rise-time pulses that generate small electrical sparks or arcs or pseudo glow
discharges, or pulseless glows [102,103]. Four main types of PD occur Corona, Surface
discharges, cavities, and electrical trees (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Types of Partial Discharge.

Internal discharge is a common phenomenon in voids within solid or liquid di-
electrics [104]. These voids can embed in the insulation material during the manufacturing
process of the apparatus. This form of discharge is extremely important and has a signifi-
cant effect on polymeric insulation. A surface discharge, on the other hand, occurs at the
HV insulating with a high tangential electric field [105]. Internal discharge is a common
phenomenon in voids within solid or liquid dielectrics [104]. These voids can embed in
the insulation material during the manufacturing process of the apparatus. This type of
discharge, on the other hand, is less concentrated and hazardous than internal discharge.
Corona discharge, on the other hand, occurs in air insulation and is usually harmless. Tree-
ing is a form of discharge that is triggered by a sequence of internal discharges. Since the
advent of polymer nanocomposites, various studies have been conducted on PD properties
of such materials. Kozako et al. [106], for example, reported that only two wt% nanofiller
is needed to increase the PD resistance of polyamide/layered silicate nanocomposites.
Another investigated by Tanaka et al. [7] looked at PD resistance in epoxy/layered sili-
cate nanocomposites. The authors concluded that by incorporating a limited amount of
nanofillers into epoxy resins, PD tolerance of polymer nanocomposites could be greatly
enhanced. Many experimental findings on the enhancement of partial discharge property
of polymer nanocomposites have been reported. Henk et al. [107] studied the effects of
nanoparticle amorphous silica dispersion in epoxy and polyethylene. Nano-silica was
found to have a significant impact on thermoset partial discharge durability (epoxy and
cross-link polyethylene). However, no effect was found with thermoplastics (low density
polyethylene and medium density polyethylene).
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4.2. High-Current Arc Resistance to Ignition (HAI)

The High-Ampere Arc Ignition (HAI) testing is a method that studies and assesses the
electrical insulation flammability. This method is described in detail at the standard for
safety UL 764A [108–110]. The HAI test subjects three specimens of the studied electrical
insulation to electric arcs, recording the average number required to produce ignition in it,
with a maximum of 200 (over this number is considered no ignition of the material). The
test generates the electric arcs by using two round electrodes in contact with the studied
electrical insulation; these electrodes have 3.2 mm of diameter; the difficulty is described in
Figure 9. One of the electrodes is fixed and made of copper, where the other is stainless
steel (303 alloys) movable rod; through the separation of these rods, an electric arc is
generated. The electrodes are placed in a 45◦ plane of the studied electrical insulation
specimen, and the fixed rod is sharpened to a 30◦ chisel point and the movable rod to a 60◦
conical point. The stainless steel rod movement is done using an air piston controlled by
an electrical relay [108,109].

Figure 9. Electrode positioning and operating mechanism in HAI. Adapted from [109].

The testing method proposed by the standard UL 764A starts by applying a voltage
of 240 V AC at a frequency of 60 Hz. An air core impedance is connected in series to the
electrodes for yielding a short circuit current of 32.5 A, with a power factor of 0.5. The rate
of electric arcs generated is 40 arcs/min, and the separation of the electrodes is an average
of 254 ± 2.54 mm/s. There is no need to synchronize the electrodes’ separation with a
particular value of the sinusoidal current variation [108,109].

Several issues have been established for the replicability of this test, such as the
identification of the ignition in the studied electrical insulation and the placement of
the electrodes, that by not being described in detail, could lead to different kinds of arcs
(random intensity or white flashes) [108,109]. To fix the latter issue, it was identified that the
electrodes should return to their original position between cycles [108]. The identification
problem was, in the beginning, attenuated by the use of a dark glass shield that allowed
for a better distinction of the candle-like flame, which indicated the origin of the ignition
in the studied specimen. However, this was improved by the use of a liquid crystal light
attenuator [109]. The liquid crystal light attenuator allows for a better distinction of a low
or high-energy arc, improving the test by providing the operator the crucial information
regarding the test’s continuity. The continuous series of soft energy arcs indicate that the
electrodes should be moved to a different testing area of the studied specimen. Additionally,
to enhance the distinction of a high from a low energy arc, the use of a digital arc energy
meter is advised. This device records the magnitude of current and voltage for discrete
intervals to calculate the electric arc’s energy magnitude. These recommendations allow for
a more descriptive signature between different materials taking into account its resistance
to ignition [109].

The initial interest in making an HAI test in DC conditions originated from the
automotive industry, which changed the traditional 12 V DC battery supply to a 36 V DC
battery supply with a 42 V DC charging unit. This originated an interest in determining the
ignition resistance of the automotive polymeric materials [111]. Initially, a primary circuit
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for studying the glass-fiber-reinforced plastics (GRP) for a DC supply was proposed, as
shown in Figure 10. This test was based on the HAI test described by the standard UL
764A. This circuit uses a 200 V AC source; the capacitors generate a DC discharge between
electrodes A and B, the release takes 0.5 to 12.8 ms depending on the capacitance values.
The rate of the discharges is 20–40 arcs/min until the arc ignites the specimen. The use of
a high-speed camera (4800 frames/s) allowed recording the length of the whole process,
registering the arc discharge, arc ignition, and the combustion duration [112]. Similar
studies have been realized in common polymers for the automotive industry [113–115].

 

Figure 10. Basic circuit diagram of high current DC arc ignition testing apparatus formed by power switch (S1), regulator
(Re), AC voltmeter (V1), rectifier (G), DC voltmeter (V2), DC ammeter (Am), charging resistance (r), capacitor (C), discharge
resistance (R), fixed electrode (A), mobile electrode (B) and Inductance for current stabilization (L). Adapted from [112].

The interest in the DC testing method has increased in recent years due to the rise
of renewable technologies like solar photovoltaics and wind power and DC microgrids’
implementation [116]. This lead to proposing new DC-HAI testing, based on the original
HAI testing described by the standard UL 764A, with the inclusion of some improvements,
such as an automated control via a LabView-based program. The proposed testing setup is
shown in Figure 11, where the movable electrode has three different positions: start, stable
and safe. For this test, there are nine configuration parameters [116]:

• Output current
• Start arc delay
• Stable position delay
• Safe position delay
• Stop arc delay
• Start position delay
• Start position
• Stable position
• Safe position.

Figure 11. Resistance to high-ampere arc ignition (DC-HAI). Adapted from [117].
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The safe position is the most considerable distance between the electrodes, allowing
for a better judgment regarding the specimen’s ignition. On the other hand, the stable
position’s purpose is to establish and arc stability [116]. The test realized by this proposed
method resulted in a standard deviation ratio of 5% for DC arc that took 200 ms and 8% for
an arc that has currents of 10 A; this proved to be consistent and repeatable [116].

5. Applications

5.1. Transformer Insulation

Epoxy resins, polyester, silicone, and imides are the most commonly used polymers for
electric machines and dry transformers (see Figure 12) [6]. Dry-type transformers, known
as epoxy-insulated transformers, are applied in areas requiring high fire protection, such
as oil depots, high-rise buildings, and airports. Reinforced polyester with glass filaments
is primarily used as a support for the protective system in oil transformers. These films
increase the load due to breaking and provide strong resistance to infringement [118].
These tapes are suitable for leaded insulation wires, cable winding, and external protection.
On the other hand, silicone transformer oil is primarily used as a coolant in high voltage
power transformers. It has good heat capacity values, low viscosity, and high dielectric
strength. Polyesteramideimides have long time endurance to 180–210 ◦C and have high
heat resistance [119]. They are used as wire insulations in oil transformers.

Figure 12. Epoxy-resin cast dry type transformer.

5.2. Insulated Power Cables

In most power cables ranging from high to medium level, polymers are extensively
applied as insulation materials. Such polymeric materials include polyethylene (PE), HDPE,
LDPE, ethylene-propylene rubber (EPR), etc. Nevertheless, LDPE is more versatile and,
until the 1960s, it was the most widely used polymeric material. Nowadays, cross-linked
polyethylene (XLPE) has been preferred over paper because of its enhanced properties,
such as efficiency and the ability to withstand high temperatures [120]. However, recently,
XLPE cables have started to be replaced by HDPE in more advanced distribution systems
because of their higher resistance to lightning strikes and water (see Figure 13) [121]. In
some medium cables that require greater flexibility, EPR is used [120]. However, for low
voltage applications, PVC is much more preferred because of its low manufacturing and
durability cost. In new technologies such as the HVDC, polymeric cables are not used, and
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instead, oil impregnated paper is widely utilized. For such applications, polymeric cables
are highly prone to partial discharges. Novel techniques such as the modifying the thermal
resistivity and reducing the space have been proposed for the development of the polymer-
insulated HVDC cables [122]. Other techniques being developed to improve polymeric
cables under the HVDC include the development of nanocomposites, addition of inorganic
particles [7,123,124]. All these additions can improve mechanical strength, thermal stability,
and stringent dielectric breakdown. The research now focuses on applying nanoparticles to
enhance the dielectric properties of nanocomposite [125]. For polyethylene and poly-vinyl
chloride insulation, their rated voltages can be up to 275 kV and 3.3 kV respectively.

Figure 13. XPLE insulated power cable.

Nowadays, the focus is on developing insulating cables with unique properties capable
of operating at high temperatures and electric stress levels. A recent research demonstrates
the existence of a byproduct-free cross-linked copolymer blend that is seen as a potential
solution to the widely used XLPE commonly employed for high voltage DC cable insula-
tion [126]. The result show that the copolymer blend’s loss tangent is three to four times
lower than that of XLPE, with magnitudes of 0.12 at 70 ◦C and 0.01 at 50 ◦C [126]. The
copolymer has shown good electrical properties and is free from cross-linking byproducts.
As a result, this material is a promising option for HV components, such as HVDC cables,
that require clean insulation materials.

5.3. Electrical Encapsulation Materials

Electrical encapsulation materials are required to properly operate transformers, mo-
tor coils, sensors, and solenoids [127]. Among the first electrical encapsulation materi-
als were the resins, which had many advantages for protecting encapsulated electrical
components [128], such as high insulation, low relative permittivity, low cost, and easy
synthesis [129]. Thermoplastic resins have shown a better performance than thermosets by
requiring thinner walls for them to be stronger than thermosets [127]. In addition, thermo-
plastics are produced in faster cycles, generate lesser scrap, and lack the environmental
issues related to thermosets [127]. Nevertheless, when submitted to specific temperatures,
resins’ behavior could cause shrinkage or expansion of the material, generating focused
stress and leading to premature failure [128]. A test is proposed to study this impulsive
failure factor where cured resins samples are subjected to a wide range of temperatures.
The embedment pressure is calculated; this study shows that the embedment pressure is
higher for lower temperatures [128].

To manufacture most high-performance coils, thermoplastics such as PA 66, PBT
polyester, and PET polyester polymer compositions are used for the encapsulation [127]. PA
612 could be applied as the encapsulation material for encapsulated sensors because it can
withstand repeated thermal cycling more than polyesters [127]. Nowadays, to encapsulate
high voltage multichip power assemblies, usually silicone gels are implemented; because
of the high electrical insulation and softness, these are mainly used if there are bonding
wires [130]. However, for temperatures above 250 ◦C, these materials have shown breaking
symptoms. In cases requiring a higher temperature operation, silicone elastomer has
proven to be a proper replacement [130].

The most common material for integrated circuits (IC) encapsulation is epoxy resins [131].
These properties differ among them because of the different formulations made to improve
specific properties that enhance individual performances. These are related to thermal resis-
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tance, electric insulation, reliability in moisture, reliability temperature, and pressure [132].
Incorporating fillers such as alumina, boron nitride, alumina nitride, or other ceramic
powder increases the thermal conductivity of the encapsulation’s electrical insulation [129].
The inorganic filler reaches 65% to 90% of the total weight [131]. In recent years the incor-
poration of microscale and nanoscale insulating fillers in epoxy resins has been studied
to increase the mechanical stress resistance and increase the dielectric strength [133–135].
Those investigations had shown that increasing the filler content increased the current con-
duction and volume conductivity, a conclusion that was not expected given the nature of
the inorganic fillers [131]. This hint that the epoxy/filler intermolecular interaction could be
directly related to the bulk transportation capabilities [131]. The issue with the epoxy/filler
encapsulation is related to generating charge propagation over the surface of the ICs, due
to the significant injection of electronic charge from the embedded bond wires [136]. The
amount of filler in an epoxy molding compound varies the dielectric strength because at
high temperatures for higher quantities of filler, the conductivity and electric field depen-
dence increases [137]. This could be attributed to the consequent increment in the filler
particles and the epoxy matrix [137].

5.4. Electrical and Electronic Plastics

Many electrical applications are requiring high graded polymer. At present, electrical
apparatus commonly use plastic as an insulation system. Plastics have good dielectric
strength, heat performance, and water resistance, making them ideal for electrical compo-
nents. Several computer parts are made up of polymers. In general, conductive polymers
are utilized in every computer element to ensure conductivity so that the device works
well. On the other hand, plastics are used in making external parts of home appliances such
as TV, toasters, juicers, and blenders. Currently, most electrical tools are made of plastics.
Other plastic materials applications are relays, circuit breakers, transformer comments,
cabling, and wires [138].

5.5. High Voltage Transmission Line Insulators

In the past, porcelain ceramic insulators were used in both transmission and distri-
bution lines. In high-voltage transmission systems, polymer or composite insulators are
becoming more common. Polymer Insulators, which are distinguished by their compact
size, lightweight, high mechanical power, ease of installation, and low maintenance, have
emerged as a new generation of high voltage transmission line insulators. The protective
ribbed mold on polymer insulators is made of silicon organic rubber, which makes it
different from other insulators [139].

Since its introduction in the early 1970s, electric utilities have gradually embraced
polymer insulators as suitable substitutes for porcelain and glass insulators. Ethylene
propylene polymers are used to make the insulators. EPR and Silicon Rubber are some
of the polymers that are used as insulators. Among them, the EPR are one of the most
weather-resistant synthetic polymers available [140]. It has superior ageing and color
quality as well as excellent electrical, chemical, and mechanical properties. Heat, oxygen,
ozone, and sunlight resistance is exceptional in all EPRs. Figure 14 shows a polymer
suspension insulator used for high voltage line. Most polymer insulators are designed
with a rated voltage ranging from 7.5 to 765 kV. For bushings in high voltage lines, certain
type of polymers are used. These include polyoxymethylene, polyphenylene sulfide and
ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene.

Nowadays, the focus is to develop new stress control techniques using advanced
materials. Many researchers have recently looked at using field grading material to mini-
mize electric field enhancement on high-voltage insulators in order to improve the design
of the equipment [141]. Two main types of grading exist, i.e., capacitive grading and
resistive grading. In the capacitive grading, a number of fillers may be added to the host
matrix in order to boost the dielectric materials permittivity. In this situation, the electric
field on the overhead insulators is redistributed [142]. In resistive grading, the idea is to
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have the electric field varying with the conductivity so as to have a non-linear conduct-
ing behavior. In this case, the base polymer is filled with an inorganic filler to achieve
nonlinear characteristics. When the electric field strength reaches a withstand level, the
nonlinear grading material turns out to be conductive, which tends to homogenize the
electric field propagation within the bulk of the insulation, thereby eliminating the field
enhancement effect [143].

 

Figure 14. Polymer suspension insulators.

6. Challenges and Future Directions

For over a century, insulating materials have been developed. There have been
ongoing advances in insulating materials, from pure polymers to nanocomposites, and the
mechanical, thermal, electrical properties of such materials have significantly improved. For
instance, there have been increase in the electrical strength of materials at low temperature
by nine folds, the withstand temperature of materials has increased 15 times. Furthermore,
the thermal conductivity and the breakdown strength of materials increased by 30 and
3000 times respectively [144].

Despite all the aforementioned developments, there are still problems and challenges.
For instance, the fundamental chemistry and physics underlying improved dielectric prop-
erties of polymer nanocomposites is not well understood, interface modifications is not well
developed, insufficient nanoparticle dispersion and the repeatability of related experiments
has been poor. As a result, there is refine individual materials while simultaneously improv-
ing composites’ overall performance. Another challenge has to do with the biodegradable
nature of conductive polymers, severely limiting their applications.

This research suggests new directions for polymers used as insulating materials:
improving interface modification and manufacturing technology, investigating novel dis-
persion and surface modification techniques for nano materials, analyzing the formation
of interfaces using computer calculations and analog simulations, designing multilayer
technologies and components for application in a simpler and smaller items [7]. Further-
more, adding practical nanofillers to a polymer matrix, such as graphene, will significantly
improve the conductivity of biodegradable polymers.

In terms of electrical applications, the focus should be on developing nanostructured
materials for ultra-capacitors, electro-optic, discharge-resistant high-voltage equipment
insulation, sensors, and actuators.

7. Conclusions

This paper extensively reviewed polymer materials, thermoplastics, and thermosets
for application in electrical apparatus. Polyethylene has been the widely applied material
for manufacturing cables at the medium and high voltage range due to its high electrical
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strength and low production costs. Using a cross-linking process, good thermal and
mechanical characteristics can be achieved with XLPE, HDPE, and EPR. On the other
hand, at low voltage for indoor applications, PVC is replaced with superior polymeric
insulation due to safety and public health regulations. For HVDC applications, polymeric
insulated cables have not been as successful as oil-impregnated paper cables because of
some operational conditions that reduce reliability and increase the functioning costs.

On the other hand, smart polymeric materials were more useful in biological and
medicinal applications due to their sensitivity to the environment. However, it has been
observed that more research is required in the mechanical, electrical, and thermal stresses
of polymers to increase the reliability and power density. Besides, residual stresses are
a common phenomenon that affects the production of injected molded polymers. These
stresses come up due to deformations/bends, twists, or pressure. The high pressure during
molding also leads to complex situations such as chain reaction, stretching, and relaxation.
These residuals are usually quantified using techniques with lower accuracy. To improve
the accuracy, new techniques such as indentation are typically employed.

It is also important to note that for polymers, thermal conductivity refers to the poly-
mers and their fillers. It is interesting to note that thermal conductivities are significant at
low filler loadings due to the polymer matrix’s thermally conductive fillers’ disjointing.
However, polymers’ properties can be changed by increasing the temperature according
to the procedure mentioned in UL 746B. Additionally, several factors affect the dielectric
strength of polymers, which include: (1) environmental; (2) electrode effects; (3) tempera-
ture; and (4) voltage application and frequency.

However, current research concentrates on developing novel materials (e.g., nanofiller-
added polymers) that possess additional capabilities such as improved mechanical strength
and electrical erosion reduction. In general, PD has already been established to evaluate the
quality of high voltage insulation systems. Future development trends for nanocomposites
should concentrate on developing nanostructured materials for ultra-capacitors, electro-
optic, discharge resistant high voltage equipment insulation, sensors and actuators.
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Abstract: Assessment of very fast transient overvoltage (VFTO) requires good knowledge of the
behavior of gas-insulated substation when subjected to very high frequencies. The international
standards and guidelines generically present only recommendations regarding the VFTO suppression
without a technical and mathematical background. Therefore, to provide an accurate image regarding
the critical locations across a gas-insulated substation (GIS) from a transient response point of view,
a suitable modeling technique has to be identified and developed for the substation. The paper aimed
to provide an accurate assessment of the GIS holistic transient response through an electromagnetic
field theory (EMF) approach. This modeling technique has always been a difficult task when it came to
gas-insulated substations. However, recent studies have shown that through suitable Computer-aided
design models, representing the GIS metallic ensemble, accurate results can be obtained. The paper
investigated several simplifications of the computational domain considering different gas-insulated
substation configurations in order to identify a suitable modeling approach without any unnecessary
computational effort. The analysis was performed by adopting the partial equivalent element circuit
(PEEC) approach embedded into XGSLab software package. Obtained results could provide useful
hints for grounding grid designers regarding the proper development and implementation of transient
ground potential rise (TGPR) mitigation techniques across a gas-insulated substation.

Keywords: gas-insulated substations; VFTO; EMF modeling; transient ground potential rise

1. Introduction

Typically, the gas-insulated substation (GIS) requires 10–25% of the area allocated to a conventional
air-insulated substation due to its superior dielectric characteristics of the insulation material,
sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), compared to air. SF6 gas is widely used in high-voltage energy
applications also because of its high electric arc quenching capacity, which is chemically inert,
nontoxic, and nonflammable [1]. Due to dielectric material strength reasons, local values of the electric
field inside GIS enclosure, there are two types of GIS topology: three-phase system encapsulated
in a single coaxial pipe for nominal voltages below 145 kV and each phase conductor individually
encapsulated in a coaxial pipe for nominal voltages above 145 kV [2]. Besides the occurrence of
the widely known and studied short circuit at power frequency fault, gas-insulated substations are
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subjected to severe transient regimes generated by the switching events. As a result of the relatively
low speed of the disconnector switch contacts’ movement during switching events, 0.6 cm/s [3], there is
dielectric breakdown phenomena occurrence followed by the appearance of electric arc in the contact
cavity causing the generation of transient overvoltage characterized by very-high-frequency (Very Fast
Transient Overvoltage, VFTO) [4].

The amplitude and waveform of the very fast transient overvoltage (VFTO) depends on the
configuration of the GIS substation, the trapped charge stored by the GIS equipment [5], the resistance
of the electric arc formed between contacts [6], the capacity at the transformer terminals [7], and the
gas pressure [7]. Measurements and digital simulations’ amplitudes of transient overvoltage were
determined to be between 0.5 p.u. and 2.05 p.u. [8–10]. During switching events in GIS, the transient
electromagnetic wave travels toward the metal enclosure through sulphur hexafluoride (SF6)-air
bushings and the metallic flanges located between each particular metallic enclosure [11,12]. Moreover,
when the difference of the potential between the inner wall of the enclosure and the phase conductor
exceeds the breakdown voltage of the dielectric material an electric arc is initiated, generating a short
circuit between both metallic structures. When the voltage increases over the breakdown voltage of
the insulating arrangement, an arc discharge takes place [13]. This is characterized by a heavy flow of
current through the gas between the electrodes and the high dissipation of energy in the form of heat.
The breakdown voltage of pure SF6 gas (below 1 bar gas pressure) is around 240 kV when a 20-mm
gap between experimental electrodes is considered [14].

When a short circuit between the phase conductor and the inner wall of the enclosure occurs,
due to voltage breakdown phenomena, an important amount of energy is leaked toward the metallic
enclosure. Usually, GIS module enclosure is connected from place to place through grounding leads to
the earthing system of the substation, thereby generating dangerous levels of transient ground potential
rise (TGPR). In order to accurately compute and assess the TGPR occurring in GIS, the three-dimensional
configuration of the metallic shell as well as grounding grid conductors need to be considered.

There are several locally applied mitigation techniques (like ferrite rings, shunt resistors, etc.)
proposed in the literature [15–17]. However, these cannot be generally adopted due to mechanical
constraints and they usually require high additional financial efforts. Moreover, the international
standards and guidelines provide recommendations regarding the VFTO suppression without a
technical and mathematical background [1]. An accurate assessment of the holistic transient response
of the substation can highlight the critical locations across the GIS and its vicinity. As a result, suitable
mitigation techniques can be applied only where they are necessary.

There are two main approaches widely used when GIS analysis needs to be employed: circuit theory
and electromagnetic field theory approaches. The former is the predominant method adopted and used
in industry and literature for simulation and investigation of the transient regimes in GIS. The circuit
theory approach is based on the representation of encapsulated ensemble by equivalent electrical
circuits and distributed parameters: propagation speed, equivalent capacitance, equivalent inductance,
and characteristic impedance providing solutions in the frequency and time domain [18–24]. The circuit
formulation methodology is based on Kirchhoff’s laws embedded in different software interfaces
providing numerical solutions for an energy system operating at a known voltage level, based only
on the transverse mode of propagation of the electromagnetic wave, TEM, meaning that the method
neglects the electric and magnetic field in the direction of propagation. [25]. The method neglects
the effects of propagation losses (skin effect, etc.), which result in a lower damping coefficient for
very-high-frequency components associated with transient regimes. An important drawback of
the method consists of the impossibility to consider the three-dimensional configuration of the GIS
metallic enclosure, as well as of the grounding grid conductors during the computational process.
Considering such complex metallic structures possessed by a gas-insulated substation configuration
(e.g., enclosure, structure resistance, grounding grid conductors) located in a relatively small air
volume, electromagnetic couplings will occur between different metallic subsystems, which cannot be
quantified in the final solution provided by circuit theory approach.
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On the other hand, the electromagnetic field theory approach can be applied toward GIS
three-dimensional geometries regardless of the complexity of the model to be studied [25]. Full-wave
numerical electromagnetic analysis (NEA) methods are defined as methodologies allowing the direct
numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations in both frequency and time domain [25]. These methods
are becoming the most promising approaches to study complex transient phenomena that cannot be
straightforwardly solved by means of circuit theory or transmission line approaches (e.g., by using
electromagnetic transient program (EMTP)). Computational electromagnetics are getting increasing
attention not only in the research fields but also in the industrial fields as well as in gas-insulated
substation analysis. A method solving Maxwell’s equation directly can be classified into a differential
equation–(DE) and an integral equation–(IE) based method [25]. The most commonly used numerical
approaches in solving Maxwell equations, applicable to gas-insulated substation analysis, are method
of moments (MoM) finite element method (FEM), finite differences time domain approach (FDTD)
and partial equivalent element circuit (PEEC) method, which will be further applied and discussed.
In the vast majority of the case studies available in the literature, MoM, the IE-based method approach
applied to gas-insulated substation analysis, is focused on safety assessment during steady state,
unbalanced condition, and power frequency faults [26–28]. Although the mentioned studies provide a
comprehensive safety assessment analysis, the proposed Computer-aided design based (CAD) models
representing the GIS metallic enclosure and adjacent inner phase conductors are not properly validated.

Current studies present FEM numerical approach as a viable solution for dielectric design,
regarding GIS insulation material, in order to ensure that the electric field and its gradient are
within acceptable limits, below critical values imposed by the manufacturer [2]. Furthermore,
studies containing partial discharge detection in dielectric media (dielectric strength analysis) alongside
mechanical stress analysis and voltage breakdown between disconnecting switch (DS) contacts are
available in public literature [29–33]. FEM software packages can handle geometries regardless of
the required accuracy (DS contacts’ chamber). However, the limitation of the method arises when
large geometries need to be included in the computational domain. FDTD, similar to FEM, is based
on the DE form of Maxwell equations, resulting in the necessity to consider the entire volume space
containing the geometry under study as computational domain, which implies a high amount of
digital resources [34–39]. By adopting suitable boundary conditions (perfect matching layer [36],
perfect electrical conductor [36]), the area of interest can be extended, considering several simplifying
assumptions. Nevertheless, the computational effort required by considering the entire GIS metallic
enclosure during the analysis represents an important drawback of the FDTD approach. The PEEC
method is based on an integral equation description of the geometry that is interpreted in terms of
circuit elements: partial inductances and partial capacitances, a partial potential, which represents
the intermediate elements between electromagnetic field approach and interpretation of Maxwell’s
equations in circuit domain [40]. According to [41,42], the PEEC method shows satisfactory accuracy
in comparison with experimental results and with simulation results calculated by the MoM and the
FDTD method considering several types of electrodes with different diameters and positions with
respect to the soil surface and lengths even when more complex structures are analyzed. Several PEEC
numerical approaches applied to transient phenomena can be found in literature [43–47]. However,
the extension of application toward gas-insulated substation transient analysis remains a challenging
task due to high complexity of metallic structures involved in the computational domain.

The aim of the following study was to provide a clear understanding of the transient ground
potential rise, across the metallic structures located inside GIS building, during switching operations
considering different gas-insulated substation configurations (one GIS configuration contains a certain
number of GIS modules) in order to identify the suitable modeling technique achieving efficient
computational efforts. Through the proposed analysis methods, a parametric analysis was employed
in order to accurately quantify the transient response of the system when an additional GIS bus section
is connected to the model, by adopting a PEEC approach. For numerical modeling and simulation,
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the XGSLab software (XGSLab 9.4.1.5 version, SINT Ingegneria, Bassano del Grappa, Italy) package
was used [48].

• Based on a rigorous state-of-the-art analysis, the authors wanted to highlight the drawbacks
of the numerical methods applied toward GIS transient behavior analysis due to several
important reasons. The paper aimed to address two major drawbacks of the electromagnetic
modeling techniques:

• The lack of a validated digital avatar of the three-dimensional GIS metallic ensemble and adjacent
metallic structures;

The computational effort limitations arising when the DE-based methods are employed by
presenting the PEEC approach application on GIS transient behavior analysis thus allowing to consider
of the entire substation during the simulation process.

Up to now, due to the fact that there is no available digital model representing the three-dimensional
GIS enclosure, the transient response of the grounding system in the presence of the metallic enclosure,
connected in several locations to the grid, hence creating closed current loops affecting the fault energy
flowing throughout the substation, could not be assessed.

General Description of the System

The investigated system is a 110-kV substation with three-phase GIS modules placed in a dedicated
building. The substation has a double bus configuration containing four GIS modules, further noted
from BUS1 to BUS4, and a bus coupler (BC) arranged in a horizontal layout. The two-bus system of the
double bus configuration is placed vertically, one on the top of the other (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. General layout of the substation, initial configuration.

Inside the coaxial pipe, the phase conductors are located in a radial configuration, with respect to
the geometric origin of the enclosure.

The grounding grid layout can be described as follows: A copper strip contour (40 × 5 mm) is
located on the GIS platform surroundings to which each GIS module is connected through two copper
grounding leads. On the inner wall of the GIS building an additional copper strip contour is installed
at h = 0.3 m, which ensures the conduction paths toward the external grounding system. Three copper
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conductor contours are buried outside the GIS building at different depths with respect to the soil surface
and different distances from the GIS building wall. Taking into account the very fast time distribution of
the transient regime, the auxiliary equipment located near the GIS building (autotransformers, lightning
protection systems, etc.) were not considered during the computational process. The geometrical
characteristics and the implemented materials, adopted during the computational process, associated
with the system components are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Geometric characteristics of the model components.

Model Component Diameter d [mm] Conductor Material

Phase conductor 30 Copper
aluminum Bar 40 aluminum
Copper strip 28.65 Copper

Copper conductor 12.36 Copper
Vertical rods 20 Copper

2. Modeling Concept

2.1. CAD Approach

The GIS metallic enclosure was modeled through six parallel aluminum bars interconnected in
such a manner that the resultant geometry constitutes the GIS shell equivalent structure (hexagon-shape
geometry) (see Figure 2). The thickness of the aluminum bars was considered to be equal with the
distance between the inner and outer walls of the GIS enclosure, accounting also for the thickness of
both metallic walls. The metallic flanges located at each GIS equipment enclosure ends were modeled
through aluminum conductors with a similar diameter as the aluminum bars, in order to ensure the
galvanic connection between every two consecutive bars.

Figure 2. CAD representation of GIS pipe (a) octagon (b) pentagon.

To understand and to endorse the adopted hexagon-based geometry approach, three simplified
CAD geometries (pentagon, hexagon, and octagon layouts) were designed and tested in similar
modeling conditions for a single GIS bus section. The endorsement and validation of the geometric
approach were performed considering lightning surge scenario, considering a voltage breakdown
fault. The purpose of the study was to quantify how the different number of parallel aluminum bars
representing the solid metallic pipe will impact the transient response of the enclosure during voltage
breakdown fault, taking into account very-high-frequency transients.

From a geometric point of view, each CAD model was built following similar design procedures.
The radius of geometric circle of the enclosure (located at a half distance between the inner and the
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outer GIS walls), r = 0.248 m, was taken as reference, with all three investigated geometries being
inscribed in a circle with the corresponding circle.

The average errors computed analyzing the numerical values of maximum and minimum
amplitudes measured for the first through fourth periods of the time domain waveform were between
acceptable limits, between 2–5%. Due to the fact that the spatial distribution of the aluminum bars
surrounding the phase conductor was slightly different for each particular model, dissimilarities
between numerical values were to be expected. However, the neglectable differences between
recorded TGPR values considering different models were obtained as a result of conductive coupling,
which dominates the transient response of the system during voltage breakdown fault. According to
graphical as well as numerical results (see Figure 3), there were negligible differences between the
primary parameters of the TGPR when different enclosures were considered during the computational
process. Due to geometric symmetry reasons as well as from a computational time point of view,
the hexagon-based geometry was developed and further used for the real GIS model analysis.

Figure 3. Transient ground potential rise during lightning surge scenario, pentagon-, hexagon-,
and octagon-based geometries 10 μs.

Figure 4 illustrates the equivalent CAD model representing the metallic enclosure of a single GIS
Bus configuration.

Figure 4. CAD model representing one GIS bus section enclosure.
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2.2. Adopted Electromagnetic Field Theory Approach: Partial Equivalent Element Circuit Method

The partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) method is derived from Maxwell’s equations and
provides a full-wave solution to them [41]. The PEEC method interprets Maxwell’s equations to a
circuit domain. The theoretical derivation of the PEEC method for the thin wire structures proposed
by Yutthagowith and Ametani in [42] starts from a total electric field on a wire surface:

s·Ei(r) = s
(
Ei(r) + Es(r)

)
= s· J(r)

σ
(1)

Whole system equations in the frequency domain can be written in a matrix form corresponding
to a modified nodal analysis (MNA) formulation, as shown in Equation (2):

∣∣∣∣∣∣
jωP−1 + Ya AT

−A R + jωL

∣∣∣∣∣∣·
∣∣∣∣∣∣
φ
I

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣

IS
US

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2)

where A is an incident matrix that expresses the cell connectivity, R is a matrix of series resistances of
current cells, L is a matrix of partial inductances of current cells including the retardation effect, P is a
matrix of partial potential coefficients of the potential cells including the retardation effect, Y is a vector
of potentials on the potential cells, I is a vector of currents along with current cells, US is a vector of
voltage sources, IS is a vector of external current sources, and Ya is an additional admittance matrix of
linear and nonlinear elements [25].

The purpose of the computer-based solvers is to accurately expend analytical methods elaborated
for basic structures to real-case scenarios considering metallic towers, different geometries of the
grounding grid, gas-insulated substation metallic enclosure, and the electromagnetic interaction
between such structures. Although, initially, the PEEC numerical approach was intended to be
applied on inductivity analysis across integrated circuit boards, improvements and modifications have
been made in recent years in order to be successfully applied on transient regime analysis. As was
presented in previous sections, PEEC approach has several advantages compared to DE form-based
methods, which require the discretization of the entire computational domain’s volume, thus imposing
limitations regarding the analysis of complex geometries. Moreover, the outcome provided by PEEC
approach does not require post-processing procedures in order to obtain the potential and currents
along a circuit as FDTD, MoM, and FEM methods. Regarding the application toward gas-insulated
substation transient behavior analysis, there are barely a few papers throughout public literature
focused on this topic.

The substation is energized by two 220/110-kV autotransformers, which are modeled through
equivalent impedances, Z = 0.1 Ω. Pure resistive loads were assumed during the computational
process, modeled as transversal impedances to Earth connected at each particular phase conductor
Z = 1 Ω. The VFTO source was modeled through an ideal electromotive force (EMF) generator
situated at the tripped disconnector switch location. Beside the transient source, each metallic element
became an individual electromagnetic source, which generates a particular electric and magnetic field,
affecting the metallic structures located in nearby surroundings, the electromagnetic chain reaction.
The transient waveform is described by a double exponential function, presented in [12] with the
following parameters α = 2.31049 · 105s−1, β = 8.17350372 · 109s−1, and Vm = 1 p.u. in order to
obtain per unit results considering fault severity. The following relation describes the time domain
distribution of the voltage source in the XGSLab software package:

V(t) =
Vm

k

(
e
−t
τ1 − e

−t
τ2

)
(3)

where
τ1 =

1
β

and τ2 =
1
α
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with:

k = correction factor,
Vm =maximum amplitude of the voltage waveform,
τ1 = time to peak parameter, and
τ2 = time to half value.

The proposed analysis was performed assuming a phase-to-enclosure fault inside of BUS4
(see Figure 1 for BUS4 location inside GIS).

2.3. Assessment Methodology

To correctly quantify the contribution of each particular metallic section at the holistic transient
behavior of the substation, a parametric analysis was employed as follows: The first stage of the
computational process will contain the initial GIS configuration (5 GIS bus sections, see Figure 1),
taking into account phase-to-enclosure fault inside BUS4 enclosure, modeled through a galvanic
connection between the phase conductor and the inner wall of the enclosure. The results obtained in
this first analysis stage will represent the baseline for the investigation carried out in this paper.

With each future analysis step an additional bus section will be removed from the model until the
single GIS bus section configuration is achieved (see Figures 5 and 6 for analysis of step 2 and step
4). Minimizing the number of elements contained by the model will reduce the computational effort
bringing improvements of the required computational time. With each GIS bus section extracted from
the computational domain, the number of elements contained by the model decrease by approximately
16% (considering that the complete configuration contained five sections and the grounding grid
structure remained constant during the simulations).

Figure 5. CAD representation of analysis stage 2: GIS model with four bus sections’ modules.

Through overlapped graphical representations and numerical comparisons of the TGPR waveform
computed for different GIS configurations, the transient response of the substation during voltage
breakdown fault is assessed. This analysis will determine if the computed values of transient ground
potential rise generated throughout the substation during phase-to-enclosure fault considering a single
GIS bus section (the last stage of the investigation, see Figure 7) provide the worst-case scenario,
within acceptable deviation range from the full GIS configuration model. As a result, a suitable
modeling technique will be achieved and presented, and, therefore, the computational domain could
be reduced for further analysis and investigations. Moreover, the transient response of the grounding
grid in the presence of the metallic enclosure will be assessed and discussed. Due to the fact that there
was no available 3D model representing the entire GIS metallic ensemble, quantifying the impact of the
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enclosure on the grounding grid performance when very-high-frequency transients flowed throughout
the system was an impossible task. The response of the grid was expected not to be uniform across the
substation, although it is based on the approximative symmetrical geometric shape of the earthing
system due to the presence of the metallic enclosure. It is well known that during the very fast transient
regime the effective area of the grounding grid is significantly reduced and, therefore, the grounding
grid subsystems responsible for the fault energy clearance will be identified.

 

Figure 6. CAD representation of analysis stage 4: GIS model with two bus sections’ modules.

Figure 7. CAD representation of the final analysis stage: GIS model with a single bus section.

Figure 7 illustrates the CAD model considering the final analysis stage, single bus GIS configuration
(containing only the faulted bus). The purple dots, highlighted in Figure 7, represent the established
analysis locations across the substations, as follows: upper side of the BUS4 (faulted bus) enclosure,
grounding lead that connects BUS4 enclosure with the earthing system, copper strip located on the GIS
platform, copper strip located on the inner wall of the GIS building, and vertical rod.

Quantifying the total discharge current by the enclosure toward the grounding grid considering
such complex electromagnetic interactions within several metallic structures requires a detailed analysis
of the contribution of each particular bus section. The entire structure of the grounding grid was
considered during the computational process. Hence, the impact of adding or subtracting particular
GIS bus sections from the model was analyzed.
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3. Simulations and Results

The simulation was performed using an I7-7700 CPU, 3.60 GHz, personal computer with 16.0 GB
of RAM and required 4 h of computational time for an 800-μs simulation period for the analyzed five
GIS buses’ configuration.

In the following section, several simplifications of the computational domain are proposed, tested,
and performed in order to try to reduce computation time. Moreover, reducing the number of elements
contained by the model will simplify the mathematical formulation associated with the electromagnetic
field problem under study. When GIS arrangements contain four, three, two, and single modules then
the computational effort has been reduced accordingly.

It has to be mentioned that when large matrix systems describing the model are conceived by
the electromagnetic algorithm implemented in XGSLab software package, a well-known problem,
known as an ill-conditioned system, might arise due to the low-frequency breakdown numerical
instability. An ill-conditioned problem defines a condition of a small change in the inputs (the
right-hand side of the equations’ system) that leads to a large change in the output without real
correlation with the physical phenomenon. However, using an appropriate numerical solver and
suitable mathematical techniques, an accurate solution can be provided even for matrix systems
containing a large number of elements and unknowns [49]. When low frequencies were considered
during the simulation process, an artificial phase shift of the transient electromagnetic wave was
observed, caused by the numerical instabilities associated with the low-frequency breakdown [50].
In order to overcome the low-frequency breakdown challenge, frequencies between 0–1000 Hz were
not considered during the computational process. Considering the very fast nature of the physical
phenomenon, the output of the method was not affected by the low-frequency spectrum elimination.

Figure 8 shows characteristics of TGPR on the grounding lead associated with BUS4 under
influence of faulted bus enclosure with the earthing system considering five, four, and one GIS bus
section’s(s’) configuration. The analysis was performed on the grounding lead that connects the faulted
bus enclosure with the earthing system for different gas-insulated substation configurations.

Figure 8. Transient ground potential rise on the grounding lead associated with BUS4.
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Considering additional GIS bus sections into the computational domain is equivalent to generating
multiple parallelism conditions between each pair of metallic elements contained by the model
(aluminum bar–aluminum bar, aluminum bar–copper strip) through which electromagnetic couplings
are developed. While single GIS bus module configuration (only the faulted bus section) was analyzed,
the transient response computed at the level of grounding lead was more severe (approximately
double), due to the fact that the fault energy was not cleared throughout a complex metallic structure
as in the case of four and five GIS bus sections’ configuration. It can be noted that the computed
voltage waveforms were characterized by similar harmonics when four and five GIS modules were
considered during the computational domain.

When the analysis was performed on the upper side of BUS4 metallic enclosure, similar behavior
to that of the TGPR was observed, as in the previous case: Gradually extracting additional GIS bus
section from the model caused an amplifying effect on the oscillatory character of the voltage waveform
combined with the reduction of the maximum amplitude (see also Figures 9 and 10). A steeper
character 0.045 (time to peak) μs can be observed when a single bus is considered in comparison with
0.14 μs when four and five buses are considered, respectively. Similar harmonics and time-to-peak
parameters describing the transient voltage waveforms computed during the computational process
considering five and four GIS bus sections, respectively, could be observed (see Figure 7).

 
Figure 9. Transient ground potential rise on the upper side of metallic enclosure (BUS4).

Figure 10 illustrates the absolute maximum TGPR amplitude computed on the upper side of the
metallic enclosure while considering different GIS configurations during the computational process.
Besides the parallelism conditions generated by multiple GIS sections contained in the computational
domain, the proportions of equivalent inductance, capacitance, and resistance into the circuit were
modified. From the harmonic point of view, the multiple parallel GIS modules behaved as a filter
(see Figures 8, 9 and 11).
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Figure 10. Comparison between TGPR computed considering five GIS configurations.

Figure 11. Transient ground potential rise across copper strip located on GIS platform, considering
different GIS buses’ configuration.

The amplification effect influencing the oscillatory character of the transient overvoltage waveform
provided by gradually extracting bus sections from the model could be observed also across the
copper strip ring located on GIS concrete platform surroundings (Figure 11). However, as the distance
from the transient source increased, as well as from the aluminum bars’ configuration, the impact of
electromagnetic couplings developed between particular metallic enclosure elements did not affect in
a similar manner the maximum TGPR values recorded as in previous locations.
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Let us assume that the first significant frequency period can be determined within the first 0.2 μs
(nonperiodic signal) in all the cases presented in Figure 11. The time-to-peak parameters related to
TGPR waveforms computed while five, four, and one GIS bus section(s) were 0.0525 μs for first two
cases and 0.0775 μs, respectively, however, with different polarities. The multiple reflections of the
electromagnetic wave travelling within aluminum bars’ configuration, considering multiple GIS bus
sections contained by the model, generated relatively steeper voltage waveform in comparison with a
single GIS bus configuration.

Figure 12 illustrates the transient overvoltage computed on the inner wall of the GIS building,
analysis location, highlighted in Figure 5, considering different gas-insulated substation configurations.

 
Figure 12. TGPR on the copper strip located on the inner wall of GIS building.

Considering the five GIS bus sections’ configuration, the maximum amplitude describing TGPR
computed across copper strip located on the inner wall of GIS building was attenuated with 87%,
if compared with the maximum amplitude computed throughout the substation, which was considered
as a reference value (on the metallic enclosure of BUS4).

When the transient electromagnetic wave reached the grounding grid, conductors located outside
GIS building, vertical rods, and copper conductor, the oscillatory character was fully damped,
as depicted in Figure 13, regardless of the GIS configuration considered during the computational
process. Similar maximum amplitudes of the transient ground potential rise were computed on the
vertical rod in comparison with those obtained at the previous analysis location; hence, the efficiency
of the grounding grid decreased when the distance from the transient source increased. Comparing the
TGPR computed, taking into account different GIS configurations, the worst-case scenario was obtained
when five GIS buses were included in the computational domain and similar transient response of
the vertical rods was computed when single and four GIS buses’ configurations were considered.
However, in order to achieve an accurate assessment regarding the holistic behavior of the substation,
the number of GIS sections in the model must be limited in the computational process.
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Figure 13. TGPR, one particular vertical rod, comparison considering several GIS configurations.

4. Discussions

In general, if the assessment of safety procedures is successfully achieved for the worst-case
scenarios, as a conservative measure, it can be said that the substation is fully protected. However,
this could result in an overdesign of the required protection system and additional unnecessary
financial costs. In order to achieve a safety level of the substation, the main characteristics of the
protection system must overcome the transient overvoltage generated across the substation that is
described by frequency, amplitude, and time-to-peak parameter. Designing a suitable safety protection
system requires that the computational domain must contain the on-site physical configuration.

It is important to mention that the TGPR waveform illustrated throughout the current paper
contained incident, reflected, and refracted components. The XGSLab software package computed
the electromagnetic interaction between each pair of two metallic elements contained by the model.
Therefore, the outcome of the method contained the combined effects of inductive, capacitive,
and conductive couplings, fully taken into account.

Based on the conclusions from the state-of-the-art section (Introduction), a 3D model representing
the entire metallic ensemble was required to accurately assess the holistic transient response of a
gas-insulated substation and adjacent metallic structures during voltage breakdown fault, considering
the very fast transient regime. The main concept of the proposed modeling technique was to
represent the metallic enclosure (coaxial pipe) through several parallel aluminum bars. A first step
of the proposed analysis method was to quantify how different numbers of parallel aluminum bars
representing the solid metallic pipe will impact the transient response of the enclosure during voltage
breakdown fault, taking into account very-high-frequency transients. According to the computed
results (see Figure 3) there were negligible differences between the primary parameters of the TGPR
when different enclosures were considered during the computational process, considering certain
operating conditions.

Keeping in mind the hexagonal geometric model proposed, identified as most suitable for large GIS
modeling, the transient ground potential rise was computed at several locations across the substations.
According to the graphical and numerical results presented throughout the current paper, the spatial
distribution of the TGPR across the grounding grid, especially inside GIS building, was not uniform,
although the geometric arrangement of the earthing system was relatively symmetric with respect
to the GIS platform, due to the presence of the metallic enclosure. As the distance from the transient
source increased, as well as from the aluminum bars’ configuration, the impact of electromagnetic
couplings developed between particular metallic enclosures did not affect in a similar manner the
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maximum TGPR values recorded at various analysis locations. The maximum attenuation coefficients
were recorded when the TGPR was analyzed starting from the upper side of the metallic enclosure
up the GIS platform (69% when five-section configuration was considered, see Table 2). When the
observation point moved toward the extremities of the grounding grid (namely, on the vertical rods)
negligible TGPR attenuation rates were obtained. Therefore, it can be concluded that during very fast
transients flowing throughout the substation the grounding grid effective area was located near the
transient source, more precisely, on the GIS concrete platform.

Table 2. Maximum absolute amplitudes describing the TGPR waveforms at different locations.

TGPR on BUS4’s Metallic Enclosure

5 Sections 4 Sections 3 Sections 2 Sections 1 Section

Max Potential [p.u.] 0.13927 0.12002 0.11002 0.07458 0.11208

TGPR on the BUS4’s Grounding Lead

5 Sections 4 Sections 3 Sections 2 Sections 1 Section

Max Potential [p.u.] 0.04369 0.05475 0.05475 0.04396 0.11208

Attenuation [%] 69% 54% 50% 41% 0%

TGPR Copper Strip Located on GIS Platform

5 Sections 4 Sections 3 Sections 2 Sections 1 Section

Max Potential [p.u.] 0.03037 0.02355 0.02102 0.01707 0.02897

Attenuation [%] 30% 57% 62% 61% 74%

TGPR on Copper Strip Located on the Inner Wall of GIS Building

5 Sections 4 Sections 3 Sections 2 Sections 1 Section

Max Potential [p.u.] 0.01723 0.01209 0.01209 0.00605 0.02086

Attenuation [%] 43% 49% 42% 65% 28%

TGPR on Vertical Rod

5 Sections 4 Sections 3 Sections 2 Sections 1 Section

Max Potential [p.u.] 0.01785 0.01218 0.01119 0.0021 0.01202

Attenuation [%] −4% −1% 7% 65% 42%

When the parametric study is employed several discussions can be initiated regarding the
quantification of each GIS bus section into the overall transient response of the system. Through this
type of analysis, the proper modeling technique is established. Moreover, through the number of
GIS buses’ variation during the simulations, the stability and modularity of the proposed modeling
technique are achieved. The outcome of the method in all simulation conditions is strictly related to
physical phenomenon rather than pure numerical dependencies. According to the TGPR comparison
presented in a previous section (see Figures 9, 11 and 12), the oscillatory character of the wave is
damped within the traveling path due to resistive, inductive, and capacitive behavior of the metallic
ensemble. Therefore, the frequency attenuation coefficient is directly proportional with the length of
propagation path and equivalent with the number of elements contained by the model. According to
the maximum overvoltage amplitudes presented in Table 2, when three, four, and five GIS sections are
contained by the model, the area of the grounding grid clearing the transient energy is located inside
the GIS building. Moreover, the copper strip situated beneath GIS metallic enclosure (copper strip ring
and the grounding leads) will dominate the damping effect provided by the grounding grid during
voltage breakdown (see Table 2).

When a single GIS bus configuration is considered during the computational process, the transient
response of the system behaves differently, if compared with multiple sections’ scenario. Similar TGPR
maximum amplitudes are computed across the metallic enclosure and the grounding leads when a
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single bus section configuration is considered. Having multiple GIS sections in the model is equivalent
to considering multiple existing electromagnetic couplings across the substation due to multiple
parallelism conditions provided by the aluminum bars’ ensemble, which greatly affect the overall
transient response of the substation.

Different attenuation profiles of the transient electromagnetic wave phenomena are observed
when different GIS configurations are considered during the computational process. According to
the previous presented statements, it must be mentioned that, under no circumstance, should the
simplification of the model in order to reduce the computational time be applied; whereas significant
differences occurring between the topology of the computed time domain electromagnetic waveform
in all considered configurations were observed (see Figures 9, 11 and 12). Taking into account the
different TGPR waveforms’ topologies computed while single and multiple bus arrangements are
considered, in order to design a suitable safety protection system, the computational domain must
contain the on-site physical configuration.

5. Conclusions

Several important objectives were accomplished during the current study, which contributes to a
better understanding of the holistic transient behavior of the gas-insulated substation.

The numerical instabilities due to the low-frequency breakdown were overpassed by neglecting
the first frequencies’ decades from the spectrum, between 0–1000 Hz during the computational process.
By means of fast Fourier transform, the numerical algorithm embedded in the XGSLab software
package computed the harmonic components of the transient source waveform, and the solution of the
associated mathematical problem was obtained in the frequency domain. Applying the inverse fast
Fourier transform, the time domain solution was computed. Considering the very fast nature of the
physical phenomenon, the harmonic components with characteristic frequencies below 1000 Hz did
not affect the overall transient behavior of the system under study.

A novel electromagnetic field-based model was developed, representing a real gas-insulated
substation configuration. Based on the TGPR assessment at various locations across the substations,
the proper modeling technique was established.

The effective area of the grounding grid during the voltage breakdown fault was identified.
Based on the numerical and graphical results, a pattern regarding the fault energy flowing throughout
the substation was established, which will contribute to a better understanding of the holistic transient
behavior of a typical GIS substation.

The electromagnetic couplings developed inside the GIS building between the metallic enclosure
and certain components of the grounding grid affected the behavior of the latter near the GIS platform.
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Abstract: High reliability, independence from environmental conditions, and the compact design
of gas-insulated systems will lead to a wide application in future high voltage direct current
(HVDC) transmission systems. Reliable operation of these assets can be ensured by applying
meaningful and robust partial discharge diagnosis during development tests, acceptance tests,
or operation. Therefore, the discharge behavior must be well understood. This paper aims to
contribute to this understanding by investigating the partial discharge behavior of a distorted weakly
inhomogeneous electrode arrangement in sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) and synthetic air under high DC
voltage stress. In order to get a better understanding, the partial discharge current is measured under
the variation of the insulation gas pressure, the gas type, the electric field strength, and the voltage
polarity. Derived from this, a classification of the different discharge types is performed. As a result,
four different discharge types can be categorized depending on the experimental parameters:
discharge impulses, discharge impulses with superimposed pulseless discharges, discharge impulses
with superimposed pulseless discharges, and subsequent smaller discharges and pulseless discharges.
Concluding suggestions for partial discharge measurements under DC voltage stress are given:
recommendations for the necessary measurement time, the applied voltage and polarity, and useful
measurement techniques.

Keywords: partial discharge; protrusion; gas-insulated system; HVDC; SF6; synthetic air

1. Introduction

Gas-insulated systems (GIS) have been the state-of-the-art in high voltage alternating current
(HVAC) transmission grids since the 1960s [1]. These systems have major advantages compared to
air-insulated systems (AIS) like their space-saving design, their independence from environmental
conditions, and their higher reliability. These advantages are beneficial for high voltage direct current
(HVDC) transmission systems as well. Especially due to the growing importance of renewable energy
sources and their integration into the existing power grid, longer transmission lines have to be built.
This is economically feasible only by using HVDC technologies. The advantageous space-saving design
of GIS can be used, for example, to reduce the size of offshore converter-platforms, to ensure a reliable
power transmission in densely populated areas, and to allow building high voltage infrastructure close
to protected landscapes due to their low visual impact. Therefore, gas-insulated HVDC systems are
a space-saving solution for HVDC substations.

Due to the transition of the electric field, the directed movement of charge carriers, and the
accumulation of charge carriers on gas-solid interfaces, the development of gas-insulated HVDC
systems is challenging [2,3]. Reliable operation can be ensured, using partial discharge (PD)
measurements during type tests, factory acceptance tests, on-site tests, and operation (monitoring).
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For AC applications, electrical PD measurements using the phase-resolved partial discharge pattern
(PRPD) have been well known since the 1960s for various types of defects [4]. Due to the missing
phase relation, the procedures and analysis tools used under AC voltage stress cannot be applied
directly for DC equipment. Additionally, the directed movement of charge carriers, space-charges in
the gas, and accumulated charges at the gas-solid interfaces lead to a significantly different partial
discharge behavior under DC voltage stress [5–12]. One major challenge, reported in the literature, is the
occurrence of pulseless discharges, which cannot be detected using the conventional methods according
to IEC 60270 [13] and ultra-high frequency (UHF) measurements [5,10,11]. Summarizing these
challenges, the PD experts stated in the literature that a major problem during PD measurements and
analysis under DC voltage stress is the lack of experience [14]. In addition, the physical PD behavior
under DC voltage stress is not as well understood as under AC voltage stress, since space charges
can accumulate over a long time period. However, a reliable PD diagnosis requires the knowledge
of the discharge behavior. Hence, the aim of this investigation is to bridge the gap of knowledge for
one typical defect in gas-insulated systems: a protrusion. Therefore, the partial discharge current
of a fixed needle in a weakly inhomogeneous electric field is measured. The measurements reveal
four different discharge types that may occur depending on the electric field strength, gas pressure,
and voltage polarity.

The insulating gas sulfur-hexafluoride (SF6) has been used as a dielectric in gas-insulated
systems since the early 1960s. Due to the high global warming potential (GWP) of this gas and
the related political will to reduce the emission of fluorinated gases, alternative gases with a low GWP
come to the fore of manufacturers and customers [15–18]. These gases can be pure natural gases or
mixtures of natural gases, like synthetic air. Furthermore, these alternatives can be gas-mixtures with
highly electron affine components in order to improve their dielectric behavior. In this contribution,
the discharge behavior of SF6 is compared with the behavior of pressurized synthetic air as one
example for an alternative gas.

2. Physical Fundamentals

Comprehensive knowledge about the physical fundamentals of the discharge formation is
necessary, in order to understand the different discharge phenomena observed in this investigation.

A necessary requirement for the discharge inception is the presence of a starting electron. It can
be emitted from the cathode [19] or by electron detachment of gas molecules. This detachment mainly
occurs due to cosmic radiation [20,21]. The starting electron will be accelerated in the stationary
electric field. As soon as the kinetic energy, absorbed from the electric field, is high enough, ionization
due to the collision with other molecules or ions takes place. Newly generated electrons are again
accelerated in the electric field. The number of ionization processes per electron and per unit of distance
is described by the ionization coefficient α. At the same time, η electrons are attached to molecules or
ions. If more electrons are generated than attached to ions or molecules (α > η), an electron avalanche
develops. Hence, the main parameter characterizing insulating gases is the effective ionization
coefficient ᾱ = α − η. If the effective ionization coefficient becomes ᾱ > 0, the number of free electrons
in the gas increases like an avalanche. The ionization coefficient depends on the type of insulating
gas [22], mainly determined by its electron affinity. For example, the electron affinity of oxygen is
lower than that of SF6. Nitrogen has no ability to attach free electrons. Hence, the electrical strength of
synthetic air is lower than that of SF6. The effective ionization coefficient ᾱ can be calculated according
to Equation (1) for SF6 and according to Equations (2) and (3) for atmospheric air depending on the
electric field strength E and the gas pressure [21,23]. Since the dielectric strength of an insulating gas
depends on its gas density, ᾱ is related to p20 °C, the gas pressure at 20 °C, in order to specify this density
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dependence. It is assumed that the discharge behavior of pressurized synthetic air and pressurized
atmospheric air is comparable.
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According to the physics, the ionization coefficient of SF6 is considerably lower than that of
synthetic air (Figure 1). This leads to the assumption that the inception and growth of the PD
avalanches will show remarkable differences between the insulating gases. Due to the significantly
higher slope of the effective ionization coefficient of SF6 compared to air in the zero crossing (ᾱ ≥ 0),
the discharge behavior of SF6 is expected to be much stronger, dependent on small changes of the
electric field strength.
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Figure 1. Effective ionization coefficient of air and SF6 in dependence of electrical field strength and
gas pressure (according to Equations (1)–(3)).

The charge carriers, electrons and ions, generate drift in the electric field with a certain velocity,
which is inversely proportional to the gas pressure [20]. Due to their higher mass, the mobility μion of
positive and negative ions is significantly lower than the mobility μe of electrons (Table 1).

Table 1. Mobility of ions and electrons in SF6 and air at approximately 0.1 MPa.

μe in cm2

V·s μion in cm2

V·s
SF6 ≈ 200 0.42 ... 1.0 [21,24–26]
Air ≈ 500 1.0 ... 2.5 [26–29]

The differences in the drift velocities of electrons and ions lead to a concentration of electrons in
the avalanches’ head, whereas the generated ions can be considered as remaining at their position.
If the number of electrons in the avalanches’ head exceeds the critical number of 108, the electric
field strength of the avalanche, in addition to the background field, is sufficiently high to initiate
photoionization, and thus, additional electron avalanches in the vicinity of the first discharge channel
are started. This discharge process is well known as streamer discharge [30,31]. If streamer inception
takes place, the electrical field strength exceeds the gas density dependent dielectric strength of the
insulating gas in a certain region, the so-called critical volume.
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In SF6, the discharge inception is equivalent to the streamer inception [21]. In addition to this
single streamer discharge, it is reported in the literature that one PD impulse with a high magnitude
can be followed by several impulses with a lower magnitude [32,33]. These subsequent PD events are
generated in the channel of the first streamer [32].

The charge carriers, generated by the streamers, can form a stable space charge, which significantly
influences the electric field strength in this region. If the number of charges generated is equivalent to
the number of charges drifting off from the space charge region, a constant pulseless direct current can
be measured, known as glow discharge. It is evident that a streamer discharge might be superimposed
on this glow discharge, if the space charge region becomes instable [21].

The described charge carrier movement in the electric field can be measured as a current (Figure 2).
This current consists of a fast rising electron current Ie, representing the growth of the electron
avalanche, and a slow ion current Iion, representing the ion drift. According to the literature [33,34],
the electron current is significantly higher than the ion current.

iPD

t

Iion

Ie 100Iion

Ie = ÎPD

Figure 2. Partial discharge current consisting of electron current Ie and ion current Iion [33].

To the authors’ knowledge, there is no comprehensive study of the partial discharge behavior of
a protrusion in gas-insulated systems under DC voltage stress with respect to PD current measurements.
For this reason, in this contribution, the electron current Ie and the ion current Iion are measured
depending on the polarity, the applied voltage, and the gas pressure. It is expected that a classification
of the occurring PD types can be derived from the measurements considering the current amplitudes
and the time differences between subsequent discharge impulses. This classification would provide
a basis for a meaningful interpretation of PD measurements in gas-insulated DC systems. A comparison
of the results obtained in SF6 with measurements in pressurized synthetic air will give an outlook for
future research focusing on alternative insulating gases under DC voltage stress.

3. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup was located in a completely shielded room in order to achieve a high
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), necessary for the measurement of low currents.

3.1. Generation of High DC Voltage with Low Ripple

Investigating the discharge physics under DC voltage stress requires a DC voltage with low
ripple. This is necessary because a ripple factor δU of a few percent can lead to a phase dependent
concentration of PD impulses in the voltage maximum and would therefore influence the PD behavior
significantly [35].

For this reason, a symmetric Greinacher voltage doubler circuit (Figure 3) was used to generate
high DC voltages [4]. It was fed with a power frequency f = 50 Hz and loaded by a current I.
In contrast to common Greinacher circuits with a ripple of δU (Equation (4)), the smoothing capacitors
Cs were charged every half-cycle, leading to a lower ripple δUsymm according to Equation (5).
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δU =
I

2 · f · Cs
(4)

δUsymm =
I

4 · f · Cs
(5)

Hence, the ripple could be reduced by a factor of two. In addition, a high smoothing capacitance
Cs was used to further reduce the voltage ripple. In contrast to usual realizations of the symmetric
Greinacher circuit [4], two high voltage transformers with a primary voltage shifted by 180° were used
in this investigation.

Due to the maximum reverse voltage of the rectifiers used, the maximum output voltage of
this voltage doubler circuit was limited to UDC max = ±250 kV. The measured voltage ripple was
approximately 250 V at its maximum (δUsymm ≤ 0.1%). The voltage measurement was performed
using a calibrated ohmic voltage divider with a Highvolt MU17 peak voltmeter. A resistor Rd and
an inductance Ld were placed in between the DC voltage supply and the test object Cp in order to limit
the current in case of a breakdown.

Cd Cd

Cs

Cs

Cs

Cs

Cp

R1

R2

Rd Ld

Up Up

UDC

Cd = Cs = 10 nF
R1 = R2 = 250 MΩ

Rd = 106 kΩLd = 90 mH

Gas-insulated
test object

Figure 3. Circuit diagram of a symmetric Greinacher voltage doubler circuit for the generation of high
DC voltage with low ripple.

3.2. Electrode Arrangement and Test Vessel

The high DC voltage supply was connected to the gas-insulated test vessel using a SF6-air
bushing (Figure 4a). The test vessel used was a commercially available part of a 420 kV GIS with
a sandblasted encapsulation. It allowed investigations up to an absolute gas pressure of 0.7 MPa.

1

2

(a) Photo of the exerimental setup with
� symmetric Greinacher circuit and
� test vessel.

d ri

l

PTFE

IPD

(b) Weakly inhomogeneous electrode
arrangement with protruding needle.

Figure 4. Test setup and electrode arrangement.
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In order to model the electric field of a real gas-insulated system, a weakly inhomogeneous
electrode arrangement made of aluminum was placed inside the test vessel (Figure 4b). The gap
distance between the half-sphere and the plate could be varied between d = (0...100) mm.
Hence, the degree of homogeneity η could be varied from 0.88 to 0.37. For the investigations presented
in this paper, the gap distance was fixed at d = 60 mm. This resulted in η ≈ 0.52, which was close to
real applications [33]. In order to investigate the PD behavior of the insulating gases, a protrusion
was placed in the middle of the half-sphere. The used needles were made of 100Cr6 steel and had
a tip radius of ri ≈ 22 μm. The length of the needle was l = 5 mm. To measure the partial discharge
current IPD, the needle was separated from the grounded sphere using an insulating PTFE ring and
directly connected to an SMA adapter. The polarities mentioned in this investigation refer always to
the polarity of the protrusion.

3.3. Measurement Setup

Since the expected PD current consisted of a pulseless current with superimposed impulse
currents, the magnitude and frequency content of the whole signal were very broad. Hence, it was
reasonable to use two different measurement setups.

3.3.1. Measurement of Impulse Currents

The measurements were performed using a high bandwidth oscilloscope-type Teledyne
LeCroy WavePro 735 ZiA with an analogue bandwidth of 3.5 GHz, a maximum sample rate
of 20 GS/s (using four channels), and a memory of 128 MSa per channel to allow long-term,
high bandwidth measurements.

In order to get a deeper understanding of the partial discharge peak current ÎPD and the time
differences between subsequent impulses, a high frequency current measurement was necessary.
Hence, the needle electrode was directly connected to the oscilloscope using a low loss coaxial
cable and a terminating resistor Rmeas = 50Ω in parallel to the input impedance of the oscilloscope
used Rosci = 1 MΩ ||Cosci = 16 pF. Even though the used measurement device had a high analogue
bandwidth, the measurement circuit (Figure 5a) led to a frequency dependent measurement impedance,
especially due to the capacitance Ccable of the coaxial cable used (Figure 5b).

Ccable CosciRmeas Rosci

IPD

Uosci

Z

(a) Equivalent circuit of the used current
measurement impedance Z.

0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1 000
0

20

40

f / MHz −→

|Z
|/

Ω
−→

(b) Frequency dependence of
the measurement impedance Z.

Figure 5. Frequency dependence of the measurement circuit used.

Since the partial discharge current was calculated using Equation (6), the frequency dependence
of the measurement circuit was not taken into account. This led to an amplitude error in the presented
partial discharge peak currents, if their frequency content exceeded several megahertz. Due to the
unknown frequency content of the partial discharge current, this approach seemed appropriate and was
already used in other different publications [34,36]. Furthermore, one has to mention that the electrode
arrangement influenced the measured PD current as well, mainly due to the stray capacitances between
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the protruding needle, the ground/high-voltage electrode, and the encapsulation of the test vessel [37].
Because the influence of these capacitances could not be easily quantified, they were neglected in
this investigation.

Each occurring PD impulse triggered a 1 μs long sequence. The minimum time difference between
two subsequent sequences was Δtmin = 1 μs according to the manufacturer. If a PD occurred in the
dead time between two sequence recordings, it could not be detected.

IPD =
Uosci

50Ω
(6)

Not only the partial discharge current amplitudes were investigated, but also the time differences
between subsequent impulses. Since it was expected that they could occur with a rather high
time difference of several milliseconds to seconds, the sequence mode of the oscilloscope was used
(Figure 6) [38].

t / μs

IPD 

0- 0.5 0.5

in
te

rs
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ue
nc

e 
tim

e
sequence 2sequence 1

1.5 2.5

Figure 6. Sequence sampling mode.

3.3.2. Measurement of Pulseless Currents

Even though the pulseless PD current could be measured with the oscilloscope as well, it was,
in terms of the expected high amplitude differences between the impulse current and the pulseless
current (Figure 2), reasonable to measure the smaller pulseless currents separately. Therefore,
a transimpedance amplifier was connected to the needle electrode instead of the oscilloscope.
Two low-pass filters with a cut-off frequency of approximately 4 Hz and two amplifiers allowed
precise measurements of the pulseless PD current with a high SNR in the range from 0.1 nA to 100 μA.
The data logger was connected via Bluetooth to the measurement computer and transmitted the mean
value of the measured direct current every second. The operational readiness of this measurement
device was already proven by other investigations [3,39].

4. Test Execution and Data Evaluation

4.1. Test Execution

In order to understand the partial discharge behavior in dependence of the electric field strength,
the investigations were performed at different voltage levels, starting from the inception voltage.
Due to the missing general accepted definition of the inception voltage [38,40], the voltage with the
first measurable partial discharge current impulse was determined as inception voltage Ui in this
investigation (cf. Section 5.1). The investigations were performed at multiples of this voltage at absolute
gas pressures of pSF6

= 0.1 MPa, 0.5 MPa and 0.7 MPa. The dew point of the SF6 used was lower than
−35 °C with a purity of at least 99%. The experiments in synthetic air were carried out at an absolute
gas pressure of psyn. air = 0.5 MPa. The gas consisted of 20.5% oxygen (O2) in nitrogen (N2) according
to the manufacturer. Its moisture content was less than 2.0 ppmmol.

Studying the impulse currents, the number of recorded sequences (each with a duration of 1 μs)
depended on the time difference between subsequent impulses. For the measurements at inception
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voltage, five-hundred sequences were recorded and analyzed; if the applied voltage was higher than
the inception voltage, 3000 to 4000 sequences were examined. An exception was the investigations at
positive polarities of the protrusion at inception voltage: at higher gas pressures of pSF6

= 0.5 MPa
and pSF6

= 0.7 MPa, only ten sequences could be recorded due to the long time difference between
two impulses.

The studies of the pulseless partial discharge current were carried out with a stepped voltage
rising test. At each step, the voltage was kept constant for 5 min, and the mean value of the PD current
measured within this period was evaluated.

The needle electrodes used were changed after every test execution in order to avoid the influence
of changing tip radii on the PD behavior. More precisely, one needle was used for the investigations at
one polarity and one pressure value, but different voltage levels.

4.2. Data Evaluation

In the following, the evaluation of the data acquired using the oscilloscope is discussed, to make
the presentation of the results more comprehensible. The recorded sequences with 20,000 data points
each were evaluated individually in MATLAB® to determine the impulse current amplitude ÎPD

and the time difference between subsequent sequences Δt (Figure 7). In this investigation, the time
differences between two sequences were a measure for the time differences between subsequent
impulses, since the length of one sequence of 1 μs was in most cases negligible with respect to the time
difference Δt >> 1 μs. If one sequence contained more than one partial discharge impulse, this would
be evaluated separately.
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Figure 7. Sample sequences for the data evaluation (negative protrusion, pSF6 = 0.1 MPa, U = 2 · Ui).

To achieve a meaningful data evaluation, the following definitions were made and applied to
every recorded sequence: A noise level was calculated with a moving average out of 1500 data points
multiplied by a factor of five. A PD current impulse needed to be larger than this calculated noise level
and higher than a defined minimum impulse amplitude ÎPD min to be evaluated as a PD event (Table 2).
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Table 2. Parameters for the data evaluation.

SF6 Synthetic Air

p/MPa | ÎPD min|/μA at Δtimp min/ns | ÎPD min|/μA at Δtimp min/ns

U i 2 · U i 3 · U i U i 2 · U i 3 · U i

positive protrusion
0.1 350 350 - * 65 - - - -
0.5 100 350 - * 15 350 350 350 15
0.7 100 - * - * 15 - - - -

negative protrusion
0.1 30 350 - * 65 - - - -
0.5 30 30 30 65 350 350 350 15
0.7 35 35 - * 65 - - - -

* No measurements possible because the measurement voltage was too close to breakdown voltage.

The parameter ÎPD min was determined depending on the measured impulse current amplitudes,
since the noise level was dependent on the chosen measurement range of the oscilloscope. If one
sequence contained more than one single impulse, the definition of a minimum time difference
between subsequent impulses in one sequence Δtimp min was necessary, to avoid the oscillations
following an impulse being evaluated as another PD impulse.

5. Results

Following, the measurement results are presented. As a summary, a classification of the occurred
partial discharge phenomena is derived that helps to improve the understanding and interpretation of
PD measurement at a protrusion under DC voltage stress. Therefore, the impulse current amplitude
ÎPD, the time difference between two subsequent sequences Δt, and the pulseless partial discharge
current Imean were analyzed in dependence of the gas pressure and the applied voltage.

5.1. Inception Voltage (Voltage Rising Test)

In order to determine the inception of current impulses and the pulseless PD current in
dependence of the polarity of the protrusion and the gas pressure, a voltage rising test (VRT) was
performed (Figure 8). The rate of voltage increase was set to 0.5 kV · s−1.

0.1 MPa 0.5 MPa 0.7 MPa
0

50

100

|U
|/

kV
−→

(a) Negative protrusion.

inception of current impulses inception of pulseless current

0.1 MPa 0.5 MPa 0.7 MPa
(b) Positive protrusion.

Figure 8. Inception of current impulses and pulseless currents in dependence of gas pressure and the
polarity of the protrusion in SF6.
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The measurements determined different voltages for the inception of impulse currents and
pulseless PD currents. At a negative protrusion, these voltages were very similar. Only slight differences
occurred due to measurement uncertainties and the statistical behavior of the discharge inception.
At a positive protrusion, the inception of pulseless PD currents took place at higher voltages than the
inception of current impulses. That led to the conclusion that a pulseless partial discharge current,
probably a superposition of many small electron avalanches, was superimposed on the PD impulses
and emerged in dependence of the polarity and the electric field strength.

The inception voltage of the current impulses at a positive protrusion was almost twice the
inception voltage determined for a negative protrusion. These differences could be explained with
the different supply of starting electrons in dependence of the polarity of the protrusion. Due to
field emission processes from the cathode, more electrons were present in front of the negative
protrusion [19]. The starting electrons at the positive protrusion had to be generated by collision
detachment of negative ions close to the needle electrode [38]. Another fact influencing the growth
of a PD impulse in the vicinity of a protrusion was the direction of movement of electrons and
ions. Electrons at a positive protrusion were accelerated in the direction of the protrusion, whereas
electrons at a negative protrusion were accelerated in the direction of the oppositely charged electrode.
This underlined the polarity dependencies. The changing gas pressure had no influence on the
described polarity effects.

An increased gas pressure led to an increased inception voltage for both polarities, which
corresponded to the assumptions derived in the Physical Fundamentals Section. The effective
ionization coefficient ᾱ decreased with an increasing gas pressure (Figure 1).

In the following sections, the presented results always refer to the inception of PD current impulses
for each polarity-pressure combination, which was thus determined as the inception voltage Ui in
this investigation.

5.2. Partial Discharge Impulse Current

In the following, the investigations of the PD current impulses, in particular the impulse
current amplitude ÎPD and the time difference between subsequent sequences Δt, are described.
The investigation of the positive protrusion could only be carried out with a limited voltage,
since higher voltages were too close to the breakdown voltage with a high risk of damaging the
measurement equipment.

5.2.1. Amplitude of Partial Discharge Impulses

The amplitude of the partial discharge impulses depended on the polarity of the protrusion,
the gas pressure, and the electric field strength (Figure 9).

In principle, a higher gas pressure led to a lower amplitude of the impulse current. The amplitude
of the impulse current was in the same range for both polarities. For negative polarity of the protrusion
and high gas pressures (pSF6 ≥ 0.5 MPa), the partial discharge current amplitudes remained almost
constant. At a gas pressure of 0.1 MPa, an increased voltage led to an increase of the amplitude of the
impulse current in one order of magnitude. If the voltage was increased further up to a voltage of
U ≈ 2.6 · Ui, no current impulses could be measured any longer, whereas the measurement with the
transimpedance amplifier was still showing a pulseless current (cf. Section 5.3). Obviously, the partial
discharge physics had changed. It could be assumed that a pulseless glow discharge built up at the
protrusion. In the investigated pressure-voltage range, this behavior could only be observed under
a gas pressure of 0.1 MPa and a negative polarity of the protrusion.

When increasing the voltage at a positive protrusion and a gas pressure of 0.5 MPa, a significant
increase of the amplitude of the impulse current could be measured.
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Figure 9. Mean value and maximum/minimum of the amplitude of the impulse current in SF6

depending on the voltage polarity and the gas pressure.

5.2.2. Time Difference between Subsequent Sequences

The observed time differences between subsequent sequences varied in a huge range between
a few microseconds and several minutes (Figure 10). The scatter for almost every voltage-pressure
constellation was rather high. Due to the breakdown danger, it was not possible to perform
measurements at 0.7 MPa for a positive protrusion.

In general, the time differences between subsequent sequences at a positive protrusion were
smaller than at a negative one, and a higher voltage led to a decreased time between subsequent
sequences. At a gas pressure of 0.1 MPa, a higher voltage led to a higher time difference between
subsequent impulses. The space charge in front of the protrusion became more stable, preventing
the inception of further impulses. Above 2.6 · Ui, no impulses could be measured any longer at the
negative protrusion. As known from the measurements under Section 5.3, only a pulseless current
occurred. No statement can be given for a positive protrusion above 2 · Ui, since the voltage could
not be increased further due to the danger of a breakdown. At a positive protrusion and a gas
pressure of 0.5 MPa, a remarkable change of the PD behavior could be observed, when increasing
the voltage from 1 · Ui to 2 · Ui: the amplitude of the impulse current increased by one order of
magnitude (cf. Figure 9), whereas the time between subsequent sequences decreased by approximately
seven orders of magnitude (Figure 10). Considering the time dependent PD current (Figure 11) at
inception voltage, only one small current impulse could be measured per sequence (Figure 11a);
whereas at 2 · Ui, one high current impulse in the range of several milliamperes was followed by
several small current impulses with an amplitude of several hundred microamperes (Figure 11b).

Every recorded current impulse was followed by smaller impulses. The time differences Δtimp

between the first high impulse and the subsequent smaller impulses was in the range of several
hundred nanoseconds (Figure 11c); its minimum was defined according to Table 2. A higher gas
pressure led to lower time differences. At a gas pressure of 0.7 MPa, these subsequent impulses already
occurred at inception voltage, whereas at gas pressures of 0.1 MPa and 0.5 MPa, this behavior could
only be observed at twice the inception voltage. At gas pressures of 0.1 MPa, only approximately 5%
of the recorded sequences contained these subsequent impulses.

This transition from a streamer discharge to a streamer discharge with subsequent impulses
was in accordance with the literature [6,32,33,38]. The subsequent impulses were probably generated
in the discharge channel of the first discharge streamer. Due to the present space charge of the
first discharge, the critical volume decreased, leading to a smaller amplitude of the subsequent
impulses [32]. This behavior occurred mainly at a positive protrusion due to the different drift
velocities of ions and electrons (cf. Table 1), resulting in a different space charge distribution compared
to a negative protrusion.
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Figure 10. Time differences between subsequent sequences in SF6 depending on the gas pressure and
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Figure 11. Comparison of time dependent partial discharge current and time differences Δtimp between
subsequent PD events at a positive protrusion in SF6.

At a negative protrusion and gas pressures p ≥ 0.5 MPa, the time difference between subsequent
sequences decreased by three orders of magnitude (Figure 10), and the amplitude of the impulses
remained almost constant with increasing voltage (Figure 9). A behavior such as under positive voltage
could only be observed for less than one percent of the recorded sequences at higher gas pressures
(pSF6 ≥ 0.5 MPa). The occurrence of these subsequent impulses at a negative protrusion became more
probable with higher voltages.

5.3. Pulseless Partial Discharge Current

Measurements with the transimpedance amplifier showed the pulseless direct current share of
the discharges (Figure 12).

This current was mainly related to the movement of slow positive and negative ions, which
drifted along the electric field lines. The amplitude of the pulseless PD current was magnitudes
below the impulse current amplitudes. As described in Section 5.1, the inception of the pulseless
current was dependent on the polarity of the protrusion. At a negative protrusion, pulseless currents
and impulse currents incepted at once at the same voltage during a VRT; whereas at a positive
protrusion, the pulseless current incepted at almost twice the inception voltage of the impulse current.
An increased voltage led to a higher pulseless PD current, regardless of the polarity of the protrusion
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and the gas pressure. A higher gas pressure led to a lower pulseless partial discharge current, but the
differences at a negative protrusion were less pronounced compared to a positive protrusion.
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Figure 12. Pulseless partial discharge current dependent on the voltage, the polarity of the protrusion,
and the gas pressure (limit of the measureable current: 100 μA).

6. Discussion

The results obtained by the analysis of the partial discharge impulse current amplitude, the time
difference between subsequent discharge impulses (respectively sequences), and the pulseless partial
discharge current allowed a classification of the PD types occurring in SF6-insulated systems under
DC voltage stress.

One main factor for the determination of the discharge types was the share between pulseless
PD currents and current impulses. As expected from the literature, the pulseless currents (caused by
the slowly moving ions) were always lower than the current impulses (caused by the fast moving
electrons) (cf. Figure 2). The dependency on the applied voltage was more pronounced for the pulseless
currents (Figure 13). At a positive protrusion, the pulseless current incepted at higher voltages than the
streamer impulses.
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Figure 13. Comparison of pulseless PD current and the peak value of current impulses (values from
Figures 9 and 12).

The pulseless current was already described by various authors for gas-insulated DC
systems [10,11,21], but so far, no detailed description of the occurrence in dependence of the electric
field strength, gas pressure, and voltage polarity in addition to the description of the impulse currents
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can be found. These pulseless discharges were caused by a permanent occurrence of avalanche
discharges in front of the protrusion, which formed a stable space charge region. The parallel elapsing
avalanche processes could not be measured separately, only the constant ion drift could be evaluated.
If this space charge region became instable or an avalanche discharge turned over to a streamer
discharge, additional current impulses could be measured. Therefore, these current impulses were
superimposed on the pulseless current. Since more discharge avalanches could build up at higher
voltages due to the increased critical volume, this space charge region and thus also the pulseless
current increased.

According to the evaluation of the data, four different discharge types could be differentiated
(Table 3).

The first type occurred at the inception voltage of the positive protrusion independently of
the gas pressure; strong PD impulses could be measured, but no pulseless current was present.
Hence, a streamer discharge generation took place at the protrusion. Due to the long time differences
between subsequent impulses, no stable space charge region could be generated, and therefore,
no pulseless discharge was superimposed on the streamer discharges.

The second one, PD current impulses superimposed on a pulseless PD current, could occur at
various voltage-pressure-variations. This meant that the charges generated by the streamer impulses
led to a stable space charge region in front of the protrusion, which affected the distribution of the
electric field strength and therefore the size of the critical volume. In this region, continuous avalanche
processes took place, and an equilibrium of charge generation and the drift of ions was reached. If this
region became unstable, a streamer discharge could occur, superimposed on the glow discharge.

The third one was special for positive protrusions. A strong first discharge impulse changed the
space charge region and therefore the electric field distribution significantly. Subsequent impulses
with a minor amplitude took place in the first discharge channel as described in Section 2.

A PD behavior without any current impulses, so-called glow discharge, could only be determined
under a gas pressure of 0.1 MPa at a negative protrusion in the investigated pressure-voltage range.
This space charge region was very stable, and therefore, the generation and drift of ions were always
in equilibrium. It could not be excluded that a pure glow discharge, as for low gas pressures, occurred
close to the breakdown voltage even at higher gas pressures since the maximum applicable DC voltage
was limited in this investigations.

Combining the described data, a classification of the determined PD types was possible, as well
as the description of the transition between different types (Figure 14).

At a positive protrusion, a continuous transition between the PD types took places. This could
be a transition between pure impulse currents to impulses superimposed on a pulseless current at
lower gas pressures (Figure 14a) or a transition to impulses with subsequent impulses superimposed
on a pulseless current for higher gas pressures (Figure 14b). At a negative protrusion in a low pressure
environment, the transition to a pulseless PD current was abrupt. No change in the PD behavior could
be observed at a negative protrusion at high gas pressures.

Probably a more precise distinction would be possible considering more data points, especially at
gas pressures of 0.3 MPa. A defined statement for 0.7 MPa was not possible due to the fact that the
breakdown occurred close to the PD inception, and therefore, no measurements were possible at higher
voltages than inception voltage in order to protect the measurement devices. However, the results
obtained so far allowed us to assume that it was similar to the results obtained at 0.5 MPa.

Even though the presented effective ionization coefficient SF6 rose with enhanced electric field
strength (Figure 1), the impulse amplitudes did not always rise in the same manner. Hence, the build-up
of space charges influenced the formation of the streamer impulses due to a changing critical volume.

Looking at the gas pressures used in technical applications (pSF6 ≈ 0.5 MPa), it was evident
that challenges arose during PD measurements under DC voltage stress. In principle, it seemed
possible to identify a protrusion in gas-insulated DC systems with the well-known measurement
principles based on IEC 60270 or by UHF measurements. it was difficult to distinguish between PD
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impulses and noise, e.g., due to the long time differences between subsequent impulses at a positive
protrusion or low impulse amplitudes at a negative protrusion. Hence, a low noise environment must
be established during PD measurements under DC, to achieve high sensitivity. Further challenges may
arise in the precise evaluation of subsequent current impulses with low time differences [9]. It may be
beneficial for a meaningful PD measurement to measure and evaluate the pulseless currents as well.

Table 3. Classification of the determined PD types and their occurrence in the investigated experimental
parameter range depending on the polarity of the protrusion, the applied voltage, and the gas pressure.

Description Schematic Occurrence
Representation Polarity Voltage Gas Pressure

� PD impulses
IPD

t

1
+ ≈Ui (0.1 . . . 0.7)MPa

� Pulseless PD current with
superimposed PD impulses

IPD

t

2
+/− ≥Ui (0.1 . . . 0.7)MPa

�
Pulseless PD current with
superimposed PD impulses
and small subsequent impulses

3IPD

t
+ ≥2 · Ui

≥Ui

(0.1 . . . 0.5)MPa
0.7 MPa

� Pulseless PD current
IPD

t

4
− �2.5 · Ui 0.1 MPa *

* It could not be excluded that pulseless glow discharges occurred at higher pressures as well, because the
measurement range (applied voltage) was limited in this investigation.
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Figure 14. Transition between partial discharge types in dependence of the gas pressure, voltage
polarity, and the applied voltage.

7. Outlook

The necessity to reduce the global greenhouse gas emissions leads to an intensified research and
usage of alternative insulating gases with lower greenhouse potential [18,41]. One main challenge
of the application of SF6 alternatives will remain: the safe and reliable operation of gas-insulated
systems requires a decent knowledge of the partial discharge behavior in order to achieve a reliable risk
analysis out of PD measurements. Therefore, the partial discharge physics, such as pulse amplitude
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and pulse distance, was compared between SF6 and one possible alternative for medium and high
voltage equipment: synthetic air under higher gas pressures. The presented investigations were all
carried out at a gas pressure of p = 0.5 MPa. The aim of this section is to underline the applicability
of the presented experimental procedure to other insulating gases and to give an outlook for future
research. In contrast to the presented results of the impulse currents, these investigations will also
include the pulseless currents.

7.1. Inception Voltage (Voltage Rising Test)

The inception voltages of current impulses determined with a VRT as described in Section 5.1
showed the differences expected from the comparison of the effective ionization coefficients between
the two insulating gases (Figure 15). Due to the lower dielectric strength of synthetic air, its inception
voltage is lower than in SF6. The differences in between both polarities of the protrusion are more
prominent in SF6. This might be an effect of the differences in the electron affinity and the ionization
energies. Since the starting electrons at a positive protrusion must be generated by detachment
processes, a lower number of free electrons was present in the vicinity of the protrusion in SF6 compared
to synthetic air. This could be justified comparing the ionization energies of both gases [26] and the
low lifetime of free electrons in SF6 [21]. Hence, the voltage could increase further, and the differences
in the discharge inception voltage at a positive protrusion were higher comparing both gases.

SF6synthetic air
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80
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i|/

kV
−→

negative protrusion positive protrusion

Figure 15. Inception of partial discharge impulse currents depending on the polarity of the protrusion
in synthetic air and SF6, p = 0.5 MPa.

7.2. Amplitude of Partial Discharge Impulses

Comparing a single partial discharge impulse at inception voltage, it was evident that the PD
behavior was significantly different (Figure 16a). Besides the higher PD amplitude at inception voltage,
the time constants for the rise and decay of the impulses were different due to the significantly different
effective ionization coefficients (Figure 16b).

This resulted in a higher converted charge for gases with a lower ionization coefficient.
The comparison of Figure 16a,b may lead to the assumption that the rise times were dependent
on the voltage polarity, especially for synthetic air as the insulating medium. This has to be evaluated
in more detail during further investigations.
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Figure 16. Comparison of single PD impulses in SF6 and synthetic air p = 0.5 MPa.

Besides the evaluation of a single PD impulse, the comparison of the peak values is of interest,
because they can be an indicator for the detectability of PD with state-of-the-art PD measurement
techniques [9]. PD impulses at a negative protrusion in synthetic air were approximately one order of
magnitude higher than the impulses in SF6, despite the applied voltage (Figure 17). Whereas the peak
current amplitude for a negative protrusion in SF6 was roughly constant, it increased in synthetic air
with increasing electric field strength. At a positive protrusion, the peak currents increased significantly
in SF6 with increasing voltage, as already described in Section 5.2.1. At twice the inception voltage,
there was no significant difference between the impulse amplitude in SF6 and synthetic air. In contrast
to SF6, the PD impulses at a positive protrusion in synthetic air were in the same order of magnitude
as the ones at a negative protrusion. An increasing amplitude with increasing electric stress as in SF6

could not be observed. The described small subsequent current impulses in SF6 (Figure 11b) could
not be observed in synthetic air. Hence, the partial discharge physics seemed to be different, and no
change of the type of PD could be observed with varying electric stress.
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Figure 17. Mean value of partial discharge peak current and minimum/maximum in dependence of
the applied voltage and polarity at a gas pressure p = 0.5 MPa.

7.3. Time Difference between Subsequent Sequences

Besides the investigated variations in the impulse current amplitudes, the time differences between
subsequent sequences were analyzed. At inception voltage, the time differences in synthetic air were
lower than the ones observed for SF6, independent of the voltage polarity (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. Comparison of time differences between subsequent sequences in synthetic air and SF6

depending on the applied voltage and the polarity of the protrusion, p = 0.5 MPa.

Increasing the voltage led to lower time differences between subsequent impulses; the differences
between the two investigated gases were less pronounced and in the range of several microseconds.
Considering several PD impulses within one recorded sequence (Δt <1 μs), a significant amount could
only be observed in SF6 for positive polarity (Figure 11). This behavior was only weakly developed in
synthetic air and could only be observed for a few sequences at a negative protrusion at three times
the inception voltage Ui.

The comparison of SF6 with synthetic air at 0.5 MPa showed crucial differences in the discharge
behavior. The different effective ionization coefficients, resulting from the different abilities of the
gases to act as an electron scavenger, led to different PD current amplitudes, time differences between
subsequent impulses, and time constants of the current impulses. This was explicitly shown by the
comparison of single PD current impulse amplitudes (Figure 16).

It was confirmed that this type of investigation was not only applicable for SF6-insulated systems,
but also for alternative insulating gases.

8. Conclusions

Current measurements are a promising technique for the investigation of the partial discharge
behavior in gas-insulated systems under DC voltage stress. The evaluation of the measured electron
and ion current increased the understanding of discharge processes at one common PD source in
gas-insulated systems, a protrusion. The analysis of the measurement data allowed classifying four
PD types depending on the polarity of the protrusion, the electric field stress, and the pressure of the
insulating gas used. The results improved the interpretation of the measurement data gained during
tests and provided therefore a basis for a meaningful and robust PD analysis.

Challenges during partial discharge measurement in gas-insulated DC systems may arise as
a result of varying time differences between subsequent impulses, PD current amplitudes changing
over orders of magnitude, and pulseless PD currents. The time differences could be in the range
from several tens of nanoseconds to several minutes and require therefore PD measurement over
a sufficiently long time and with high bandwidth of the measurement system in order to obtain
a detailed analysis. The precise measurement of partial discharge current impulses with a low
amplitude could be beneficial for the interpretation (at the conductor or enclosure) of a defect, due to
the different behavior of positive and negative protrusion. The measurement of the pulseless PD direct
current in addition to the well-established measurements according to IEC 60270 and in the UHF range
could be used advantageously during laboratory tests to increase the knowledge about the defect.
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To obtain a meaningful PD analysis, the applied voltage during PD measurements should not
be fixed to a certain value or polarity, due to the fact that glow discharges could occur at negative
protrusions, which are not detectable with the state-of-the-art measurement techniques.

The studies complement the knowledge necessary for safe and reliable operation of gas-insulated
DC systems, since they contributed to a meaningful PD measurement and analysis for one common
PD source, a protrusion. Future research is necessary to facilitate the changeover from the currently
used insulating gas SF6 to more environmentally friendly gases like synthetic air or others.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AC Alternating current
AIS Air-insulated System
CIGRE Conseil International des Grands Réseaux Électriques (International Council of Large Electric Systems)
DC Direct current
GIS Gas-insulated System
GWP Global warming potential
HV High voltage
PD Partial discharge
PRPD Phase-resolved partial discharge pattern
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene
SF6 Sulfur-hexafluoride
SMA SubMiniature Version A
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
UHF Ultra-high frequency
VRT Voltage rising test
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Abstract: Preventing the medium voltage (MV) transformer fault by protecting transformers against
indirect lightning strikes plays a crucial role in enhancing the continuous service to electricity
consumers. Surge arresters, if selected properly, are efficient devices in providing adequate protection
for MV transformers against transient overvoltage impulses while preventing unwanted service
interruptions. However, compared to other protective devices such as the spark gap, their prices
are relatively high. The higher the surge arrester rating and energy absorption capacity are, the
higher the prices go. This paper proposes an inductor-based filter to limit the energy pushed into
the surge arrester, and consequently to prevent any unwanted failure. An energy-controlled switch
is proposed to simulate the fault of the surge arrester. Surge arresters with different ratings, e.g.,
12 kV, 18 kV, 24 kV, 30 kV, 36 kV, and 42 kV with two different classes of energy, namely, type a
and type b, are tested under different indirect lightning impulses such as 100 kV, 125 kV, 150 kV,
175 kV, 200 kV, 250 kV, 300 kV, and 500 kV. Furthermore, these surge arresters are equipped with
different filter sizes of 100 μH, 250 μH, 500 μH, and 1 mH. Results prove that equipping a surge
arrester with a proper filter size enhances the performance of the surge arrester significantly such
that a high rating and somewhat expensive surge arrester can be replaced by a low rating and cheap
surge arrester while providing similar or even better protective performance for MV transformers.
Therefore, such configurations not only enhance the protective capability of surge arrester, but also
reduce the planning and operating costs of MV networks.

Keywords: double exponential function; indirect lightning; medium voltage transformer; spark gap;
filtered surge arrester; energy-controlled switch

1. Introduction

Indirect lightning phenomena are more common than direct lightning and are considered as one
of the primary sources of failures and damages in the medium voltage (MV) equipment by causing
stress on their insulation system [1,2]. The MV transformers, among all the equipment, are more
expensive, and thus providing adequate protection for them is of high importance. Proper protection of
transformers not only enhances the system reliability as well as social welfare, but also, by controlling
the transient overvoltage stress, prevents/defers extra expenses imposed by transformer failure or
severe damages [3].

In practice, typically spark gaps are used to protect the transformers in MV networks against
lightning impulses [4]. Although spark gaps are rather cheap protective devices, their operation yields
a service interruption due to voltage chop and such voltage chopping imposes steep voltage stress
across the transformer terminal [5,6]. Besides, transients may also occur due to the energization of
the transformer [7] after the follow current interruption due to spark gap operation. On the other
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hand, surge arresters, by their charming nonlinear behavior as well as surge energy capabilities,
can provide adequate protection against lightning impulses while preventing any unwanted service
interruption [8]. However, utilizing a surge arrester as the protective device may not always protect
the MV transformers against lightning [9,10]. A report by the Cigre Study Committee A2.37 on the
failure rate of MV transformers lists the failure rate of surge arrester-protected transformers due to
lightning as ~3% [11].

In the literature, there exist several works that either only conventional surge arresters are
considered to protect MV transformers against lightning, or some external or internal modifications
are made aiming at enhancing the protective performance of surge arresters. In internal modifications,
the microstructure and electrical properties of surge arresters are optimized to withstand different
overvoltage conditions [12–15]. In external modifications, which is the focus of our work, more often
than not, only other protective devices are combined with surge arresters, or different sides of the
transformer are chosen for installing the surge arresters aiming at enhancing the protection outcome [6].
When a conventional surge arrester is used for protecting MV transformers, several characteristics
should be taken into account to prevent unwanted failures or returning to normal operating condition
after absorbing surge energy [16]. Among all, the thermal energy absorption limit plays a crucial role
in guaranteeing the healthy operation of the surge arrester while absorbing surge energy. Moreover,
the authors of [17] showed that if the surge arrester is installed closer to the transformer, the overvoltage
stress transferred to the LV side of transformer tends to increase; although, to keep the overvoltage
stress as low as possible on the MV side of the transformer, the surge arrester needs to be installed as
close as possible to the transformer. The authors of [18] provided adequate information on selecting
the surge arresters for residential areas. In a distribution network, the placement of surge arresters is
a crucial challenge [19], where installing too many surge arresters increases the probability of surge
arrester failure, and consequently unwanted outages may occur [20]. One approach is to decrease the
number of surge arresters in the network [20], while strengthening the surge arrester and enhancing its
performance against lightning overvoltages can be another alternative. In [6], the authors concluded
that instead of using a surge arrester with a rather high rating, a series connection of a spark gap
and a surge arrester might provide a similar protection level, and a lower rating surge arrester can
be considered. However, in this work, the thermal energy absorption limit was not thoroughly
investigated. Several other combinations of the spark gap and surge arresters have been studied to
enhance the protection quality. For example, in [21], the spark gaps were installed at the MV terminals
of the transformer and the LV terminals were protected by low rating surge arrester, while in [22] surge
arresters and spark gaps were installed at the MV and LV terminals of the transformer, respectively.
In [23], experts advised installing surge arresters at both the MV and LV terminals, which will impose
additional costs to the system operator. The authors of [24] proposed a novel idea in which the surge
arrester wa replaced by an inexpensive LC filter, and it was shown that even by removing all surge
arresters in power system, the lightning overvoltages were kept below the BIL.

According to the literature review above, and to the best of our knowledge, (a) there is a gap on
modeling the failure of surge arrester due to absorbing excess energy; (b) no work, so far, considered a
filter for controlling the energy pushed into the surge arrester; and (c) there is a gap in investigating
the impact of series-connected spark gap on the energy absorbed by surge arresters.

Therefore, the primary contributions of this work are fourfold:

• Proposing a filtered surge arrester to mitigate lightning overvoltages by limiting the energy
pushed into the surge arrester.

• Proposing an energy-controlled switch to model the fault behavior of surge arrester due to
absorbing excess energy.

• Investigating the impact of the proposed filter on enhancing the protective performance of the
surge arrester for protecting MV transformers against indirect lightning phenomena.

• Investigating the impact of the joint spark gap and proposed surge arrester on protecting an MV
transformer against indirect lightning phenomena.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the simulation set-up
for different components of the test. Case studies and simulation results are provided in Section 3.
Section 4 presents the concluding remarks and prospects of future works.

2. Simulation Setup

This section provides detailed information on the simulation set-up for testing the proposed
filtered surge arrester. The components to be modeled in EMTP-RV are indirect lightning impulse,
transformer, spark gap, surge arrester, and energy-controlled switch.

2.1. Indirect Lightning

In this paper, the double exponential Equation (1) is used to generate standard 1.2/50 μs indirect
lightning, where 1.2 μs stands for the front-time and 50 μs represents the time-to-half value. It is
worth mentioning that this standard waveform is subject to a simplification since this representation
assumes that the lightning current rises linearly until reaching the peak and neglects the influence of
channel-base current [25,26]. In EMTP-RV, there exist a voltage surge device that takes advantage of a
double exponential function to generate lightning impulses, see Figure 1.

V(t) = Vm(eαt − eβt) (1)

where Vm is the maximum voltage of the source, and α and β are the coefficients to adjust the front time
(e.g., 1.2 μs ± 30% ) and time-to-half value (e.g., 50 μs ± 20% ), respectively [27]. It is worth mentioning
that, in EMTP-RV, this device has two options for start time and stop time to have more control over
generating the surge impulses. However, generating indirect lightning impulse in software by using a
double exponential function is not always an easy task. Determining the sensitive parameters of α and
β for the double exponential function (1) is a challenging issue. In [28], an innovative approach was
used to define the parameters of α and β, while for the sake of facilitating the parameter adjustments,
an A factor was also used. Then, all the parameters A, α, and β were obtained via trial and error
method, and the results show some violations compared to the standard 1.2/50 μs lightnng impulse.
Therefore, adjusting these sensitive parameters requires utilizing some optimization model. In this
work, the optimization model developed by Pourakbari-Kasmaei et al. in [29] is modified as (2)–(6).

maxα+ β
s.t.

(2)

Vm(eα·t − eβ·t) ≤ Vp; ∀t < tp (3)

Vm(eα·tp − eβ·tp) = Vp (4)

Vm(eα·t − eβ·t) ≤ Vp; ∀t > tp (5)

Vh ≤ Vm(eα·t − eβ·t) ≤ Vh; ∀t = th (6)

where Vp is the peak value of the lightning impulse, tp is the frontier time, th is the time to half value,
and Vh is the half value. In this paper, the A factor is melted into the Vm such that Vm = A·Vp, and more
often than not, to determine the desired voltage, Vm is set a bit higher than Vp, i.e., A is greater than or
equal to 1.
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Figure 1. Voltage surge device to generate indirect lightning impulses.

To the best of our knowledge and according to practical experiences, to generate an indirect
lightning impulse, parameters α and β take negative values. Therefore, maximizing the summation of
these negative values guarantee to find the smallest values, which is extremely beneficial in enhancing
the computational efficiency in transient studies via the EMTP-RV software [30]. It is noteworthy to
mention that in order to support open access, the developed GAMS code used to obtain the parameters
of the double exponential function for simulating an indirect standard 100 kV lightning impulse is
available in [31].

2.2. Transformer

In this work, a Delta-Star (Δ −Y) 22/0.4 kV transformer is modeled in the EMTP-RV environment,
according to Cigre Guidelines [32]. The transformer comprises three basic building blocks as Figure 2
to present the 3-phase transformer model, see Figure 3. In high voltage studies, capacities on the MV
side, LV side, and between MV and LV sides play a crucial role in obtaining more realistic results.
The capacitor sizes are derived from the work in [33].

Figure 2. Basic building block for each phase of the transformer, EMTP-RV model.

Figure 3. ΔY-connection model of the transformer with measured capacitances.

2.3. Spark Gap

A spark gap is the most commonly used device used to protect the transformers by limiting
the overvoltage amplitude (chopping the voltage at a certain level). The spark gap is triggered
when the overvoltage across its terminals exceeds the critical flashover voltage [34]. In most works,
for the sake of simplicity, to model the behavior of the spark gap, a voltage-controlled switch is
used [6,21], which cannot take into account the nature of different surge impulses. In this paper,
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to avoid such shortcomings and to simulate the behavior of the spark gap as close as the practical
situation, the disruptive effect (DE) method (7) is used [35]. In this formulation, the flashover occurs
when the integral part becomes greater than or equal to D. The integral function enables calculating
the moment that the spark gap is ready to be triggered regardless of the waveform.

t∫
t0

[∣∣∣vgap(t)
∣∣∣− v0

]k
dt ≥ D (7)

where k and D are an empirical constant and the disruptive effect constant (kV μs), respectively; v0 is
the onset voltage of primary ionization (kV); and t0 is the time corresponding to this primary ionization.

2.4. Surge Arrester

This subsection provides adequate information on the surge arrester and its fault model.

2.4.1. Frequency-Dependent Model

In order to simulate the behavior of a surge arrester, a frequency-dependent model of a metal
oxide surge arrester, known as metal oxide varistor (MOV) surge arresters, is used. The modeling is
done based on the guidelines provided by IEEE Working Group 3.4.11 [36]. The most commonly used
frequency-dependent model is an RLC circuit with two nonlinear resistances Ao and A1 separated
by an R-L filter, see Figure 4. The voltage-current (V-I) characteristics of the nonlinear resistances are
derived from the work in [36], and the functionality of each type of surge arrester has been verified by
performing a simulation-based test under a 10 kA current impulse (8/20 μs) and compared with the
practical information obtained from [37].

Figure 4. Frequency-dependent metal oxide surge arrester.

Practically, a transformer is under risk if the voltage at the MV side of the transformer is above
125 kV [38,39]. Therefore, in this paper, to have a safe margin from the risky overvoltage level, the goal
is to keep the overvoltage amplitude below 100 kV, and to this end, only surge arresters with residual
voltage below 100 kV are studied. Detailed information of the understudy surge arresters is presented
in Table 1 [37], where “a” and “b” stand for the normal and high energy discharge capabilities of surge
arresters, respectively.

Needless to say, the lower rating surge arresters and the normal energy class, due to lower costs,
are of more interest to the system operators [6]. The nominal discharge current for the arresters is
10 kA, while the rated short circuit current is 50 kA (the maximum current flowing for a duration
of 200 ms), and the peak value is ~125 kA, i.e., the currents for which the surge arrester withstand
without sending the fractured part outside the circle with radius H (height of surge arrester) [37,40,41].

It is noteworthy to mention that to select a suitable surge arrester, several criteria should be taken
into accounts, such as continuous operating voltage and rated voltage, nominal discharge current,
protective level, energy class, and protective zone. More often than not, the protection capabilities of a
surge arrester are evaluated according to its residual voltage while the nominal discharge current is
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flowing through it. A practical method to calculate a suitable residual voltage of the surge arrester is
dividing the basic insulation level of the equipment to be protected by a factor of 1.4 as in (8) [37].

upl < BILTr/1.4 (8)

where upl is the protective level of the surge arrester at a nominal current of 10 kA, 8/20 μs, and BIL is
the basic insulation level of the equipment, i.e., an MV transformer in this work with a 150 kV BIL.

Table 1. Surge arresters’ characteristics [37].

Surge
Arrester

Type

Rated
Voltage

(kV)

Maximum
Continuous

Operating Voltage
(kV)

Residual Voltage at
Nominal Discharge

Current (kV)

Protective
Level (kV)

Height
(mm)

Thermal Energy
Absorption
Limit (kJ)

SA-12a 12 9.6 31.8 31.9 135 13.2

SA-12b 12 9.6 28.2 28.8 142 84

SA-18a 18 14.4 47.7 47.8 135 19.8

SA-18b 15 12 35.3 36.0 142 105

SA-24a 24 19.2 63.6 63.8 135 26.4

SA-24b 24 19.2 56.4 57.6 142 168

SA-30a 30 24.0 79.5 79.7 135 33.0

SA-30b 30 24.0 70.5 72.0 142 210.0

SA-36a 36 28.8 95.4 95.7 135 39.6

SA-36b 36 28.8 84.6 86.4 142 252

SA-42b 42 33.6 98.7 101 142 294

2.4.2. Surge Arrester Fault Model

More often than not, a failure in the arrester causes a complete short circuit. In most situations,
dielectric breakdown is the source of such failure. Lightning surges, among others, are one of the most
common circumstances against which an arrester faces an overvoltage beyond the withstand voltage
and the dielectric breakdown results [42]. If the input energy to a surge arrester exceeds the thermal
energy absorption limit, the arrester is pushed into a thermal runaway condition [43], and consequently
the MOV blocks eventually become so conductive that these blocks cannot support even the maximum
continuous operating voltage. More information on thermal runaway can be found in [44]. That is,
the surge arrester will be completely short-circuited [42]. Therefore, to obtain more practical results,
the fault behavior of surge arresters needs to be modeled. In this work, an energy-controlled switch is
developed to simulate the behavior of surge arresters under fault conditions. The switch is closed once
the absorbed energy of the surge arrester exceeds the thermal energy absorption limit, as in (9).

W =

∫
v(t)i(t)dt ≥W (9)

where W and W are the absorbed energy by surge arrester and its thermal energy absorption limit,
respectively; v(t) stands for instantaneous voltage across the surge arrester; and i(t) represents the
current flow through the surge arrester. The integral part of this equation stands for the area below the
multiplication of the instantaneous voltage and current of the surge arrester, which is equal to energy.
It is worth mentioning that the energy absorption capability of the surge arrester is not a constant
value and highly depends on the microstructure (non-)uniformity and the stress conditions of the
varistor [45]. However, more often than not, for the sake of simplicity, the factories provide a constant
value, as presented in Table 1.

Figure 5 presents the proposed fault model of the surge arrester. An energy-controlled switch in
the EMTP-RV environment is used to model the behavior of the surge arrester when excess energy
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is pushed into it. In this figure, for didactic purposes, alongside, below, or on top of each block,
the measured signals and the utilized functions to calculate the absorbed energy of surge arrester have
been presented.

Figure 5. Modeling surge arrester fault via an energy-controlled switch.

2.5. Arrangement of Lightning Protection Devices

Figure 6 presents the arrangements of lightning protection devices for MV transformers.
In Figure 6a, the transformer is protected by a sole surge arrester, while in Figure 6b, an inductor is
used as the filter. The joint surge arrester and spark gap are presented in Figure 6c, and Figure 6d
shows the filtered surge arrester and spark gap.

Figure 6. Lightning protection arrangement for MV transformers with (a) surge arrester, (b) filtered
surge arrester, (c) joint surge arrester and spark gap, and (d) filtered surge arrester and spark gap.
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Figure 7 resents the configuration of the transformer protected by surge arrester, spark gap, or a
series connection of both devices in the EMTP-RV software. In this configuration, for the sake of
simplicity, only the indirect lightning impulses are applied on one terminal of the MV transformer,
namely, terminal a, while all the measurements are carried out on the connection point of the protective
devices, see point (a) in Figure 7. All the arrangements presented in Figure 6 can be made in the
EMTP-RV model in Figure 7. Wires (b) and (c) are used for adding/eliminating the surge arrester and
spark gap by disconnecting/connecting the two oval points of these wires, respectively. In this figure,
the R in R_L stands for the internal resistance of the L filter. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity,
an 1Ω internal resistance has been considered for all inductors. In case that there is no filter, a 1Ω
resistor will be considered to take into account the resistance of the connecting wire between the
lightning impulse and the transformer. The switch across the surge arrester is an energy-controlled
switch, modeled in Section 2.4.2. Rd is the damping resistor, and in this paper, it is set to 200 Ω.

Figure 7. Series connection of surge arrester (SA) and spark gap (SG); (a) measurement point for
overvoltage stress, (b) adding/eliminating the SA by disconnecting/connecting this wire, and (c)
adding/eliminating the SG by disconnecting/connecting this wire.

3. Model Validation, Case Studies, and Simulation Results

In this section, first we validate the functionality of the proposed energy-controlled switch,
which is used to model the surge arrester’s fault condition due to absorbing energy higher than the
thermal energy absorption limit. Then, several case studies are performed to see the potential of
filtered surge arrester compared with the conventional surge arrester and series connection of surge
arrester and spark gap. However, before validating the model and performing profound analyses,
the lightning impulses need to be generated. Table 2 presents the optimal parameters of the double
exponential model (1), obtained by solving (2)–(6). Most indirect lightning strikes have an overvoltage
amplitude of less than 300 kV [46]. Therefore, in this work, we focus more on the overvoltages below
300 kV, though, a very high indirect overvoltage (500 kV) has also been introduced just to investigate
the performance of protective devices under such high overvoltage stress. Table 2 can be used as a
quick source for interested readers to generate the desired indirect lightning impulses.
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Table 2. Optimal parameters of the double exponential model to generate indirect lightning impulses.

Vp (kV) Vm (kV) α β

100 102 −14036.78 −4867830.80

125 127.7 −15100.47 −4790636.88

150 153 −14036.78 −4867830.71

175 178.5 −14027.23 −4864444.27

200 204 −14036.78 −4867830.80

250 255 −14036.78 −4867830.89

300 306 −14036.78 −4867831.15

500 510 −14099.63 −4889384.19

3.1. Model Validation Validating the Surge Arrester Fault Model and the Spark Gap

This subsection provides adequate information and comparisons to validate the models of
protective devices.

3.1.1. Validating the Surge Arrester Fault Model

In order to validate the proposed surge arrester fault model, the surge arrester with the highest
thermal energy absorption limit, i.e., SA-42b (see Table 1), which can resist better than the lower rating
and energy class-a surge arresters against different lightning overvoltage levels, is used.

Figure 8a–h demonstrates the measured voltage at the MV side of the transformer (see point (a)
in Figure 7), the absorbed energy by surge arrester, and the current flow through the surge arrester
upon the ignition under different indirect lightning impulses. The time period in which the surge
arrester is active can be verified by the current curve, i.e., whenever there is a current flow, the surge
arrester is active, otherwise, it is an open circuit. As can be seen in Figure 8a, by applying a 100 kV
lightning impulse, the surge arrester is active only for a short period of time while the current peak is
about 5 kA. The energy absorbed by the surge arrester under this lightning impulse is ~4 kJ, which is
well below its thermal energy absorption limit, 294 kJ; therefore, the surge arrester works properly,
and no short circuit occurs. That is, under normal conditions, the switch remains open. Similarly,
in Figure 8 b–e, the absorbed energy is below 294 kJ, and the surge arrester can effectively protect
the transformer while not interrupting the service to the electricity consumers. In this figure, as the
applied lightning impulse increases, the amplitude of current flow through the surge arrester increases,
and consequently, the surge arrester absorbs a higher amount of energy. For example, in Figure 8b,
compared with Figure 8a, increasing the lightning impulse by ~25 kV results in an ~12.5 kA increase in
the current flow through the surge arrester while its absorbed energy faces a 21 kJ increase. Another
observation from Figure 8a–e is that although the amplitude of the lightning impulse is increased by a
step of 25 kV, the increases of the current and absorbed energy do not follow a linear pattern. This is
mainly due to the nonlinear characteristic of metal oxide surge arresters [47]. As an instance, under the
200 kV lightning impulse, in Figure 8e, compared with the 175 kV lightning impulse, in Figure 8d,
by increasing 12.5% in the lightning impulse, the absorbed energy is increased by ~56.8% (from 143.8 kJ
to 228.31 kJ), while the operating duration and the peak current flow are increased by about 10 μs and
19.38 kA, respectively. The appropriate operation of the surge arrester continues until its absorbed
energy exceeds the thermal absorption limit, as can be seen in Figure 8f–h where the surge arrester
pushed into a failure. As can be seen from these figures, under such conditions a fault occurs, and the
current flow through the surge arrester shows a considerable jump due to the proper functionality
of the proposed energy-controlled switch under the faulty situation. When the surge arrester is
short-circuited, the voltage at the transformer terminal reaches to zero. That is, continuous service to
electricity consumers will be interrupted.
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Figure 8. Performance of surge arrester SA-42b under lightning impulse voltage (a) 100 kV, (b) 125 kV,
(c) 150, (d) 175 kV, (e) 200 kV, (f) 250 kV, (g) 300 kV, and (h) 500 kV.
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Moreover, Figure 8f–h shows that the higher the lightning impulse is the faster the thermal
absorption limit is reached and the surge arrester fault occurs such that under the 500 kV lightning
impulse, Figure 8h, the surge arrester cannot even withstand to decrease the overvoltage amplitude
below the risky overvoltage level, 125 kV [38,39].

Comparing the energy levels of the surge arrester under normal operating conditions,
in Figure 8a–e, and the short circuit conditions, in Figure 8f–h, it can be deduced that the
energy-controlled switch is working properly. That is, the proposed fault model (see Section 2.4.2)
is validated. Please note that, besides a fault occurring due to pushing higher energy into the surge
arrester, the current flow through it may cause failure as well. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity,
after the failure, the impedance has been set to zero, while in practice, even when the varistor failure
occurs, there is a non-zero impedance. Besides, in this work, the ground resistance of the transformer
and the conductive coupling of the surge arrester have not been considered.

3.1.2. Validating the Spark Gap

Although more often than not some approximation methods are used to adjust the sensitive
parameters of the DE method (7), i.e., k, v0, and D, the best way to properly adjust these parameters is
to have some experimental data. In this work, an 8 cm sphere–sphere spark gap, presented in Figure 9,
is used [33].

Figure 9. Adjustable sphere–sphere spark gap [33].

The validation is done by applying a nonstandard 125 kV overvoltage impulse on the transformer
terminal at the presence of a spark gap. In this work, first, the method proposed by the Cigre Working
Group 01 [48] is used to estimate the V0 (V0 ≈ 0.9·CFO ≈ 112 kV), and according to the work in [35],
if V0 is large, then k is considered to be lower than or equal to 1, then a trial and error method is
used to find the best values for k and D that yields to a better agreement with the laboratory results.
By using this approach, the following parameter have been obtained; V0 = 112 kV, k = 0.97, and
D = 0.01. Figure 10a depicts the applied laboratory impulse (the green curve) and the simulated
impulse in EMTP-RV (the blue curve). Figure 10b compares the performances of the spark gap under
the laboratory test and via the DE method. As can be seen from this figure, there is a good agreement
between the laboratory test and the results obtained in EMTP-RV software. Interested readers may
refer to the work in [49] for obtaining a complete report on the laboratory setup, supporting figures,
as well as a wide range of experimental results at the presence of spark gap, while more information
regarding the applied impulses and the validation of the spark gap can be found in [33,50].
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Figure 10. (a) Applied nonstandard 125 kV lightning impulse. (b) Measured overvoltage stress at the
presence of spark gap [33].

3.2. Case Studies

To perform in-depth analyses on the protective performances of surge arresters against overvoltage
surges, several case studies are conducted. The primary goals of the following case studies are (a) to
investigate the degree of effectiveness of considering surge arrester in protecting the MV transformers
against indirect lightning phenomena; (b) showing the pros and cons of considering a series connection
of surge arrester and spark gap; and (c) investigating the effectiveness of considering an inductor-based
filter, as the main contribution of this work, on enhancing the functionality of surge arrester in
preventing unwanted service interruption while protecting the MV transformers against indirect
lightning surges. In this work, and in order to achieve the aforementioned goals, the following case
studies are conducted.

Case 1 Transformer protected by surge arrester. The main goal of this case is to reveal the protection
capability of different surge arresters in protecting MV transformers against various indirect
lightning overvoltages.

Case 2 Transformer protected by a series connection of surge arrester and spark gap. This case is used
to investigate the impact of the combined protective devices on the overvoltage stress and
protection of MV transformers against indirect lightning.

Case 3 Transformer protected by filtered surge arrester. The primary goal of this case is to investigate the
impact of an inductor-based filter on the performance and operating margin of surge arresters.

Case 4 Transformer protected by a series connection of filtered surge arrester and spark gap. This case
investigates the role of an inductor-based filter on the protective performance of a combined
surge arrester and spark gap devices, presented in Case 2.

3.3. Simulation Results and Discussions

3.3.1. Case 1. Transformer Protected by Surge Arrester

This case investigates the protection capability of various surge arresters, listed in Table 1,
in protecting MV transformers against different indirect lightning overvoltages, presented in Table 2.
In this work, the protection capability is defined as the overvoltage level under which the surge arrester
does not experience any failure. To perform the simulation setup, the two oval points of wire (b) in
Figure 7 are disconnected to keep the surge arrester in the circuit, while the two oval points of wire (c)
are connected to eliminate the spark gap.

As this case focuses on finding the proper functionality margin of the surge arresters, then, for the
sake of unambiguity, only the performance of the surge arrester related to the lightning impulse with
the lowest overvoltage amplitude against which a fault, i.e., short circuit, occurs is reported. In other
words, for lightning impulses with overvoltage amplitude lower than this fault-causing lightning
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impulse, the surge arrester protects the MV transformer properly. Figures 11–15 present the failure
occurrence of different surge arresters with two energy classes.

In Figure 11a, the surge arrester SA-12a is used, which has a lower thermal absorption capacity
than the SA-12b; in Figure 11b, a 100 kV lightning impulse results in a fault within ~6.1 μs, while
such failure for the SA-12b occurs under the 125 kV lightning impulse and within ~43.9 μs. Therefore,
the surge arrester SA-12b can adequately protect the transformer against the 100 kV lightning impulses
while guaranteeing the continuous service to the electricity consumers.

Figure 11. Failure of (a) SA-12a under 100 kV lightning impulse and (b) SA-12b under 125 kV
lightning impulse.

Figure 12 shows that similar to the 12 kV surge arresters, surge arresters SA-18a and SA-18b
experience failures under the 100 kV and 125 kV lightning impulses, respectively. However, compared
with Figure 11, the times to failure are a bit longer, which is due to higher energy absorption levels
of 18 kV rating surge arresters (see Table 1). Therefore, although the surge arresters SA-18a and
SA-18b, compared with the surge arrester SA-12a and SA-12b, have higher energy absorption capacity,
their performance against lightning overvoltages is similar. Both the class-a surge arresters failed
against a 100 kV lightning impulse, while both the class-b surge arresters could not provide proper
protection against a 125 kV lightning impulse.

Figure 12. Failure of (a) SA-18a under 100 kV lightning impulse and (b) SA-18b under 125 kV
lightning impulse.

Figure 13 presents the performance of the 24 kV rating surge arresters under failure condition.
As can be seen in Figure 13b, surge arrester SA-24b provides proper protection for the MV transformers
under the 100 kV, 125 kV, and 150 kV lightning impulses, and the failure occurs under the 175 kV
lightning impulse. Therefore, its performance is much better than the performance of previous surge
arresters in the same energy class, i.e., surge arresters SA-12b and SA-18b (see Figures 11b and 12b,
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respectively). However, the failure of surge arrester SA-24a, like previous type-a surge arresters
(i.e., SA-12a and SA-18a in Figures 11a and 12a, respectively), occurs under the 100 kV lightning
impulse. The fault for the surge arrester SA-24a occurs after ~17.9 μs, which takes 11.8 μs and 7.9 μs
longer than the failure occurrence for surge arresters SA-12a and SA-18a, respectively. Although this
shows a better instantaneous performance, in total, the protection performance matters, so, from the
standpoint of providing continuous service under the 100 kV lightning impulse to electricity consumers,
SA-24a does not have any advantage over the SA-12a and SA-18a.

Figure 13. Failure of (a) SA-24a under 100 kV lightning impulse and (b) SA-24b under 175 kV
lightning impulse.

Figure 14 presents the primary measurements of the 30 kV rating surge arresters experiencing
failures. Figure 14a, compared with Figures 11a and 13a, shows that for providing proper protection
against the 100 kV lightning impulses by energy class-a surge arresters, a surge arrester with a rating
above 30 kV is required, while this goal can also be achieved by utilizing an energy class-b surge arrester
with a lower rating, i.e., surge arrester SA-12b (see Figure 11b). Moreover, comparing the performances
of surge arrester SA-30b in Figure 14b with performances of surge arrester SA-24b in Figure 13b shows
that increasing the surge arrester rating by 6 kV although delays the failure time under the 175 kV
lightning impulse by ~27.2 μs (due to the higher energy absorption capacity of SA-30b), still, it causes
a service interruption to the electricity consumers and decreases their comfort level.

Figure 14. Failure of (a) SA-30a under 125 kV lightning impulse and (b) SA-30b under 175 kV
lightning impulse.

Figure 15 presents the performance of the 36 kV rating surge arresters under failure condition.
Figure 15a, compared with Figure 14a, shows that by increasing the rating of the type-a surge arrester
from 30 kV to 36 kV, providing continuous service to consumers is guaranteed even for the 125 kV
lightning overvoltage and the fault occurs under the 150 kV lightning impulse. A system operator,
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depending on the network condition and the available budget, may use an energy class-b 24 kV rating
surge arrester, namely, SA-24b, instead of using a class-a 36 kV rating surge arrester for protecting
against the 125 kV lightning impulses. On the other hand, Figure 15b shows that by using the surge
arrester SA-36b, if indirect lightning with an overvoltage amplitude of 200 kV is applied, a failure will
occur after ~50 μs and results in an interruption on the electricity supply to consumers. Therefore,
it is deduced that an energy class-b 36 kV rating surge arrester (SA-36b) can properly protect the MV
transformers against the 175 kV lightning impulses while guaranteeing to provide continuous service
to electricity consumers.

Figure 15. Failure of 36 kV surge arrester (a) for SA-36a under 150 kV lightning impulse and (b) for
SA-36b under 200 kV lightning impulse.

The performance of the 42 kV rating surge arrester, namely, SA-42b, has been presented in Figure 8.
As can be seen from this figure, the best performance among all the listed surge arresters in Table 1
belongs to this surge arrester, while even by applying the 200 kV lightning impulse, there is no failure,
and consequently no service interruption occurs (see Figure 8e). However, when the 250 kV lightning
impulse is applied, after ~28 μs, a failure occurs. Moreover, it can be seen from Figure 8 that by
increasing the applied impulse, the time to fault is decreased while the overvoltage stress is increased.

The current flow through the surge arresters under the highest overvoltage stress against which
these protective devices can properly protect the transformer (i.e., handleable overvoltage impulse)
is depicted in Figure 16. From this figure, the range of di/dt for this case is between approximately
5.7 kA/μs and 11.0 kA/μs.

Figure 16. Current flow through surge arresters under their highest handleable overvoltage impulse,
Case 1.
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3.3.2. Case 2. Transformer Protected by a Series Connection of Surge Arrester and Spark Gap

This case investigates the mutual effects of two protective devices, connected in series, on the
protection of MV transformers against indirect lightning. For systems protected only by a spark gap,
when this device is triggered, it acts as a short circuit, and consequently the voltage at MV terminals of
the transformer reaches to zero, i.e., the voltage is chopped, and the continuous service to electricity
consumers is interrupted [33]. Figure 17 presents the performance of the spark gap under different
indirect lightning impulses. As can be seen from Figure 17a, the spark gap is not triggered under
the 100 kV lightning impulse, and the complete waveform is transferred to the MV terminal of the
transformer. However, Figure 17b shows that for the higher impulse voltages, as the triggering criteria
(7) are met, the voltage is chopped, and service interruption occurs. From Figure 17b, it is deduced
that the higher the lightning impulse is, the faster the spark gap is triggered to prevent complete
failure. Note that to show the functionality of the spark gap upon activation and for the sake of clarity,
Figure 17b only depicts the overvoltage curves for the first 5 μs.

Figure 17. Overvoltage at the spark gap (SG) terminal for (a) not triggered condition and (b) triggered
condition under different lightning impulses.

However, a series connection of spark gap and surge arrester, if both are selected properly,
guarantees continuous service to consumers [6]. In a series connection of spark gap and surge arrester,
different conditions may occur that can be explained via the following scenarios.

Scenario 1: Spark Gap is not triggered

In a series connection of spark gap and surge arrester, if the overvoltage at the terminal of one
device is not strong enough to trigger it, the current flow through the protective devices is zero. That is,
under this condition, they act as an open circuit and let the whole overvoltage pass toward the MV
terminals of the transformer. This can be seen in Figure 18, in which the current through the protective
devices (both the surge arrester SA-12a and spark gap) is zero during the 100 kV lightning impulse.
This happens since the amplitude of lightning impulse is lower than the onset voltage of the spark gap
(112 kV) and cannot trigger the spark gap. Therefore, the surge arrester does not work as well, and
this can be seen by monitoring the energy absorbed by the surge arrester, which is zero during the
lightning. This case shows that unlike Case 1 that the failure of surge arrester SA-12a causes a service
interruption (see Figure 11a), a series combination of surge arrester and spark gap under the 100 kV
lightning impulse prevents such an unwanted service interruption to the electricity consumers.
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Figure 18. Performance of surge arrester and spark gap connected in series; scenario 1, SA-12a under
100 kV lightning impulse.

Scenario 2: Spark Gap is triggered and Surge Arrester is pushed into Failure

As in series connection of spark gap and surge arrester, the spark gap is triggered by a high voltage
(above the onset voltage, which is 112 kV in this paper), a large current flows through the surge arrester
and its protective role to attenuate the overvoltage stress is started. At this stage, the thermal energy
absorption limit of the surge arrester is an important feature guaranteeing to provide continuous service
to electricity consumers. If the failure occurs, the surge arrester will be short-circuited, and service
interruption results. Point (1) in Figure 19 shows the time and corresponding overvoltage in which
the spark gap is triggered, and the voltage dropped instantaneously to about 77 kV (see point (2)),
where the current increased to ~48 kA. At this point, the surge arrester started its crucial role in
preventing a short circuit condition. However, as can be seen in Figure 19, at point (3), the surge
arrester has been pushed into a failure, and such a failure in the surge arrester caused a complete short
circuit, and consequently, a service interruption resulted.

Figure 19. Performance of surge arrester and spark gap connected in series; scenario 2, SA-12a under
125 kV lightning impulse.

It is noteworthy to mention that in some works, the thermal energy absorption limit is neglected,
and consequently, an imprecise conclusion is that the spark gap always enhances the protective
performance of the surges arrester since the spark gap triggers to take away the overvoltage stress
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from the surge arrester and surge arrester can absorb the energy without any limit, and no interruption
occurs. However, as has been shown in this case, each surge arrester has a thermal absorption limit,
so any extra energy results in a failure and service interruption.

Scenario 3: Spark gap is triggered and Surge Arrester works properly

This condition is the most proper design for a series connection of a surge arrester and a spark
gap, where the spark gap provides the primary protection, and after that, the surge arrester prevents
any unwanted interruption. Figure 20 presents the proper protection of MV transformers under the
150 kV lightning impulse by connecting surge arresters SA-24b with the spark gap. The spark gap is
triggered at point (1) when the voltage reached to about 149 kV in less than 0.82 μs. Then, the voltage
drops rapidly to ~134 kV by discharging current through the protective devices. At point (2), the surge
arrester starts its active role in protecting the transformer, and as can be seen, the absorbed energy
(blue line) reaches to about 161 kJ, which is below the maximum absorption limit for this surge arrester
(168 kJ). Consequently, no service interruption occurs, while in this case, the di/dt is about 9.8 kA/μs.

Figure 20. Performance of surge arrester and spark gap connected in series; scenario 3, SA-24b and
SA-30b under 150 kV lightning impulse.

In order to compare the performance of joint surge arrester and spark gap protection against
lightning overvoltages, the proper operation of such combination is investigated. After applying
different lightning impulses, the protective performance of these combined protective devices is
clustered into five different categories according to the highest amplitude of lightning impulses listed
in Table 2 against which proper protection is provided. The first category provides proper protection
for transformers only under the 100 kV lightning impulse. This category contains six surge arresters,
namely, SA-12a, SA-12b, SA-18a, SA-18b, SA-24a, and SA-30a only, and the measurements show exactly
similar output as depicted in Figure 18 as they act as an open circuit and let the whole overvoltage
pass toward the MV terminals of the transformer.

The second category contains only the surge arrester SA-36a that when connected with the spark
gap in series, the transformer is properly protected under 125 kV lightning impulses, as presented in
Figure 21. Moreover, it is evident that similar to the case with only surge arresters (see Figure 15a,
a series connection of surge arrester and spark gap provide protection for 125 kV lightning impulses.
In this case, the di/dt is about 3.8 kA/μs.
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Figure 21. Performance of surge arrester and spark gap connected in series; scenario 3, SA-36a under
125 kV lightning impulse.

Surge arresters SA-24b and SA-30b provide proper protection for MV transformers against the
150 kV lightning impulses (see Figure 20). A comparison of Figure 20 with Figures 13b and 14b
shows that the series combination does not provide better protective performance than utilizing only a
surge arrester. Figures 22 and 23 present the other two categories that provide proper protection for
MV transformers against the 175 kV and 200 kV lightning impulses, respectively, with SA-36b and
SA-42b. By comparing Figure 23 with Figure 8e, it can be seen that by using the spark gap, the peak of
overvoltage even goes higher than utilizing only the surge arrester, which is due to triggering the spark
gap. The di/dt values in Figures 22 and 23 are approximately 8.7 kA/μs and 8.0 kA/μs, respectively.

Figure 22. Performance of surge arrester and spark gap connected in series; scenario 3, SA-36b under
175 kV lightning impulse.

Figure 23. Performance of surge arrester and spark gap connected in series; scenario 3, SA-42b under
200 kV lightning impulse.
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From the above results, it can be seen that connecting a spark gap in series with a surge arrester
prevents triggering the surge arresters for the lightning impulses with an amplitude below the onset
voltage of the spark gap and therefore prevents service interruptions. However, for higher overvoltage
amplitudes, it does not have a positive effect on providing better protection for the transformer.
Therefore, it is required to find a better approach to control the input energy pushed into a surge
arrester and thereby prolong its lifetime.

3.3.3. Case 3. Transformer Protected by Filtered Surge Arrester

A surge arrester is modeled by an RLC circuit with two nonlinear resistances Ao and A1 separated
by an R-L filter, see Section 2.4.1. Therefore, using an inductor before the surge arrester may control
the input energy to the surge arrester. Case 3 investigates the viability and effectiveness of this idea
and reveals its pros and cons. To do so, all the surge arresters listed in Table 1 are equipped with
different inductor sizes, and the absorbed energy by surge arrester, current flow through it, as well
as the overvoltage stress are measured. In this paper, the inductors to be used for test purposes are
100 μH, 250 μH, 500 μH, and 1 mH.

First, the surge arrester SA-12a, which is the lowest rating surge arrester with energy class a is
considered. Figure 24 a–d presents the performance of filtered surge arrester SA-12a under the 100 kV
indirect lightning impulse at the presence of the aforementioned inductors. By comparing Figure 24a
with Figure 11a, it can be observed that by using a 100 μH inductor, the high initial overvoltage
(~64 kV) presented in Figure 11a has been substantially decreased to about the surge arrester residual
voltage level (~31.5 kV). However, as the energy pushed into the surge arrester is higher than the
thermal absorption limit, a failure, and consequently, an interruption occurs. Moreover, by using the
100 μH inductor, it takes ~43 μs until the energy pushed into the surge arrester passes the thermal
absorption limit (see Figure 24a), while for the case without the inductor, the time to failure is ~6.1 μs.
Similarly, by increasing the inductor size in Figure 24b,c, the time to failure, compared with Figure 24a,
is increased. Eventually, as depicted in Figure 24d, by using an appropriate filter, i.e., 1 mH, the surge
arrester SA-12a properly protects the MV transformer against the 100 kV lightning impulse. That is,
by increasing the filter (inductor) size, the absorbed energy is reduced until which the filtered surge
arrester starts functioning properly and guarantees the continuous service to the electricity consumers.
The energy absorbed by the surge arrester at the presence of 1 mH is ~10.87 kJ, which shows a safe
margin for even protecting the lightning overvoltages above 100 kV; however, it fails in providing
proper protection against the 125 kV lightning impulses. The di/dt of the surge arrester under the
normal condition, Figure 24d, is ~0.03 kA/μs.

Table 3 presents the impacts of considering different filter sizes on the performance of surge
arresters against indirect lightning overvoltages. This table contains the highest level of lightning
impulses, among the impulses listed in Table 2, against which the surge arrester provides proper
protection for MV transformers. From Table 3, it can be seen that by considering a 1 mH inductor to
SA-12a, its performance is enhanced such that it provides similar protection as the non-filtered surge
arresters SA-12b, SA-18b, and SA-30a. However, a significant improvement can be seen by considering
SA-12b, where by installing only a 250 μH inductor, the energy pushed into the surge arrester is
controlled such that it can be used instead of SA-24b and SA-30b, yet the protective performance is
better than the energy class-a 36 kV rating surge arrester, i.e., SA-36a. By considering a 1 mH filter for
SA-12b, a 100% enhancement in its protective performance is achieved. In other words, instead of
using an expensive class-b surge arrester with an energy class-b 42 kV rating surge arrester, a much
lower rating surge arrester with the same energy class (i.e., SA-12b) can be used.
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Figure 24. Performance of filtered surge arrester SA-12a under the 100 kV lightning impulse with
inductor size (a) 100 μH, (b) 250 μH, (c) 500 μH, and (d) 1 mH.

Table 3. Performance of surge arrester and filtered surge arrester under indirect lightning impulses.

Surge Arrester No Filter
Filter Size

100 μH 250 μH 500 μH 1 mH
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) SA-12a - - - - 100

SA-12b 100 125 150 175 200

SA-18a - - 100 100 125

SA-18b 100 125 150 200 250

SA-24a - 100 125 125 150

SA-24b 150 175 200 250 300

SA-30a 100 125 125 150 175

SA-30b 150 200 250 300 300

SA-36a 125 150 150 175 200

SA-36b 175 200 250 300 300

SA-42b 200 250 300 300 300

In order to see the details of surge arrester performance enhancement, as an instance, the absorbed
energy by surge arrester SA-12b under the 125 kV lightning impulse (as the risky overvoltage stress
for transformers [38,39]) for different inductor sizes are compared in Figure 25. As can be seen from
this figure, by using a conventional surge arrester (red curve), a voltage sag occurs at the beginning of
lightning. After attenuating the voltage to ~30 kV, the surge arrester, due to absorbing more energy than
its thermal absorption limit, is pushed into a failure and acts as a short circuit. Then, although even
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the overvoltage peak is much lower than 125 kV (~66 kV), all in all, the surge arrester is not suitable
for guaranteeing a continuous service to consumers. On the other hand, it can be seen that when the
surge arrester is equipped with an inductor, this newly formed filtered surge arrester provides proper
protection against the 125 kV lightning surge. That is, first, the voltage sag is eliminated, and second,
there will be no interruption in the supply service. Moreover, it can be deduced that by increasing the
size of the filter, the peaks of the measured voltages are decreased, while the operating times of surge
arrester are increased. For example, by increasing the inductor size from 100 μH to 250 μH, the peak
voltage is decreased from 28.72 kV to 27.60 kV, while the operating time is increased from ~195 μs to
~243 μs.

Figure 25. Comparison of the overvoltage stress of MV transformer protected by conventional surge
arrester SA-12b (no filter) and filtered surge arrester with different filter sizes under the 125 kV
lightning impulse.

Table 3 can be used as a lookup table for a system operator for choosing the right surge arrester as
well as to adjust the inductor size aiming at obtaining the required protection for the MV transformers.
For example, if the operator decides to protect the MV transformer against a 200 kV lightning impulse,
Table 3 shows several appropriate designs. The most expensive way is to install a conventional surge
arrester SA-42b; however, some filtered surge arresters can also provide proper protection against
lightning amplitudes similar to the 1 mH filtered SA-12b, 500 μH filtered SA-18b, 250 μH filtered
SA-24b, 100 μH filtered SA-30b, and 100 μH filtered SA-36b. To see what is the difference among these
different configurations, the overvoltage stress on the MV terminal of the transformer and the absorbed
energy by surge arresters are compared.

Figure 26 shows a comparison among all the surge arresters (with or without filter) that can
provide proper protection against the 200 kV lightning impulse. As can be seen from this figure,
the surge arresters with lower ratings decrease the overvoltage amplitude to a greater extent than the
higher rating surge arresters. For example, the 1 mH filtered SA-12b lowers down the overvoltage
stress at the MV terminal of the transformer to about 26.9 kV (peak value), which is ~85.8% lower than
the peak voltage level at the presence of 100 μH filtered SA-36b. However, by utilizing the lower rating
filtered surge arresters, it takes more time to absorb the excess energy and attenuate the overvoltage.
As an instance, in case of using the 100 μH filtered SA-36b, it only takes ~380 μs to eliminate the
overvoltage stress, while for the 1 mH filtered SA-12b, it takes ~505 μs. Furthermore, this figure shows
that the only conventional surge arrester (i.e., non-filtered surge arrester) that can protect the MV
transformer against 200 kV lightning impulse is the SA-42b. This surge arrester, at the beginning of
lightning, does not work properly, and a voltage sag with an amplitude of 174.4 kV is reached the
MV terminal of the transformer. This drawback of surge arrester SA-42b can be addressed by using
a 100 μH filter (see Figure 27), while, from Table 3, it can be seen that the proper protection against
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lightning amplitudes is enhanced by 50 kV (it provides proper protection against 250 kV lightning
impulses). It is noteworthy to mention that for old transformers that such high overvoltage stress
can be a source of failure, a filtered low rating surge arrester is even better than a high rating surge
arrester since it offers a lower residual overvoltage. As an instance, the residual voltage of SA-42b is
98.7 kV, while a 500 μH filtered surge arrester SA-18b provides a residual voltage of 35.3 kV (see Table 1
and Figure 26).

Figure 26. Comparison of the overvoltage stress of MV transformer protected by different configurations
of surge arresters against the 200 kV lightning impulse.

Figure 27. Comparison of the overvoltage stress of MV transformer protected by conventional SA-42b
(red curve) and 100 μH filtered SA-42b (blue curve) under the 200 kV lightning impulse.

Figure 28 compares the absorbed energy by different configurations of surge arresters aims at
providing proper protection for MV transformers against the 200 lightning impulse. The primary
conclusion of this figure is that the proper sizes of filters can significantly enhance the performance of
surge arresters by preventing any unwanted failure as a result of controlling the energy pushed into
the surge arrester. Note that the surge arrester SA-42b has absorbed 228.1 kJ of energy to keep the
overvoltage level below the desired voltage. That is, if the other surge arresters, presented in Figure 28,
had a thermal energy absorption limit above 228.1 kJ, they could have been absorbed this energy
and keep the overvoltage level below their desired residual voltage level, which is way below the
residual voltage of SA-42b. Such capability has been awarded to these low thermal absorption-limit
surge arresters by installing a filtering device and controlling their energy level such that even SA-12b
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with a 1 mH filter can provide proper protection, yet keeping the overvoltage stress below 24.6 kV
(see Figure 26), which is well below the residual voltage of SA-42b, 98.7 kV. This is an incredible
achievement by which the system operators can save their equipment against lightning overvoltages
with a lower rating surge arresters, and consequently save a great amount of money.

Figure 28. Comparison of the energy absorbed by different surge arresters against the 200 kV
lightning impulse.

Figure 29 presents the current flowing through the filtered surge arresters under the highest
handleable overvoltage impulse, see Table 3. The range of di/dt of the filtered surge arresters under
such a condition is between about 0.04 kA/μs and 0.11 kA/μs. This range, compared with the reported
di/dt in Case 1 and Case 2, shows a resounding performance of the filter in mitigating the steepness
of the current, and consequently decreasing the stress over the surge arrester, which enhances the
performance of this protective device.

Figure 29. Comparison of the current flow through different surge arresters against the highest
handleable lightning impulse.

In order to show the impact of different filters on di/dt of the surge arrester, SA-42b is tested
under the 200 kV impulse (the impulse that can be handled via the conventional SA-42b, see Table 3),
and results are depicted in Figure 30. As can be seen from this figure, the current flow through
the surge arrester without any filter reached to about 73 kA with a di/dt of about 8 kA/μs, but after
considering the 100 μH filter, the current has been limited to ~18 kA (i.e., an ~75.3% decrement) and
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the di/dt has been decreased to ~0.42 kA/μs. By applying the 250 μH, 500 μH, and 1 mH filters, the
current decrease to about 9.8 kA, 5.8 kA, and 2.5 kA, respectively, with the di/dt of about 0.19 kA/μs,
0.09 kA/μs, and 0.04 kA/μs. Results confirm the superiority of using filtered surge arrester over the
conventional one.

Figure 30. Comparison of the current flow through surge arresters SA-42b against the 200 kV lightning
impulse under different filtering conditions.

It is noteworthy to mention that equipping the surge arresters with an inductor-based filter does
not alter the residual voltage of surge arresters. This can be seen by comparing the residual voltage
presented in Figure 26 with the residual voltage of each surge arrester in Table 1. The filtering devices,
by controlling the energy pushed into the surge arrester, enhance their performances against lightning
surges with higher overvoltage amplitudes, and in some cases, they eliminate the unwanted voltage
sags, besides, they highly decrease the steepness of the current flow through the surge arrester.

3.3.4. Case 4. Transformer Protected by the Series Connection of Filtered Surge Arrester and
Spark Gap

This case investigates the impact of a joint filtered surge arrester and spark gap on the protection
against indirect lightning impulses. It is worth mentioning that the same scenarios presented in Case 2
(see Section 3.3.2) are also valid for this case. However, the focus of this case is to show the impact of
the spark gap on enhancing the overvoltage stress and absorbed energy by surge arrester, compared
to Case 3 (see Section 3.3.3). To this end, the performances of surge arresters presented in Figure 26
(which provided proper protection against the 200 kV lightning impulse without considering the spark
gap) are studied at the presence of a joint filtered surge arrester and spark gap.

Figure 31a–f provides a comparison among the protection mechanisms of the filtered surge arrester
and joint filtered surge arrester and spark gap against a 200 kV lightning impulse. In this figure,
the solid curves present the measurements made at the presence of filtered surge arresters, while the
dashed curves stand for the measurements made at the presence of a filtered surge arrester and spark
gap. Note that Figure 31f presents the protection mechanisms of protecting devices with conventional
(non-filtered) surge arrester SA-42b. As can be seen from the configurations in which a filter has been
used (Figure 31a–e), the main difference between the protection mechanisms of filtered surge arrester
(solid curve) and the joint filtered surge arrester and spark gap (dashed curve) is the voltage sag
resulted at the beginning of lightning due to triggering the spark gap, while the surge arrester alone
does not cause such voltage sags. However, the spark has a small impact on decreasing the absorbed
energy by surge arrester that increases the functionality margin against higher lightning impulses,
although negligible. As an instance, in Figure 31a, the energy pushed into the surge arrester when no
spark gap is considered is ~59.33 kJ, while for the case with the spark gap, the energy is decreased
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to ~57.65 kJ, which shows 2.83% enhancement. Moreover, for lower rating surge arresters connected
with spark gaps, the operating time is a bit less than the time required by using only surge arresters
(see Figure 31a–c). Such a situation is not valid for higher rating surge arresters (see Figure 31d–f).

Figure 31. Comparison of the energy absorbed by different surge arresters against the 200 kV lightning
impulse: (a) 1 mH filtered SA-12b, (b) 500 μH filtered SA-18b, (c) 250 μH filtered SA-24b, (d) 100 μH
filtered SA-30b, (e) 100 μH filtered SA-36b, and (f) non-filtered SA-42b.

Figure 31f shows the mechanism of the non-filtered surge arrester and spark gap against the
200 kV lightning impulse. Unlike Figure 31a–e, in which at the presence of the filtered surge arresters
(solid lines), no voltage sag was occurring (the voltage sag was happening only at the presence of
joint filtered surge arrester and spark gap), in Figure 31f, and at the presence of non-filtered surge
arrester SA-42b, voltage sag is observed. To see this phenomenon more clearly, Figure 32 presents the
performance of SA-42b for the first 5 μs of lightning impulse. As can be seen from this figure, the spark
gap is triggered at ~0.5 μs after the lightning strike, and this results in even sharper voltage sag than
the case with only surge arrester. Although triggering the spark gap decreases the energy pushed
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into the surge arrester (blue dashed curve), the overvoltage trends for both protection approaches
(i.e., surge arrester and joint surge arrester and spark gap) after ~14 μs are similar (see solid and dashed
red curves in Figures 31f and 32).

Figure 32. Comparison of the energy absorbed by different surge arresters against the 200 kV
lightning impulse.

Figure 33 presents the current flowing through the filtered surge arresters under the highest
handleable overvoltage impulse, see Table 3. As can be seen, this figure resembles very much Figure 29
and just a negligible enhancement has been obtained. Therefore, in this case, the range of the di/dt is
almost similar to Case 3.

Figure 33. Comparison of the current flow through different surge arresters against the highest
handleable lightning impulse.
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All in all, a limited enhancement can be achieved by considering a spark gap in series with
surge arresters where the absorbed energy by the surge arrester or the current flow through them are
negligibly decreased, and therefore better protection for higher lightning impulses results. It should be
noted that the spark gap can play an important role during the failure of the surge arrester. Each surge
arrester, if not deteriorated under overvoltage stress, needs approximately 45 to 60 min for cooling
down [47], and practically it behaves as a short circuit. Therefore, the spark gap can protect the MV
transformers against the lightning impulses during this cooling down period, although by interrupting
the continuous service to the electricity consumers.

4. Conclusions

This work has proposed an innovative technical approach in enhancing the performance of surge
arresters to protect the MV transformers against indirect lightning overvoltages. More often than not,
surge arresters fail after experiencing a thermal runaway as a result of receiving higher energy than
their thermal energy absorption limit. An easy way to prevent such failures is to utilize a higher rating
surge arrester with a desired energy class, however, it imposes extra costs to the system operator. In this
paper, an inductor has been used as a filtering device to limit the energy pushed into the surge arrester.
By controlling the energy of a surge arrester, the failure is prevented, and a lower rating surge arrester
can be used instead of the high rating expensive surge arresters. In order to provide in-depth analyses,
the performance of eleven surge arresters with ratings from 12 kV to 42 kV with two energy classes are
investigated under different lightning impulses such as 100 kV, 125 kV, 150 kV, 175 kV, 200 kV, 250 V,
30 kV, and 500 kV. The filters that have been used to control the energy levels are 100 μH, 250 μH,
500 μH, and 1 mH inductors installed before the surge arrester. Besides considering the performance of
the proposed filtered surge arrester configuration, the impacts of the spark gap on the performance of
this configuration have also been studied. An energy-controlled switch has been proposed to monitor
the thermal energy of the surge arrester and to simulate the failure. Results show the effectiveness of
equipping surge arresters with an inductor-based filter. For instance, equipping a 1 mH filter resulted in
a considerable enhancement in the protective performance of a 12 kV rating surge arrester (i.e., SA-12b).
A non-filtered surge arrester SA-12b could only protect the MV transformer against 100 kV lightning
impulses, while a 1 mH filtered surge arrester SA-12b provides proper protection against 200 kV
lightning impulses. The only non-filtered surge arrester, among the considered surge arresters in this
paper, that provides proper protection against 200 kV lightning overvoltages is a 42 kV surge arrester
(i.e., SA-42b), though, unlike a 1 mH filtered surge arrester SA-12b, it shows inappropriate protection
at the beginning of 200 kV lightning overvoltages where a voltage sag is reached to the transformer
terminal. Moreover, the surge arrester SA-42b can only decrease the overvoltage tension to 98.7 kV,
while a 1 mH filtered surge arrester SA-12b keeps the overvoltage tension below 28.2 kV. It has also
been shown that the spark gap installed in series with the surge arrester may help in decreasing the
absorbed energy by the surge arrester only slightly. Furthermore, results confirm that by using the
filtered surge arrester, the di/dt decreases significantly such that, in this work, without installing a
filter, the range of di/dt used was between 5.7 kA/μs and 11.0 kA/μs, and after considering the filtering
device the range was between 0.04 kA/μs and 0.11 kA/μs, which is yet another resounding outcome.

All in all, the results (a) show the importance of considering the thermal absorption limit of
surge arrester for transient overvoltage studies, and (b) reveal that instead of using an expensive
high rating surge arrester to provide proper protection for the MV transformers, a low rating surge
arrester, if equipped with a proper filter, can be used. A proper filtered low rating surge arrester
not only provides a similar or even better protective performance against the lightning overvoltages,
but also proposes a lower residual overvoltage than the proper high rating surge arresters. Therefore,
the proposed filter, by boosting the performance of surge arresters, prolongs its lifetime by limiting
the energy pushed into the surge arrester and preventing any unwanted failure. Above all, installing
low rating surge arresters instead of high rating surge arresters results in considerable savings for
the system operator. It is noteworthy to mention that the filtering device that has been applied
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to modify the performance of the surge arrester might be its longitudinal withstand voltage level,
limited applicability against direct lightning strikes, as well as the size. These limitations need to be
studied deeply.

In future works we aim to investigate (1) the impact of the proposed filter on mitigating the effects
of lead length [51] and (2) the impact of the earthing system (soil ionization) as well as the conductive
coupling of the surge arresters on the performance of the proposed protective device while taking into
account the aforementioned limitations.
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